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~''~blic catalog
Copyright Catalog (1978 to present]Search Request: Le#~ A.~cuored Title =high school m%serableSearch Results: Displaying 4 of 1 zntries
~lfBYfOUS ReX~
HIGHSC~ODL MIS~RAI3~E.
~e of 4'Vork: Text
~2egish-ation I~Tutnber !Date: 'I~u001716711 ! 2009-05-22Application Ti~Ie: HIG~-I SCHOOL MISERABLE.
Tile: HIGH SCHOOL MISERABLE.Descrig~ion. Print Material.
C~pyri~ht ~lajimaat: Kenneth Edward Bayman, 1963- .Address; PU Box 56601
 S32I~3 M4IllC3~ CA
~~~~~.
I3a#e ~f Creation: ?009
~ttQrnative '~'it~e on Apglication: Higa School Miserable I ~-Iigh School Miserable 2 High School Miserable 3
Authorship on App~iea#ioB: Kenneth Edward Boymau, 19b3- {au#hor of pseua~nymaus work}, Citize~shi~;tTni~ed States. Authorship: A Musical play with a script ca3led High SeboolMiserable.Copyright Nc~ie: Regarding coFYright clai.m~t: no name givzr~ on application. Chaim registeredin author's name as claimant. 37 CSR 242.3(a}(3).Names; ~o~nan, Kenneth Edward, 19b3-
pr~+ious nez# ¢~.
I Save, Pt~int and Email (Helt~ Page) 
'~~SeIect Daw~Ioad Format' Fu11 Recartii • . Format for Pr~r~tlSaveIEnter your email address: 
Ema;l
~e' lo Search Histor Titles Start Over
~.antact Us ;Request Codes ~ Cet a Search Estimate (~'requently Asked Questions ~FA4sl about Co~vri~ht ~
Copvxi~ht Office Home Pace ~ Library of Congress Name Pa}e
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Search Request: Left Anchored Tine =high school miserable
Search Results: Displaying 1 of 4 entries
~prr~rious next
DISNEY SONNY WXT~I A CHANCE ;
'I~~pe of Work: Mo~ioa Picture
Regisiratio~ number /Bate: PAO~OI773989 / 2012-01-12
Application 3'$tie: DISNEY SONNY WITH A CHANCE "~IIGH SCHOOL MISERABLE" (2-08)
Title: Di51~1EY SONiv'Y ~rVITH A CHANCE : 2-E}8, "HIGH SC~i~Q~, MISERABLE".
Deseription: Vfdeocassette (Betacam S~} ; 112 in.
Copyribht Claimant: I3iSNEY EN°I'ERPRIS~S, INS., Transfer: Assi~ne~~. Address: 500 S. Buena VistaSt., Burbas~~, CA, 91521, IJni~e~ States.
Da#~ of Creatifln: 210
Date of Publication: 2DI0-04-i8
iVanon of First Publicata~n: Ua:ted Stites
Au#horship o~ Application: Disney Channel, employer for 3~ire; Domicile: tJn~ted States. Authorship: Entire
motion gic~tssre.
Names: Bisney Channel
DISNEY ENTERPRISES. I?~TC.
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Public catalog
Conyri~ht Catalog ( 978 to present}
Search Request: Left Anchored Title =high school msiserable
Search Results: Disp~aying Z of I entries
pre~ous next
..e.o.
~ - I.alxled.ift~iv~, ..
~3igh school miserably
Type of Work: Recorded Document
Document Number: V99fl4D578
Date of Recardatin~: 2013-~6-28
entire C~pyrig~t Document: x9904 D678 Pl
Title: ~ig~ school miserable.
'I'xi~e appears in Docnm~~t:
Help Sear h Histary T~'tles Start Over
Contact Us j ~eQu,~_r p__st Comes ~ Get a Search Estimate ~ Frequently Asked Ouestion~ rAOsl about Co~vri~ht ~
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~  prev~ua next
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The Copyright Puhl'tc Catalog wi11 coot be available #torn fram S:OOpm
EBT, Friday, Juty 29 through 6:Oflpm EDT, Sanday, July 31 due #u
maintenance activities. We apologize for any inrnnvenience to our ~
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Public Catalog
Copyright Catalog (1978 #o present)
Search Request: Left Anchere~ Title = HIG~I SCHOOL 1bffS~RABLE
Search Results: Displaying 3 of 4 entries
prievious rtexi
L:abete<€.~evr
high Se}:oal Nfiserable.
Type of Work: Recorded Document
Document Number: V99~SD197
33ate of Recordation: 2013-06-28
Entire Copyright Document: V9905 D197 P1
Tide: High School Miserable.
Title appears iu Documen#:
Help Search His~ory i ides Mart Over
Contact Us j Request Caries ~ Get a Search estimate f Frequerztiv Asked Questions (FAOs~ aboui CoDvri~ht ~
Convright Office Home Pace ~ Library of Congress Home Page
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~~~~~~r~~al ~~~es ~c~~icy
This ~alicy consists of:
•
 Dec!aratior~s
Common policy conditions
One or more coverage parts
A
 coverage part consists o~:
•
 One or more coverage corms
•
 ,q~piicable forms and endorsements
empire Fire and Marine insurance CompGny
?3810 FNB Parkway, PO Box 542QC3
Omaha, Nebraska 68154-8003
r~hone: 8~0-228-9283
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Ths company's President and Secretary have signed this policy. if required by state law, this policy shall not be va3id
unless countersigned by our aut#~orized representative.
y ,!
President Secretary
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NOTI~'~~ATION OF IM~'OR'~ANT CHANGES
R~LATYi~TG T~ TERZ02IS11~I 1~5~ INSURANCE ACT
"Fo Our ~'aIuec3 Customers:
The Terrorism Risk Itasurance Act ("Z'RIA"} had been scheduled to expire on December 3 t, 2007. Prior to the termination of
the program, Congress enacted an extension of TRIA until December ;1, 2014. 'There are severat important changes to
TRIA included with the e~tzr~sion of which you should be aware:
:1. Chan;e in I?eiasitio~i of":pct of Terrorism"
Prior to the enactment of Ehe exc~r,sion legislation, TRI~'1 applied only to acts of terrorism committed by an individual or
individuals "actintr en behalf of any foreign person ar fareiQn interest." This restriction has been removed such that the
Secretary of Treasury rFzay rlso certif}' acts of terrorism commonly describzd as "domestic terrorism." $ecause your policy
may contain a ]in~itatio~ cr exclusion relating to "certified acts of terrorism" andior "other acts of terrorism" or "non-certified
acts of terrorism" this change in the law may impact coverage un~er your policy. You should review your insurance policy
and note the revised certiticat;on criteria under TRI,~ {as fiilly described in para`raph D. below).
8. C'1ai-'s#~catian of~Operaiion ~f SI(10 Bil]ic~n Capon :ail Insurer and Federal ~blig~tio~s
[Fa~gre~~ate insured losses attributable to terrorist acts certified under TREA exceed $IQO billion in a program Year (Janua~~
1 tE~roiigh December i 1) any an insurer has met its deductible under the program, that insurer shalt not be liable for the
payme:~t of any portion of the amount of such losses that exceeds ~ ] (}0 billion, and in such case insured losses up to chat
anount are sub ect to pro rata a3iocaiion in zccordan~e with procedures established b}• the Secretary of i reasury.
C. Change in the Reeo~panent of the F~dcral Share of tr~sured Losses
Should there be a terrorist act certified under TRIG, Treasury must recoup ] 33°ro of the amount of its Payments under the
prografn (limited to S?7.~ h?ilion minus the amount insurers retain in that calendar veer ~s a result ~f the insurer deductible
and co-share} throu~,h poiicy6clder surcharges:
!. For an act o`terroris3n c~ccurrir~ prior to 30I 1, the collection must be completed by Septen3ber ~0, ?Ol'~;
?. (=ar an act often-orism occ~rrin, diFrir.~ ?01 I. il~e collection, r*~ust tie 3ti°o completed b~ September, 3~, 20E2 with the
balance collected ~iy September 30, 2017; 2nd
3. Fc~r a later event the collection must tie completed by Septeii~ber ~0. ?O17.
fl, fteviseci I~efrnitaon ~f .act of Terrorism ender TRIA
TRI.-~ defines °act of terrc~risrn" as any act that is cert+fled by the Secretary of the Treas!~r~, in concurrence ~~~ith the Secretary
of State ai d the Attorney C;eneral of the L niteci States:
1. to be an act of terrorism;
?. to be a violent act or ar act that is dangerous to human [if ,property or infrastructure;
3. to na~~e resulted in dama~*e ti~itFin the united States, or outside of the ~.~nited States in the c2se of an air carrier (as
defined in section ~O ID2 of Title -49, United States Cade) or a [;nited States flag vessel (or a vessel based principally in the
L'~~ited States, on which C.~nited States income tax is paid and whose insurance cover~~e is subject to regulation in the
united States), or the premises of a United States mission; and
~. to have been commi<<ed 'a~• an individual or individuals as part of air effort to coerce the ci~~ilian population of the
United Statcs ur to i~ltlu~nce tl~e ,policy or affect the conduct of t)~e ~'nited States Gc~vernme~t b`• coercion.
No act may be certified as an act of terrorism if the act is committed as part of the course of a war declared by Congress
(exce~st for titi~«rt:crs' ~on~pensatioi~) or if losses resulting rrom the act, in the a~~re,ate for insurance subject to TRIA, do not
exceed ~~.000.0(10.
C np~ r;_ht ~' _';)t)? Zurich :1n~erica3i litsura~ite C~ei=.~pan1 l'-c;l _-?i,b-A ~ I x;!17)
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~~~MON PO~lCY DE~CLARATlONS
Policy Number: F#011397
Renewal Number.
t EMPIRE F[RE ANi~ MARINE I1~SURANCE COMPANY PRODUCER
13810 FNB Parkway Abacus insurance Brokers, fnc. #0286
~ Omaha, Nebraska 68154 'E 23401~Nifshire Boulevard, Suite 400
Los Angeles, CA 90025-1 Q20
NAMED INSURED: Marjori Lohman
Pr1A1LING ADDRESS: 26 Overlook Drive
Syosset, NY 11791
POLICY PEf21QD: FR0~4 10!12/200$ TO iQ/2 /2003 At X2:01 a.m. Standard Time At
Your Mailin Address Shown Above
BUSINESS ~ESCRlPTloN Miscellaneous Production Operations
}N RETURN FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE PR~:1I;IUM, At~1D SUB,lECT TO ALL THc TERhAS OF TfiISPOLICY, L'YE AGREE U`JITH YGU TO PR~VIdE THE lNStlRRIVCE AS STATEC? IN THIS P~L1CY.
TH(S POLICY CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWItJG COVERAGE PARTS FOR WHICH A r REMItltUi 1S
~, t~:DtCATE~. THIS PREPJ1fEiNf MAY BE SUBJECT TO AaJUSTMENT.
CGMMERGnL C3ENEF2.4L LIA$ILETY COVERAGE PART
9l1SENESS ~UTO;`,~OB1LE COVERAGE PARS
i~Ar AGE COVERAGE PART
CO~ViMERCIAL r RO~~RTY COVERAGE PART
COMMERCIAL 1NLF.N€~ P~1ARlPlE COVERAGc PAF~T
COMMERCIAL CRiNiE COVERAGE PART
ElV1FLOYMENT PRACTICES LIABILITY COVERAGE PART
UMEi~ELLA OR OTFicR LIA81LiTY COVERAGE PART
TOTAL: S500.40
~ FORMS APPL;CABLE TO ALL COVERAGE PARTS (SHOW NUl47BERS):
~s~e inn oa sa ~0~-05~ a~acned.
Date of issue: ~ p/pti2Q08 Countersigned By - ~f_—r-~~`~'~
Authorized Representative
PR~~11Ut~!
$~OO.OQ
-nn or_ ors ...~ .. ~. ~ ~ -
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SCHEDULE OF FOREVIS
~ntertain~nent Program
NAME INSURED EFFECTIVE HATE POLICY NUMBER
Marjori Labma~ 10/12/2008 FI0113974
Comrt~on Section
Form # Title
EM 3549 (1104) Jacket - EF&M
EM 3638 (0705) Common Declarations
~M 0854 (0705) Schedule of dorms -Entertainment Program
FL 0017 {1198) Common Policy Conditions
iL 0268 (0205) New York Changes - GanceElation and Nonrenewal
1L 0183 0498) New York Changes -Fraud
U-GU-630-C (~i207) Disclosure of {mportant Information (Relating to Terrorism Risk InsuranceAct)
EIU9 OB54 (07051 
-
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ct~~~o~v Po~.icY cc~~ot~-tor~s
All Coverage Parts included in this policy are subject to the #ollo~ving conditions.
A. Car~ce3lation
1. Tne first Named Insured shown in the
Declarations may cancel this policy by rrtaiiing
or delivering to us ad~anc~ written notice of
cancellation.
2. We may cancel this policy by mailing or
delivering to the first named Insured writien
notice of cancellation at least:
a. 10 days before the effective dale of
cancellation if we cancel for nonpayment of
premium; or
b. 3Q days befcre t' he efFective date o~
cancefiafion if we cancel for any o#der
reason.
3. We will mail or deliver our notice to the first
Narrted lnsu;ed's last mailing address known to
us.
4. NoEice or C211C2I(atsen will eta#e the effective
date of cancellation. The policy period will end
on that die.
5. ft this peiicy is cancelled, we will send the first
tVamed Insured ary premium refund aue. If we
cancel, the refund will be pro rata. If the first
Named Insured cancels, the refund may be
less than pro rata The cancellation will be
effective even if we have ~~ot made or offered a
rerund_
5. If nstice is mailed, proof of mailing vrilf be
sufficient p. aof of notice.
~. Changes
This policy contains all the agreements between
you and us concerning tie insurance afforded.
The first Named Insured shown in tt~e
Declarations is authorized to make changes in the
terms of this policy with our consent. This policy's
terms can be amended or waived onfy by
endorsement issued by us and made a part or this
policy.
C. Examination Of Your Boofcs Anc~ Records
b. Give you reports on the conditions we end;
and
c. Recommend changes.
2. We are not obligated to make any inspections,
surveys, reports or recommendations aid any
such actions we do undertake relate only toinsurability and the premiums to be charged.
We do not make safety inspectians. We do not
undertake to perform the duty of any person or
organization to provide for the Health or safe#y
of workers ar the public. And we do not warrant
that conditions:
a. Are safe or healthful; or
b. Comply wi#h laws, regulations, codes or
standards.
3. i'aragraphs 1. and 2. of this condition apply not
only to us, bui also to any rating, advisory, rate
service or similar organization which makes
insurance inspections, surveys, reports or
recommendations.
4. Paragraph 2. of this condition does not apply fa
any inspections, surreys, reports or
recommendations we may make relative to
certifica#ion, under state or municipal statutes,
ordinances or regulations, of boilers, pressure
vessels or elevators.
E. Premiums
The rust Named insured shown in the
Declarations:
1. !s responsible far Ehe payment of all premiums;
anct
2, Wifi be the payee for any return premiums we
~
~y-
F. Transfer Of Your Rights And [Duties Under This
Po! icy
Your rights and duties under th+s policy rr€ay not
be transferred wi~hout our written consent exceptin the case of death of an individual named
insured.We may zxarnine and outfit yo!.~r books and
records as they relate to This policy at any time
during the policy period and up to three years
af#erward.
Q. lnspectiens And Surveys
'1. We have the right to:
a. N?ake inspections and surveys at any time;
If you die, your righ~s and duties will b~ transferred
io your legal represen#ative but only while acting
within the scone of duties as your legal
representative. Until your legal representative is
appointed, anyone having proper temporary
custody of your property will have your rights and
duties but only with respect to that property.
~ J !1;~ 9 7 11 t~ 4
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THiS E~DORSEIIII~[VT CHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ 17 CAREFULLY.
NE1 YOR~°C CHANGES - CANCELLATIO~J
AND NONR~t~E1111AL
This endorsement modifies insurance provided under fhe following:
BO1LEft ANL3 MACHINERY COVERAGE PART
COfI~MERCIAL GE~l~RAL LIABILITY COVERAGc MART
COMMERCIAL !f~LAN~7 MARINE COVERAGE PART
COMMERCIAL P~t~PERTY COVERAGE PAST
CRIME AND FiDcLlTY COVERAGE PART
EMPLOYMENT-RELATED P AC i ACES LIABILITY COVERAGE PARTFARM COVERAGE PART
LIQUOR LfAB;LlTY COVERAGE PART
PRODUCTS/COMPS ETED OPERA: IONS LIABILITY COVERF,GE PART
A~ Paragraphs '1., 2., 3. and 5. of the Cancellation
Common Policy Condition are replaced by the foi-
lowing:
T. The first Named frsure~ sF~own in the DecE~ra-
iians may cancel phis entire policy by mailing or
del~~eri~g to us advance written notice of can-
ce!!ation.
2. Ca~cellatian Uf Policies in Effect
a. fs0 Days Car less
We may once! this policy by mailing or de-
livering to the firsi l~~amed Insured written
notice of cancefia~ion at least:
('f) 3D days be=ore the effective date of
cancellation if we cancel fior any reason
not included in Paragraph A.2_a.(2j be-
low.
(2) 7 5 days before she effective date or
cancellation if ~,~~e cancel far any of the
fallowing reasons:
(a) Nonpayment of premium, provided
however, that a notice of cancellation
on this ground shall inform the first
Namzd Insured of the amount due;
(b) Conviction of a crime arising out of
acts increasing the f~azar~ insured
against;
(c) Discovery of firaud or material mis-
representaiion in the obtaining of the
policy or in the presentation of a
claim;
_ _ _ _ __ __
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(d) After issuance ofi the policy or after
the fast rene~.~al date, discovery of
an act or omission, or a violation of
any policy condition, ttsaf substan-
tiaify and materially increases the
hazard insured against, and that oc-
curred subsequeni #o incept;on o~ the
current policy period;
(e) 11~aterial physical change in the prop-
erty insured, occurring after issuance
or last ann~;ai renewal anniversary
date of the policy, that results in the
property ~2CORlifig uninsurable in
accordance wish our o5jectiv2, uni-
formly applied underwriting stan-
dards in effect at the time the policy
~Nas issued or fast renewed; or mate-
rial change in the nature or extent of
the risk, occurring arter issuance or
last annual renewal anniversary date
of the policy, that causes the risk of
foss to be substantially and materi-
ally increased beyond tfiat contem-
plated at the #ime the policy vas is-
s~ed or last renewed;
{f~ Required pursuant to a determina-
fion by the Superintendent that con-
tinuatian of our present premium
volume would jeopardize our sol-
vency or be hazardous to the interest
o~ our policyholders, our credtors or
the public;
1~ QZ 68 42 ~5 O ISO Properties, Inc., 2004 F~aae 1 of 5 D
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fig} A determination by the Superin+en-
deni that the continuation of the pol-
icy would violate, or would place us
in violation of, any provision of the
lrtsurance Code; or
(h) Where we have reason #o believe, in
gooc{ faith and with suf~icient cause,
that there is a probable risk of dan-
ger that the insured will destroy, cr
permit to be destroyed, the insured
property for if~e purpose of collecting
the insurance proceeds. 1F we canc~i
for th;s r~asan, you may make a +~~rit-
fen revues# to the Insurance De-
partment, within 10 days of receipt of
tf~is notice, to review our cancellation
decisicn. Also, eve will simultane-
ously send a copy of this can~efla-
iion notice to the Insurance Depart-
ment.
b. For More Than 60 Days
If this policy has peen in efteci for more
#han 64 days, or if this policy is a renewal ar
continuation of 2 ~elicy we issued, we may
cancel only ?cr any of the reasons listed in
paragraph A.2.a.{2~ above, provided:
(1) We malt the Tirst Named Insured written
notice at [eas# 1 ~ days before ii~e effec-
t;ve date of cancellation; and
€2) it eve cancel fcr nonpayment of pre-
mium, our nctice ~f cancellation informs
the first Named insured of the amount
a~~.
3. V4'e will mail or deliver our notice, including the
reason for ca3-~ce)laiion, to the first Named n-
sured ai the address shown in the policy and to
the au#ho; iz2d agent er broker.
5. if this policy is cancelled, we will send she first
Named insured any premium re~~nd due. li we
cancel, the refund will be pro rata. If the first
Named Insured caneeEs, the reTund may be
less than pro rata.
However, when the premium is advanced un-
der apremium fnance agreement, the cancel-
Eation refund will be pro rata. Under such fi-
nanced policies, we will be entitled to re#ain a
minimum earned premium of 10% of the total
pOiiCy premium or ~oQ, 4vhichever ~s greater.
The cancellation will be e~fecfive even if we
have not made or offared a refund.
~ ``/
B. The following is added to the Cancellation Com-
mon Policy Condition:
7. If one of the reasons for cancell~tian in Para-
graphs A.2.a.(2) ar D.2.b.(2) exists, we may
cancel this en#ire policy, even if the reason for
cancellation pertains only to a new coverage or
endorsemen# initially effective subsequent to
the original issuance of this policy.
C. Tie foi[owing Canditions ace added:
1. tVanrenewal
If r,ve decide not to renew this policy we will
send notice as provided in Paragraph C.3. be-
1ow.
2. Conditional Renewal
If we conditionaAy renew this policy subjec# to
a:
a. Change o#limits;
b. Change in type of coverage;
c. Reduction oz coverage;
d. Increased deductible;
e. Addition of exclusion; er
~. Increased premiums in excess of 1Q%,
exclusive of any premium increase due #o
and commensurate with insured value
aided or increased exposure units; or as a
result of experience rating, Inss rating, ret-
rospsctive raying or audit;
~ ve will send notice as provided in Paragraph
C.3. below.
3. ~lotices Ofi NonrenevvaE And Conditional
Renewal
a. li we decide not to renew tf~is policy or to
conditionally renew if~is policy as provided
in paragraphs C.1. and C.2. above, we will
mail or deliver written notice to the first
Named Insured shown in the Declarations
at least 60 but not more than 120 days be-
fore:
{1) The expiration date; ~r
(2) The anniversary date if Phis is a continu-
ous policy.
b. Notice will be rnailsd or delivered to the first
Named Insured at the address shov+rn in the
peficy and to the authorized agent or bro-
ker. If notrce is mailed, proof of mailing will
be suf#icient proof of notice.
c. Notice wil6 include the specific reasons) for
nonrenewal or conditional renewal, includ-
ing the amount of any premium increase for
conditional renewal and description of any
other changes.
Page 2 of 5 O ISO RronPr#ia~ Inr. Anna 
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d. Ef we violate any oT the provisions of Sara- (2) For ioss of or damage to personal ~rop-
graphs C.3.a., b. or c. above by sending erry other than farm personal property or
the first Named Insured an incomplete or business property; or
late canditiona! renewal notice or a late (3) Against damages arising from liability for
nonrenewal notice: loss of, damage to or injury to persons
(1} Coverage wil3 remain in effect a# the or property, except liability arising from
same terms and conditions of this policy business ar farming; and
at the lower of the current rates or the
~, Tie portion of the annual premium attribut-
prior period`s rates until 60 days after able to the property and contingencies d~-
such noiice is mai(ec~ or delivered, scribed in 1.b. exceeds the portion applica-
unless the ifrst Named Insured, during ble to other property and contingenc€es.
this 60 day period, has replaced the
coverage or elects to cancel. 2. Paragraph 2. of the Cancellation Gornmon
Policy Condition is replaced by the follov~ing:
(2) On or a~i2r t;~e expiration date of this
policy, coverage will remain in effect at 2. Proceriure And Reasons far
the same terms and conditions of this Cancellation
policy for another policy period, at the a. We may cancel this entire policy by
lower ofi the current ra#es er the prior pe- mailing or delivering to the first Named
nod's rates, Unless the first Named In- insured written notice of cancellation at
sured, during this additional policy pe- least_
riod, has repi~ced the coverage or
~j~ ~~ days before the effective date of
alects to cancel. cancellation if we cancel far non-
e. If you elect to renew on the basis of a late payment of premium, provid~c# how-
canditiona! renev~ral notice, the Perms, con- ever, that a notice of cancellation on
ditions and rats se# forth in such notice this ground shall inform the first
shad apply: Named insured of the amount due;
{7) Upon expiration of the 60 day period; or °~
(2} No~rvithstanding the provisions in Para- f2) 30 days before the effective dare of
graphs d.('~) and d.(2), as of the renewal car~cef~ation if we cancel for any
date of tote policy ffi we send the T~rst ether reason.
Named insured the conditional renewal b. 8ui if this policy:
notice at least 30 days prior to the expi-
~~) }~2s been in effect for more than 60
ration or anniversary date of the policy. ~~YS. QF
f. We will not send yep notices of nonrenewal (2) [s a renewal of a policy we issued:
or conditional renewal if yon, ya:~r au?hor-
ize~ agent e~ broKer os another insurer of we may cancel this no[icy only for one or
yours mails ar delivers notice that the policy more of the rollowing reasons:
has Deer repleced or is no longer desired. j~t) Nonpayment of premium, provided
D. The follov~ing provisions apply when the Comrner- however, t1~at a notice of cancellation
ciaf Proper~y Coverage Park or the Farm Coverage on this ground shall inforrr~ the first
Part is made a part of this policy: Named Insured of fhe amours#due;
1. hems D.2. and C~.3. apply +f this policy meets t2} Conviction of a crime a. ising out of
the following condi?ions: acts increasing the risk of loss;
a. The policy is issues or issued for delivery in (3) Discovery afi fraud or material mis-
New York Sete covering property located representation in obtaining fhe policy
in this state; and or in making a claim;
b. the policy insures: (4) Discovery of willful or reckless acts
t'{) For loss of or damage to structures,
or omissions increasing the risk of
loss;
other than hotels o. motels, used pre-
dominantly for residential purposes and
consisting of no more than four dwelling
units; or
fL 02 n8 Q2 45 lc~ I~(~ PmnPriiP~ Inr. ~llf~d Pana 3 of 5 t1
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(5} Physical changes in the covered
property that make that property un-
insurable in accordance with our ob-
jectiv~ and uniformEy applied under-
writing standards in efFect when we:
(a} Issued the policy; or
(b) Lasf voluntarily renev~ed the
policy;
(6) The Superintendent of l~surance's ~~
determination that continuing the pal-
icy would violate Chapter 28 of the
Insurance LaUr, ar
(7) Required pursuant to a deterrnina-
tion by the Superintendent of Insur-
ance that the cantinuation of our
present premium volume would be
hazardous to the interests of our
policy~oiders, our crediiers or the
qub~ic.
3. The following are added:
a. Conditiortaf Continuation
Instead or' cancelling this paEicy, we m2y
conti;~ue it on the conditior! that:
('t) The policy IFmits be changed; or
(2J Any coverage not required by law be
eliminated.
fi this policy is co3 ~ditionally con#irtued, we
will mail ar deliver to the first Named In-
sured written notice at leas 20 d2ys before
the effective dale of the change or e!imina-
tion. We will mail or deliver our notice to the
first Named Insurec~'s last mailing address
known to us. ~f ~otsce is mailed, proof of
mailing will be su~ficient proof of notice. De-
li~ery of the noti~~ will be the same as mail-
ing.
b. Nonrenewai
!f, as allowed by the laws of New York
State, true:
(1} Do not renetiv this policy; or
(2} Condition policy renewal upon:
(a) Change of fimifs; or
(b} Elimination ofi coverage;
we will mail or c+eliver written notice o1 non-
renewal or conc~ftionai renewal:
(a) At least 45 days; but
~~
lb} Not more than 80 days;
before the expiration date of the policy. We
wilf mail or deliver our notice to the Errs#
Famed Ensured's last mailing address
known #o us. ff notice is mailed, proof of
malting v~~ill be sufficient proof of notice. De-
livery of the r~atice will be the same as mai!-
inc,.
The following is added to the Farm Property —
Other Farm Provisions dorm —Additional Cover-
ages, Conditions, Defnitions and the Commercial
Property Overage Part:
When the property is subject to the Anti-Arson
Application in accordance vsrith New York lnsur-
ance Department Regulation fVo. 96, the following
provisions are addQd:
If you fail to return the completed, signed and at-
firmed anti-arson application #o us:
1. Or our broker or agent within 45 days of the
e~iective date of a new policy, we will cancel
the entire policy by giving 20 days' written no-
tice to you and to the mortgageholder shown in
the Qecl~rations.
2. Before the expiration date of any policy, we tivi!!
cancel the policy by giving written notice to you
and to the mortgageholder shown in the Decla-
rations at feast 15 days before the z~izc#ive
dots of cancellation.
The cance]Iation provisions set forth in E.'i. and
E.2. above supersede any contrary provisions in
this policy including this endorsement.
if the notice in E.7. or E.2. above is mailed, proof
of mailing will be sufficient proof of notice. Delivery
of the notice will be fhe same as mailing.
F. The following applies to the Commercial Property
Coverage Part and the Farm Coverage Part:
Paragraphs f. and g. of the Martgageholders
Condition are replaced by the following:
f. Cancellation
(1) If we cancel this po~icy, vde will give
wriften notice to the mortgagehofder at
least:
(ay 10 days before the effective dale of
cancellation if we cance{ for your
nenpaymen# of premium; or
(b) 3Q days before the ef~ective date of
cancellation if we cancel for any
other reason.
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{2} if you cancel this policy, we wil[ give
written notice to the mortgageholder.
With respect to the mor~gagehoidet's in-
terest only, canczklation will became ef-
fecfive on the later of:
{aj Tne effective da#e of cancellation of
the insured's coverage; or
(b) 1Q days after we give notice to fhe
mortgagehol~er.
g. Nonrenewal
(1) If we elect not to renew this policy, ws
will give written notice to the mortgage-
f~old~r at least 'f C days before the expi-
rat~on date of this policy.
(2) li you eleci not to renew this policy, we
will giv? written notice to the mortgage-
holder. With respect t~ the mortgages
holder's interest only, nonrenewal will
become effective on the kater of:
{a) The expiration date of the pa'ricy; or
(by 10 days aster we give notice to the
mortgagehofd2r.
G. The following provisions apply when the following
are made a part of this policy:
Comrr~ercial General Liability Coverage Part
Farm Liability Coverage Farm
Liquor Liability Coverage Part
ProductslComp{eted Operations Liabili#y Cov-
erage Part
1. The aggregate limits of this policy as shown in
the Declarations will be increased in proportion
io any policy extension provided in accordance
with Paragraph C.3.d. above.
2. The East sentence ofi Limits Of Insurance does
not apply when thz policy pericd is extended
because we sent the frst Named lnsursc! an
incomplete or late conditional renewal notice or
a fate ronrenewaf notice.
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IL 09 83 04 9$
THIS ENDO~S~~r7ENT CHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ !T CAREFULLY.
N~iIU YOR~C CHANGES -FRAUD
This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the following:
80lLER AND MACHINERY COVERAGE PART
BUSlhESSOiNNERS POLICY
CO~MERClAL AUTOMOBILE COVERAGE PART
COMMERCIAL INLAND NEARfN~ COVERAGE PART
COMMERC{AL PROPERTY COVERAGE PART
FARM COVERAGE PART —FARM PROPERTY —OTHER FARM PROVISIONS FORM — ADDiTEONALCOVERAGES, CONQiTIONS, QEFiNITION~
FAftM COVERAGE PART — MOBILE AGRICUL?URAL MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT COVERAGECORM
FARM COVERAGE PAR 1 — LIVESTOCK COVERAGE FORM
The CONCEALMENT, MISREPRESENTATION OR FRAUD Condi#ian is repiaeea by the tollawing:FRAUD
We do not provide coverage far any insured {°insured") ~vho has made frauduleni staiemen#s or engaged infral.~dulent conduct in connection wiih any loss ("loss") or damage for which coverage is sought under Phis policy.However, with respect to insurance proviaed under the COMMERCIAL AUTOM081LE COVERAGE PART, wewill provide coverage io such "insured" for damages sustained by any person 4vho has no# made fraudulentstafernents or engaged in fraudulent cc~-~duct if such damages are ott~e~~ise covered under the policy.
_ - 
-Rae~'~''?{~ of 42--P-age i~ #.24-- - _~
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ZURICH
THIS DISCLOSLTI2~ IS ATTACHED TD AVD i~IADE PART OF YOUR POLICY.
?ISC~,OSUI~E OF IMP~~TANT INF~RMA'~'ION
RELATING T~ TERRORISM ~ZISK INSI.TRAl~i CE ACT
SCHEDULE*
Premium attributable to risk of loss from cerified acts of terrorism for lines of insurance subject to TRIG:
$ 5.G0 General amiability
'Any infc~rmation required to complete this Schedule, if not sho~in above, will be spawn in the Declaratians.
:~. Disclasure of Premium
In accordance ~i°itl~ tl~e federal Terrorism Risk Insurance pct ("TRIA"), as amended, we are required to provide }ou with a
notice disclosing tl~e paRion c~f~~'our premium, if any, attributable to the risi: of loss from terrorist acts certified under chat
:pct for lines subject to `CRI.~. That portion of prcmiu~n at[ributatrle is shown in the Schedule above. The premium shown in
the Schedule abo~~e is sub}ect to adjustment upon premium audit, if applica~ie.
S. Discio~ure of Federal Parti~i~ation in Payment of Terrorism Losses
The United States Government may pav a share of insured losses resulting from an aet of ierrorisn. The federal share equals
35°io of that portion of the amount of such insured losses that exceeds the insure= reten#ion. The insurzr retention equals 20%
of the insurer s prior calendar }'ear direct earned premium associated tivith lines of insurance suoject to TR1A. Title is
scheduled to expire on Dec:.=.~;ber ~ 3, 261=1.
C. llasetasure of 5t~(1 8i11ion Capon :~tl Insurer and Federal Obligations
(f a~gre~,ate ins~3red losses aii~ ibutable to terrorist acts czrtified under TR1A exceed 5100 billion in a Program Year (3anuary
throuQli December 3 I j and an insurer has met iks deductible wider tt~e pro;ram, ti~at insurer shall not be liable for the
pa~'ilier,t of any portior3 of [ne amo;iri of such fosses that e~ceeeis S 100 billion. 2nd an such Lase insured losses up to that
.~n~ount are sunject to pro rata •allocation in accordance with procedures established by the Secretary of -f'reasuty.
D. .~v~i[abi{iiV
As required by TRIA, ~~e have r~aue a~~ailable to ~~ot; for lines su~ject to "I~R1A covera4e for losses resulting from acts of
terrorism certified under TRI:a l~~it~t terau, amounts and limi#ations that do not ciif~fer materially from chose for losses arising
from e~~ents other than acts of terrorism.
£. De~nifion of Act of Terrorism un~3er TR1A
TRIA def nes "act vi terrorism" as any act that is certified by the Secretary• of file ~t'reasury, in concurrence with the Secretary
of State and the Attorney General of the Ui3ited States:
1. to be an act of terrorism;
3. to be a violent act or an act that is dangerous to human life, property or infrastructwe;
,. to have resulted in damaee within tl~e ~!nited States, or outside of the Lnited States in the case of an air carrier {a~
defined in section ~;'0 i 02 of Title -l9, United States Code) or a L nited States flag vessel ,or a vessel based principally in tl~e
t nited States, on ~~~hich United States income tai is paid and whose insurance coverage is subject to regulation in the
United States), or the premises af~ a United States mission; and
-4. to have been committed by an indiviclua; ur individuals as part ot~ an effart to coerce the civilian population of the
United Slates or to influence tE,e policy or ~iffect the cnnduci of the L'nitec3 States Gavern~nent by coercion_
\o act ~~~ay be cenitied as an act of terrorism if the act is committed as paR of the course of a ~~~ar declared 6y Con,ress
(except for ~~orkers' coi~lpensatiorl} or it losses resulting from tJze act, ;n file a4~gre~ate fer insurance subject to TRf.~, da not
exceed ~i.400.040.
C'o~crt~lu '~ '(~)? l~~r!ch ;~m~nc:a;i l:isisrmc~ Comb,ant• i,'-(it'-6;0-C~ f I'%Oi)
lii~li~~cs copy ne!ncd matrn~! ii1~1SO PfU~CR[C5_ Inr ~~i;h us Permission Pa+,t ! of 1
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C~11t~~1~(~~~1~L GENERAL LIABlL1TY DECLA~ATt+Q~S
Policy Number: F10113974
Renewal Number:
°X" It Suppfementai Declarations is Attached
~~VlPIRE FIRE AND MARINE lNSilRANCE CONlPAM1[Y AGENT
13810 FNB Parkway, ~.0. Bax 542003
Omaha, Nebraska a$154-8003
j NAMED INSURED: Ma~ari Lobman
MA1~1NG ADDRESS: 26 Overlook.Dr~ve
S~ osset, NY 1'f 791
POL[CY PERIOD: FROti~I 10/12/20b8 TO 1 012 412 0 0 8 At 12:0 a.m. Standard Time At
Your M2itinq Address Shawn A
PN RETURN F€~~ THE PAYMENT OF THE PREtJJliJl11J, ANQ StlBJECT ~'O ALL THE TERilAS OF THi5
POLICY, WE AGREE WITH YOU TO PROVIDE THE fNSUF2ANCE AS STATED IN THIS ROL€CY.
f LIMITS OF INSURANCE 
~
EACH OCCURP.E~;CE U<<~!T ~ ~~~~n~
DAMAGE TO PRENIISES RtNT~D TO YOU LlMfT ~ ~~~2~ Any one premises
MECICAL EXPANSE LMT rr~~ Any one person
PERSONAL & F~DVERTISING 1N?URY LIMIT ~ pp{~ ~y{~{1 Any one person or arganizaticn
GENERAL AGGREGATE Ll~/f)T ~ ~ !~~~y~;{;
PRODUCTS/CGMPLETED CP~RATFONS AGGREGATE LIiv11T 
~~~n nnn
DESCRIPTtON OF BElSiNESS
~ORfVt OF BUSfi~tESS:
INDiViDUA! '~ PA.RTNERSHIP ~ J04N i VENTURE ~ TRUST
u
 LIMITED L1ABlL1TY CG'+~PANY ~ ORGANIZATION, INCLUDING A CORPORATION (BUT NO r INCLUDING A
PARTNERSi-ifP, JOfNT VENTURE OR L1AJ[IT~D LIABILITY COMPANY)
BUSI~fESS DESCRIPTION: Miscellaneous Production Operations
Date of Issue: CoUnte~Sigt';ed By
Authcrized Representative
EPvI 36 40 (11-05; Ircluees copynahted material of fS0 Properties. Inc., with its permission. Page 1 of 2
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CLASSiFICATiON AND PREMIUM
CWSBi~ICATfO~v CODE PREMIUM RATE ADVANCE PREMlIJM
Preml ProdlCamp PremJ ProdlComptJO. BASE
Ops Ops Ops Ops
Motion Pictures - 98Q~2e GPC3,500 477.0Productions -Studios or
Outside -A!! Operations
Prior to the Development
of Negatives
~
1
}
i
~
Terrorism 5A
{
PREMIUM FOR ENC70RSEMEN ~ 5 O.OQ
~ STATE ThX OR OTHER (if appl;cable) O.~JO M
TOTAL PREMIUM (SUBJECT TO AUDI r j 50 .00
PREMIUM SHOWf~ 1S PAYABLE. AT INCEPTION 500.00
AT EACH AtvNiVERSARY
` (1F ROLICY PERIOD 15 MORE THAN OiJE YEAt~ AND Pr~iEMIUM IS PF~ID IN
ANNUAL INSTALLMENTS;
AUDIT PcR10D (IF APPL(CASLE} A1~iNUALLY SEMI-ANNUALLY QUARTERLY NfO~fTHLY
EN~C7EZSEMENTS
ENDCRSEPAENTS ATTACHED 70 TH15 POLICY:
See EM QS 54 {07-OS) A~fached.
T}-IESE +J~CLARATIONS, TOGETi-tER WE r 3~$ r HE CaNEMON POLJCY CJNDiT€ONS AND COVERAGE FQ~21U[{S) AND ANY
~i~a~RS~~~IENT(S}, CO ~l1PLETE THE ABOVE NUMBERED POLICY.
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SCHEDULE OF FARMS
Entertainment Prograrr~
NAiVIE [NSUR~D EFFECTIVE DATE POLICY NUMBER
Marjori Lobman 10/12!2008 FI0113974
General Liabitiiy
corm # Title
EM 3640 (1105)
EM 0854 (0705)
CG 0401 (1207)
IL 0023 {0498)
CG 201 (0196)
CG 2012 (0798)
CG 2Q26 (1185)
CG 2028 {1185}
CG 2?47 (1207)
CG 2155 ;0999)
U-GL-1178-,~-~W (07C3)
EM 0859 ~070~)
tM 433 (11 ~6}
EM 452 ;0705)
~M 4643 (0705)
EM ~6~5 (0407)
CG 0163 (0999)
CG 0104 f'I 201)
EM (3860 (11 G6)
CG 2146 (Q798}
U-GU-7o7-A-CW (0103}
Commercial GL Declarations
Schedule of t=arms -Entertainment °rogram
Commerical General Liability Coverage farm
Nuclear Energy ~ iabifity Exclusion
Addifionaf Insured -Managers of Lessors of Premises
Additional insured -State or Political Su6divisron-Permit
Addi#ional Insured -designated Person or Organiza#ion
Additional Insured - Lessor of leaszd equipment
employment Related Practices Exclusion
Total Pollution Exclusion
Asbestos Exctusior~
Definition of Employee
Removal of Coverage for Premises in the Short Term Con#roi of the
Insured
Addtional Cond•,tiens Applicable to Gommerciai General Liability
Undeclared Productions
Field os Entertainmer~f Productions ~xcEusions
New fork Ch2nges - GGL Coverage farm
i~ew Yark Chan^yes - Frerrium Audit
ae~~nition of Productions and Budget Limitations
Abuse or MoEestation cxclusian
Cap on Losses from Certi led Aets of Terrorism
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CONIMERC[AL GEN~~AL LlASILITI'
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CO~V[~ERC(~1L GEI~~~.AL L~ABLITY CO1lERAG~ FOR1~t~
Varsous provisions in this policy restrict co~erags.
Read the entire policy careful{y to determine rights,
duties and what is and is not covered.
Throughout this policy the t^,cords "you" and "your'
refer to the Named Insured shown in the Declarations,
and any other person or organization qualifying as a
Named Insured under this policy. The words "we",
"us" and "our" refer to thz company providing this
insurance.
The word "insured" means any person or argan~zation
cualifying as such under Sec±ion 1{ —Who Is An In-
sured.
Cther words and phrases That appear in quotation
marks have special meaning. Refer to Section V —
Definitions_
SECTION ! — COVERACc5
COVERAGE A BOA{LY 3~lJJRY AND PRC7PFRTY
~ANIAGE LEA61LlTY
1. Insuring Agreement
~. We will pay #hose sums that the insured be-
comes legally obligated zo pay as damages
because of "boc+ily i~juri' or "property damage°
to ~:hich this insurance applies. We wi11 have
the right and duty to defend the insured against
any "suit" seeking those damages. However,
we ~~~iN Faye no duty fo deTend the insured
agai;~st any "sui~' seekirg damages Tor "bodily
injury" or "property d2mage" to which this in-
surance does not apply. VVe may, at our discre-
tion, investigate any "occurrence'" and settle
an}~ claim or "suit" that may result_ But:
(1) The amount we will pay for damages is
limited as described in Section Ill —Limits
Of Insurance; anc~
(2) Our right and duty to defend ends when we
have used up ?he appEicable limit of insur-
ance in the payment of judgrr~ents or set-
tlements under Coverages A or S or medi-
cal expenses u~~der Coverage C.
No other obligation or liability to pay sums or
perform acts or servicas is covered unless ~x-
plicitly provided roc under 5upplemeniary Pay-
ments — Coverages A and B.
b. This insurance applies to "bodily injury" and
"property damage" only if:
(9y The "bodily injury" or "property damage" is
caused by an "occurrence" that takes place
in the "coverage territory";
(2) The "bodily injury" or "property damage"
occurs during the policy period; and
(3) Prior to the policy period, r~o insured listed
under Paragraph i. of Section 11 — W5o Is
An Insured and no "employee" authorized
by you to give or receive notice of an "oc-
currence" or claim, knew that the "bodily in-jury" or "aroperty damage" had occurred; in
whole or in part. If such a fisted insured or
authorized "employee" knew, prior to the
policy period, that the "bodily injury„ or
"property damage" occurred, then any con-
ti+~uation, change or resumption of such
"bodily injuy" or "property damage" wring
or after the policy period will be deemed to
have been known prior to the policy period.
e. "Bodily injury" or "property damage" wfiich
occurs during the policy period a;~d vvas not,
prior to the policy period, known to have oc-
curred by any insured listed under ~ardgr~ph
1. of Section E! —Who is An Insured or any
"employee'° authcrized by you to gPve or re-
cei~e notice of an "occurrence" or claim, in-
ciudes any conti~~ation, change or resumption
of that "bodily injury" or "property damage" af-
fer the end of she policy period.
d. "Bodily injury" or "property damage" tviil be
deemed #o have been known to have occurred
at the earliest time when any insured Iisted un-
der Paragraph 1. of Section IE —Who Is An In-
sured or any "employee" authorized by you to
give or receive notice of an °occurrence" or
claim:
(1 } Reports alt, or any part, of the "bodily injury"
or "praperEy damage" to us or any other in-
surer;
(2) Recei~e~ a written or verbal demand or
claim for darr~ages because o` the "bodily
injury" or "property damage"; ar
{3) Becomes aware by any o#her means that
"bodily injury" or "property damage" has oc-
curred or has bean io occur.
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e. Damages because of "bodily injury" include
damages claimed by any person or organiza-
tion far care, loss of services or death resulting
at any time from the "bodily injury".
2. Exclusions
This insurance does not apply fo:
a. Expected Or !n#ended Injury
"Bodily injury" or "property damage" expected
or intended from the standpoint of the insured.
This exclusion does not apply to "~odiiy injury"
resulting from tF~e use of reasanable rorce to
protect persons or property.
b. Contractual Liabili#y
"Bodily injury" or "property damage" for which
the insured is obligated to pay damages by
reason of the ass~mpiion of liability in a con-
irac# or agreement. This exclusion does not
apply to liability fior damages:
(1) That the insured would f~ave in the absence
of the contract a~ agreement; or
(2) Assumed in a contract or agreement tha# is
an "insured contract", provided the "bodily
injury" or "property damage" occurs subse-
quent to the execution of the contract or
agreement. Scleiy for the purposes of liabil-
iiy assumed in an "insured contract", rpa-
sonable attorney ices and necessary litiga-
tion zxpenses inc~,~rred by or for a party
other Than an insured are deemed to be
damages because of "bodily injury" or
"property Carnage", provided:
(a) Liability ~o such party tor, er nor t7e cost
of, that pariy's defense has also been
assumed in the earns "insured contract";
and
fib) Such attorney fees and litigation ex-
penses are for defense cr" that party
against a ci~i! or alternative dispute
resolution proceeding in which damages
to which this i~st~rance apoiies are a!-
feged.
c. Liquor Liability
"Bodily injury" or "property c+amage" for which
any insured may be held liable by reason af:
(9) Causing or con#rihuting to the intoxication of
any person;
(2) The furnishing of alcoholic beverages to a
person under the legal drinking age or un-
derthe influence of alcohol; er
(3) Any statute, ordinance or regulation relating
to the sale, gift, distribution or use of alco-
hoiic beverages.
This exclusion applies only if yon are in the
business of manufacturing, distributing, selling,
serving or furnishing alcoholic beverages.
d. Workers` Compensation And Similar Laws
Any obligation of flee insured under a workers'
compensation, disability benefits or unem-
ployment compensation law or any simi3ar law.
e. employer's Lia~i(ity
"Sodi{y injury" ta:
(1) An "employee" of the insured arising Qut of
and in the course of:
(a} Employment by the insured; or
(b) Perfiorming duties related to the conduct
of she insured's business; or
{Z) The spouse, child, parent, brother or sister
of that "employee" as a consequence of
Paragraph (~(}above.
This exclusion applies whether fhe insured
ma;~ be liable as an employer or in any other
capacity and to any obligation to share dam-
ages with or repay someone else who must
pay damages because of the injury.
This exc!usian does not apply to liability as-
sumed by the insured under an "insured ~on-
tract".
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f. Pollution
(1) "Bodily injury" or "p~o~?2~y dBrrloge" arising
aui of the actual, alleged or threatened dis-
charge, dispersal, seepage, migration, re-
lease or escape of "pollutants":
{a) At or from any premises, site or location
which is or was at any time owned or
occupied by, or rented or loaned #o, any
insured. However, this subparagraph
c+oes not apply to:
(i) "Bodily injury" if sus~ai~ed within a
building and caused by smoke,
fumes, ~apar or soot produced by or
originating from equipment that is
used t~ heat, cool or dehumidify the
building, or equipment that is used to
heat water for personal use, by the
building`s occ~.~pants or their guests;
(ii) "8adily injury" or "property damage"
for which you may be held liable, if
you are a contractor and the owner
cr lessee of such premises, site or
location has been added to your pol-
icy as an additional insured with re-
spect to your ongoing operations
pe~Fcrmeti for that additional insured
at tf~rat premises, site or location and
such pre,~nises, site ar location ;s not
and never was owned or occupied
by, or rented or loaned to, any in-
sured, cth~; than that additsonal in-
sured; or
~iis} "6cdily inj:~ry" cr "praperry damage"
arising c:~f of heat, smoke or fumes
Tram a °nostiEe fre';
(b) A# or from any premises, site or location
which is er vras at any time used by or
for any insured or others for t' he han-
diing, storage, disposal, processing or
treatment of waste;
(c~ Which are ar were at any time trans-
ported, dandled, stored, treated, dis-
posed of, or processed as waste by or
.or.
(i) Any insured; or
(ii) Any person or organization fior whom
you may b~ legaify responsible; or
Sd) At or from any premises, site or location
on which any insured or any cantractcrs
or subcontractors working directly or in-
directly on any insured's behalf are per-
farming operations if the "pollutants" are
brought an or to the premises, site ar la-
cafion in connection with such opera-
tions by such insured, con#ractor or sub-
contractor. However, Ehis subparagraph
does not apply to:
(i) "Bodily injury" or "property damage"
arising out of the escape of fuels, lu-
bricants or other operating fluids
which are needed to perform the
normal eleciricai, hydraulic or me-
chanical functions necessary for the
operation of "mobile equipment" or
its parts, if such fuels, lubricants or
other operating fluids escape from a
vehicle part designed to hold, store
or receive them. This exception does
not apply if the "bodily injury" or
"property damage" arises o~rt of the
intentional discharge, dispersa# or re-
lease of the fuels, lubricants or other
operating fluids, or if such fuels, lu-
bricanfs or other operating fluids are
brought on or to the premises, site or
iocaiion with ih2 intent ;hat they be
discharged, dispersed or released as
part of the operations being per-
formed by such insured, contractor
or sut~contractor;
(~i) "Bodily injury., or "proper#y damage•`
sustainer! within a building 2nd
caused by the release of gases,
fumes or vapors from materials
brought into that building in connec-
tion v~ith operations being performed
by you o. on your behalf ~y a can-
tractor or subcontractor; or
(iii "Bodily injury" or "property damage"
arising out of heat, smoke or fumes
firom a "Hostile fire".
ts) At or from any premiszs, site or {oration
on which any insured or any contractors
or subcontractors working directly or in-
directly an any insureds behalf are per-
forming operations •r` the operations are
to test `or, monitor, clean up, remove,
contain, treat, de#oxi~y or neutralize, or
in any vvay respond :o, or assess the ef-
fects of, "polfu#ants".
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(2j Any loss, cost or expense arising oui of
any:
(a) Request, demand, order ar statutory or
regulatory requirement that any insured
or others test for, monitor, dean up, re-
move, contain, treat, detoxify or neutral-
ize, or in any way respond to, or assess
the effects of, "~oklutants"; or
(b} Claim or "suit' by or on behalf of a go~-
ernmenial out ~orify for damages be-
cause of testing for, monitoring, cleaning
up, removinca, ccntaining, treating, de-
toxirying or neuira[izing, or in any way
responding io, or assessing the effects
of, "pollutan#s".
However, t1~is paragraph does r?ot apply to
liability for damages because of "property
damage" that the insured would have in the
ahsence of such request, demand, order or
statutory or regulatory requirement, or such
claim ar "sui#" by or on behalf of a govern-
mental authority.
g. Aircraft, Auto Or ~llatercraft
"Bodily injury" or "Property damage" arising out
of the ownership, maintenance, use or en-
trustrnent to others of any aircraft, "auto" orwa-
tercra~+ owned or operated by or rented ar
loaned to any ins~rEd. Use includes operation
and "lo2ding or unloading".
This exclusion applies even ii the claims
against any insured allege negligence or other
wrongdoing Fr, the supervision, hiring, empioy-
ment, t'raining or monitoring of others by that
insured, ii th? "occurrance" which caused the
"codify injury" or "prope:iy damage" in~oivec!
the ow,~nership, maintenance, use or entrust-
ment to others of any aircraft, "auto" ~r water-
craft tFrat is ownad or operated by or rented or
loaned to any insured.
This exclusion does not apply to:
('1) A watercraft while ashore on p:~mises you
own or rent;
{2) A ~n~atercraft you do not own that is:
(a) Less than 26 feet tong; and
(b) Not being used to ca; ry persons or
property for a charge;
(3) Parking an "auto" on, or on the ~vays next
to, premises you own or rent, provided the
"auto" is rot owned by or rented or loaned
to you or the insure;
(4} Liability assumed under any "insured con-
traci" for the ownership, maintenance or
use of airc~ alt or Gvatzrcraft; or
~ ~'~
- =- .~
(5} "Sadify injury" or "property damage" arising
out of:
{a) The operation of machinery or equip-
ment that is attached to, or part of, a
land vehicle that r~uould qualify under the
definition of "mobile equipment" ifi it were
not subject to a compulsory or finarcial
responsibility law or other motor vehicle
insurance law in fhe state where it is li-
censed or principa!{y garaged; or
(b} the operation of any of the machinery ar
equipmen# listed in Paragraph f.(2) or
f.(3) of the definition of "mobile equip-
ment".
h. Mobile Equipment
"Bodily injury" or "property damage" arising auf
of:
(1} The transportaticn of "mobile equipment" by
an "au#o" owned or operated by or rented or
loaned to any insured; or
(2) The use of "mobile equipment' in, or while
in practice for, or white being prepared for,
any prearranged racing, speed, demolition,
or stunting activity.
i. 4'Var
"Bodily injury" or "prope~fy damage", however
caused, arising, directly or indirectly, out of:
(1) War, including undeclared or civil war;
(2) WarGice action by a military force, including
action in hindering or defending against an
actual or expected attack, by any go~ern-
ment; sovereign or other authority using
rrtifitar~ personnel or other agents; or
(3) insurrection, rebellion, revolution, usurped
power, or ac#ion #aken by governmental au-
thority in hindering or defending agair!st any
of these.
j. Damage To Property
"Property damage" to:
('I j Property you own, rent, or occupy, including
any costs or expenses incurred by you, or
any other person, organization or eniity, for
repair, replacemen~, enhancement, restora-
tion ar maintenance of such property for
any reason, including prevention of injury io
a person or damage to another's property;
(2} Premises you sell, give away or abandon, if
the "property damage" arises out ~f any
part of those premises;
(3) Property loaned io you;
(4} Personal properly rn the care, custody or
contra{ of the insured;
Desna A r,f 4R ~l ICn n~,....,.a:.... +.-_ ~nnc
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(5) Tna# particular part of real aroperty on
which you or any contracfors or subcantrac-
tors working directly or indirectly on your
behalf are p2rfor~raing operations, if the
"property damage" arises out of those op-
eratiorts; or
(S) That particular part of any property that
must be restored, repaired or replaced be-
cause "your lverk" was incorrectly per-
formed on it.
Paragraphs {'t), {3} and {4~ of this exclusion do
not apply to "property damage" (other than
damage by ire) to premises, including the con-
fents of such premises, rented to you fora pe-
riod of 7 or fewer canszcutive days. A separate
limit of insurance applies to Qamage To Prem-
ises Rented To You as described in Section lit
— Limifs Of ►nsurance.
Paragraph (2} of this exclusion does not apply
if the premises are "yo~:r work" and were never
occupied, rented or held for rental by you.
Paragraphs {3}, ~4), (5) and (6} of this excfu-
sian do nct apply io liability assumed under a
sidetrac~ agreement.
Paragraph j6) of tl.is exclusion does not apply
to "property damage" included in the "products-
comple#~d operations hazard".
k. Damage To Your Product
"Property damage" to "your product" arising out
of it or any part of it.
i. Damage Ta Your lNorlt
"Property damage" co "your work" arising out of
it or any past of st and included in the "products-
eornpieted operations hazard".
This exclusion does not apply i~ the damaged
work or the work aut of vrhich the d2mage
arises was performed on your behalf by a sub-
contractor.
m. damage To Impaired Property Or Property
Not Physically Injured
"Property damage" to "impaired property" or
property that has not been physically injured,
arising out ot:
(1) A defzct, defic;ency, inadequacy er danger-
ous condition in "your product" or "your
~rrork"; or
(2} A delay or failure by yeu or aryone acting
on your behalf to perform a contract or
agreement in accordance with its terrrzs.
This exclusion doss not apply to the loss of use
of other property arising aut of sudden and ac-
cidental physical injury to "your product" or
"your work" otter it has been put to its intended
use.
n. Recall Of Products, Work Or Impaired
Property
Qamages claimea for any loss, cost er ex-
pense incurred by you or others for the loss of
use, withdrawal, recoil, inspection, repair, re-
placement, adjustment, removal or disposal af:
(1) "Your product';
(2) "Your wark"; or
(3) "impared property";
if such product, 4vork, or property is w~thdrav~rn
or recoiled from the market or from use by any
person or organization because of a known ar
suspected defect, deficiency, inadequacy or
dangerous condition in it.
o: Psrs~nal And Advertising injury
"Bodily injury" arising out of "persona! and ad-
vertising injury"
p. Electronic €~a#a
Camagss arising ou# of t;~e loss af, loss of use
of, damage io, corruption of, inabikity to access,
cr inability to manipuia#e electronic data.
As used in this exclusion, electronic data
means information, facts or programs stored as
or an, created or used on, or transmitted to or
From computer software, including systems and
applications so~are, hard or ~"loppy desks, CD-
~OMS, tapes, drives, cells, dafa processing
devices or any other media which are used
with electronically conEroEled equipment.
q. Distribution Of Material In Violation ~f
Statutes
"Bodily injury" ar "praper#y damage" arising di-
rectiy or indirectly out of any action ar omission
t' hat violates or is alleged to violate:
( '1) the Telephone Consumer Protect+on Act
(TCPA), including any amendment of or
addition to sucf~ law; or
{Z} The CAN-SPAN Act of 2003, including any
amendment of or addition fo such law; or
~3) Any statute, ordinance ar regulation, other
than the TCPA or CAN-SPAN Act of 2Q03,
that prohibits or limits the sending, transmit-
ting, communicating or distribution of mate-
rial or information.
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Exclusions c. through n. do not apply to darr~age
by fire to premises while rented to you ar tempo-
rarily occupied by you with permission of the
owner. A separate limit cf insurance applies to this
coverage as described in Section II! —Limits Of
fnsurance.
COVERAGE B PERSONAL AND ADVERTISING
I N,!(l~2Y L1ABlUTY
T. Insuring Agreement
a. We vri13 pay those sums That the insured be-
comes legally obligated to pay as damzges
because of "personal and advertising injury" to
which this insurance applies. We will have the
right and duty to defiend the insured against
any "suit" seeking those damages. However,
we will have no duty to defend the insured
against any "suit" seeking damages for "per-
sonaf and advertising injury" io which this in-
surance does not apply. We may, at our discre-
tion, investigate any offense and settle any
claim ar "sui~' tha# may result. But:
(7) The amount ~~ve 4v~lf pay for damages is
limited as described in Section Ili —Limits
Of Insurance; and
(~) Our right and dufyto defend end when wz
have used u~ the applicable limit of ir~sur-
ance in the payment of judgmEnts or set-
tlernents u~de; Coverages A or 8 ~r medi-
cal expenses under Caverag2 C.
~:o other obligation cr liability to pay sums or
perform acts or 58(VIC?S i5 COV$f8d unless ex-
~licit{y provided fog under Supplementary Pay-
ments — Coverages A and S.
b. This insurance applies to "persQnai and adver-
tising injury" caused by an offense arising out
of your business but only if the of~ense was
committed in the "coverage ter~~tory" during the
policy period.
2. Exclusions
This insurance ~+oes not apply io:
a. Knowing Violation Of flights Of Another
"Personal and advertising injury" caused by ar
at the direction of the insured with the knowl-
edge that the act would violatz ttie rights of an-
other and would inflict "persenal and advertis-
ing injury"
b. Material Published With Knowledge Gf
falsity
c. Material Published Prior 7a Policy Period
"Personal and advertising injury" arising out of
oral or written publication of material whose
frst publication took place before the beginning
of the policy period.
ct. Criminal Acts
"Personal and ad~er#ising injury" arising out of
a criminal ac# committed by or at the direeEion
of the insured.
e. Contractual Liability
"~ersona~ and advertising injury" for which the
insured has assumed liability in a contract or
agreement. This exclusion does not apply to li-
ability for damages that the insured wo;~ld have
in the absence of the contract ar agreement.
f. ~react~ Of Contact
"Persona! and advertising injury" arising out of
a breach of coniract, except an i►;~plied con-
tract to use another's adver#ising idea in your
"adver ~~sement".
g. Quality Or Performance Of Goods —failure
7~ Conform To Statemen~.s
"Personal and advertising injury" arising out of
the railure of goods, products or services to
conform wifh ary statement of quality or per-
Tormance made in your "advertisement".
h. V1lrong Description Of Prices
"~ersonaf and advertising injury" arising out of
the wrong aescrip#ion of the pRce of goods,
products or services stated in your "advertise-
rn2nY'.
i. Infringement Of Copyright, Patent,
Tra€femark Or Trade Secret
"Personal and advertising injury" arising out of
the infringement of copyright, patent, trade-
mar'K, trade secret or other intefiectua! properEy
rights. t}nder this exclusion, such other intellec-
tual property rights do not ir~c(ude tF~e use of
anether's advertising idea in your "advertise-
ment".
However, this exclusion does na; apply to in-
firingement, in your "advertisement", of copy-
right, #rode dress or slogan.
j. insureds In Media And €nterne# Type
Businesses
"~1 ersonaf and advertising injury" committed by
an insured whose business is:
"Personal and advertis'sng injury" arising out of ~ Advertisin broadcasfinoral ar written publ~catian of material, if done by ~ } g~ g. publishing or
or ai the direction of the insured with know!- telecasting;
edge of its falsity. (2) Designing or determining content or web-
sites for others; or
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{3} An fnternet sea;~h, access, content or
service provider.
However, this exclusion does not apply to
Paragraphs 14.a., b. and c. of "personal and
advertising injury" under the Qefrnitions Sec-
tion.
For the purposes of this exclusion, the placing
of frames, borders or 'inks, or advertising, for
you or others anywhere on the Internet, is not
by itself, considered tie business of advertis-
ing, broadcasting, publishing or telecasting_
k. Electronic Cl~atrooms Or SulEetin Boards
"t'ersona[ and advertising in;ury" arising out of
an electronic cnatroam or ~ulietin board fhe in-
sured hosts, owns, or over which fhe insured
exercises control.
i. Unauthorized Use Of Another's Name Or
Product
"PersonaE and advertising injury" arising out of
the unauthorized use of another's name or
product In your e-rrtail address, domain name
or metafag, or any cthe; similar tactics to mis-
12ad another s potential customers.
m. Poi[t~tion
"Personal and advertising injury" arising out of
the actual, alleged ~r threatened discharge,
dispersal, seepage, migration, release or es-
ca~e of "pollutants" at any time.
n. Pollution-r~e9ated
Any loss, cost er expense arising out of any:
(1) Request, demand, order or statutory or
regulatory re~u remen~ That any insured or
others test for, monitor, clean up, remove,
contain, treat, detoxify or neutralize, or in
any way respond ta, or assess the effects
of, "pollutants' ; ~r
(2) Claim or suit by or on behalf of a govern-
menial aufhor~ty to damages because of
testing tor, monitoring, cleaning up, remov-
ing, containing, treating, detoxifying or neu-
tralizing, or in any way responding to, or
assessing the ariects of, "pollutants".
o. War
"Personal and advertising injury", however
caused, arising, csirecily or indirectly, out of:
('i } Vb'ar, including ~.:ndec3ared or civil war,
(2) Warlike action by a military force, including
action in hindering or defending against an
actual or expected attack, by any govern-
ment, sovereign or other authority using
military personnel or other agents; or
(3} insurrection, rebellion, revolution, usurped
power, or acfion fiaken by governmental au-
#hority in hindering or defending against any
of these,
p. Distribution Of Material !n Violation O#
Statutes
"personal and advertising injury" arising di-
rectiy or indirectly out of any action or omission
that violates or is alleged to violate:
(1) The Telephone Consumer Protection Act
(i CPA}, including any amendment of or
addition to such law; or
(2) The CAN-SPAM Act of 20Q3, including any
amendment of or addition to such law; or
(3j Any siatute, ordinance or regulation, other
than the TCPA or CAN-SPAN Act of 2003,
that prohbits or limits the sending, #ransmif-
ting, communicating or distribution of mate-
rial or information.
COVERAGE C MEDICAL PAYMENTS
1. Insuring Agreement
a. We will pay medical expenses as described
below for °bodily injury" caused Fey an accident:
('t) On premises you own or rent;
{2~ On ways next to premises you own or rent;
OF
(3) Because of your a~efations;
provided that:
(a) The accident takes place in the "cov~r-
age terri±ory" and during the policy pe-
riod;
(bj The expenses are incurred and reported
to us within one year of the daEe cf tf~e
accident; and
(c) The injured person submits to examina-
tion, at our expense, by physicians of
our choice as often as we reasonably
requi~ e.
b. We will make these payrrtents regardless of
fault. These paymen#s will not exceed the ap-
piicabie limit of insurance. We will pay reason-
able expenses far:
(9) First aid administered at the time of an
accident;
(2j Necessary medical, sure~ical, x-ray and
dental services, including prosthetic de-
vices; and
(3) Necessary ambulance, hospital, proTes-
sional nursing and funeral services.
rc nn n.~ ~ n .,-,
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2. Exclusions
We will not pay expenses for "bodily injury":
a. Any Ensared
To any insured, except "volunteer workers°.
b. fired Person
To a person hired to do work for or on bei~alf of
any insured or a tenant of any insured.
c. Injury Ora Normally Occupied Premises
To a person inured on that part of premises
you own or rent thai the person normally occu-
pi~s.
d. Workers Compensation And SimiEar Laws
To a person, whether or not an "emaloyee" of
any insured, if benefits for the "bodily injury"
are payable or musi be provided under a ~vork-
ers' cofnpensation ar disability beneirts law or a
similar law.
e. Athletics Activities
To a person injured ~n+hife practicing, instructing
or participating in any physical exercises or
gamzs, sports, or athletic contests.
f. Producfis-Completed Operations Hazard
Included within the "products-completed opera-
tions hazard".
g. Coverage A Excicisions
excluded under Coaerage A.
SUPPLENlENTAF2Y PAYI~IIENT~ —COVERAGES A
AND B
3. 1Ne wil! pay, v~~iih res~eet to any claim ire investi-
gote or settle, or any "suit" 2gainst an insured we
defend:
a. ,4l1 expenses 4ve incur.
b. Up to 5250 for cost o~ bail bonds required
because of accidents or traffic !aw violations
arising out of the use of any vehicle to which
the Bodily Injury Liability Coverage applies. We
do not have to furnish thesz bonds.
c. The cost of bonds to release at#achments, but
only for bond amcunts within the applicable
limit of insurance. 1Ne do no# have to furnish
these bonds.
d. Ail reasonable expenses incurred by the in-
sured at our request to assist us in the investi-
gation or defensz of the c4aim Qr "suit", includ-
ing actual toss of earnings u~ ;a $250 a day
because of time off from work.
e. Ail court cos#s taxed against the insured in the
"suit". However, these payments do not include
attorneys' fees or attorneys' expenses taxed
against the insured.
f. Prejudgment interesi awarded against the
insured on that part of the judgment w~ pay. !f
we make an ofifer to pay the applicable limit of
insurance, we will not pay any prejudgment in-
terest based on that period of tune after the o#-
fer.
g. All interest on the full amounf of any judgment
That accrues after entry of the judgment and
before we have paid, offered #o day, or depos-
ited in court the part of the judgment that is
within the applicable limit of insurance.
These payments will not reduce the limits of insur-
ance.
2. if we defend an insured against a "suit" and an
indemnitee o. the insured is also named as a party
io the "suit", we 4vifl defend that indemnitee ii a1i of
the following conditia~s are met.
a. The "suit' against the indemnitee seeks dam-
ages for which the insured has assumed the li-
ability of the i~demnitee in a contrac# or agrse-
ment that is an "insured contract";
b. This insurance applies to such I~abi[ity as-
sumed by the insured;
c. The obligation to defiend, or the cast of the
defense of, tha# indemnii~e, has also been as-
sumed by the insured in the same "insure
contract";
d. The allegations i~ the "s~:it" and the information
we know about fhe "occurrence" are such that
no conflict a{~pears to exist between the irate{-
esis of the insured and the interests of the in-
demnitee;
e. The indemnitee and the insured ask us to
conduct and control the defense of that indem-
nitee againsf such "suit" and agree that we can
assign the same counsel to defend the insured
and the indemnitee; and
f. The indemnitee:
(9) Agrees in writing to:
jaj Cooperate with us in the investigation,
settlement or derense of the "suit";
(bj fmmediate~y send vs copies of any
clerrrands, notices, summonses or legal
gapers received in connection with the
"SUit~~;
(c} No#try any other insurer whose coverage
is available to the indemni~ee; and
(d) Cooperate with us with respect to coor-
dinating other aoplicabie insurance
available to the indemnitee; and
42) Provides us wifi~ v~lrittzn authorization to:
{a} Obtain retards and other information
related to tie "suit": and
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(b} Ccnduct and con#ro( the defense of the
indemnitee in such "suit".
So long as the above conditions are met, attor-
neys' fees incurred by us in the defense of that in-
demnitee, necessary !i#igatior expenses incurred
by us and necessary litiga#ion expenses incurred
by the irdemnitee at our reques# will be paid as
Supplementary Payments. Notwithstanding the
provisions of Paragraph 2.b.(2} of Section I — Cov-
erage A —Bodily Injuy And Property Damage Li-
abiiify, such payments will not be deemed to be
darr~ages far "bodily injury" and "properly damage"
and wil! not reduce the limits of insurance.
Our obligation to defend an insured's indemnstee
and to pay far attorneys' fees and necessary litiga-
tien expenses as Supplementary Payments ends
when we have used up tie applicable lirZit of in-
surance in the payment of judgments or setile-
ments or the conditions set forth above, ar the
terms ofi t" he agreement described in Paragraph f.
above, are no longer met.
SECTION I! — WNO 1S AN 9t~~E1RED
7. If you are designated in the Declarations as:
a. An sndividual, you and your spouse are insur-
eds, but only with respect to the conduct of a
business of which you are the sole owner.
b. A par#nership ar i~in~ venture, you are an n-
sured. Your members, your partners, and their
spouses are also insureds, but only vvi#h re-
spect to the conduct of your business.
e. A limned liability company, you are an insured.
Your members aTe also insureds, but only with
respect to tie conduct of your business. Your
managers are insureds, but only with respect
to their duties as y~~r managers.
d. An organization other than a partnership, joint
venture or limited ;iaaiiify company, you are an
insured. Your "executive o~cers~' and directors
are insureds, bit only with respect to their du-
iies as your a~cers or directors. Your stock-
holders are also insureds, but only with respec~
to their (lability as stockholders.
e. A trust, you are an insured. Your trustees are
also insureds, but cnly with respect to their du-
ties as trustees.
~'
'~
2. Each of the fo{lowing is also an insured:
Your "volunteer workers" only while performing
duties related to the conduct of your business,
or your "employees", other than either your
"executive officers" (if you are an organization
other than a partnership, joint venture or limited
liability company) or your managers (if you are
a Iimited IiabiGty company), but only for ac#s
within the scope of their employment by you or
while per#orming duties reEaied to the conduct
of your business. However, none of these "em-
ployees" or "volunteer worfcers" are insureds
for:
{9) "Bodily injury" or "personal and advertising
injury".
(a) Ta you, to your partners cr members (ifi
you are a partnersF~ip or joint venture},
to your members (if you are a limited ii-
abifity company), to a co
-"employee"
while in the course of has or her em-
ployment or performing duties related to
the conduct of your business, or to your
other "~oEunteer workers" ~nrhile perform-
ing duties related to the conduct of your
business;
(b) 7o the spouse, child, parent., bro#her or
sister of tl~af co-"employee" or "voEun-
teer worked' as a consequence of Para-
graph ('f }{a) above;
(c) Fcr which there is any obligation to
share damages with or repry someone
else who must pay damages because of
the injury described in Paragraphs (1}(a)
or {b) above; or
(d} Arising out of '-its or her providing or
fai{ing tc provide professional health
care s2rvicas_
(2) "Praperty damage" to property:
~a) Owned, occupied or used by,
(b) Rented ta, in the care, cue±ody or con-
troi of, or over which ~F~ysicai control is
being exercised for any purpose by
you, any of your "employees", "volunteer
workers", any partner or mQmbzr (if you are
a partnership or joint venture), or any mem-
ber (if you are a limited Ciabiliiy company).
C~ QQ Q~ '~2 Q7 C~ iSC) Pmnartir~c lnr Anna o_.._.+ _r.~
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b. Any person (other than your "employee" or
"volunteer worker'}, or any organization while
acting as your real estate manager.
e. Any person or organization having proper
temporary custody of your property if you die,
but only:
{1) Wi#h respect to liability arising out of the
maintenance er use or that property; and
(Z~ Until your legal represzntative has been
appointed.
d. Your legal re~res~nfative if you die, but only
with respect to duties as such. That represen-
tative will have all your rights and duties under
Phis Coverage Part.
3. Any organization you newly acquire ar form, other
than a par~nership, joint venture or limited liability
company, and over which you maintain ownership
or majority interest, will qualify as a Named In-
sured if there is no other similar insurance avail-
aole to that orgar,izaiion. However:
a. Coverage under this provision is afrorded only
until the 90th day after you acquire or form the
organization or the end of the policy period,
whichever is earlier;
b. Coverage A does not apply to "bodily injury" or
"pr~~erty damage" that occurred before you
acquired or ior~-ned the orcar~ization; and
~. Coverage 8 does not apply to "personal and
advertising inj~~ry" arising oui of an offense
committed before you acquired or farmed the
org?nizatian.
No person or organization is an insured with respect
to the ccnduct or any current or pasf partnership, joint
venture or limited liability ccmpany that is not shown
as a Named Insured in the Declarations.
SECTIQN !lf — L1M1TS O~ 1~i5Us'~ANCE
The Limits of Insurance shown in tine Dec3arations
and the rules below fix the most we will pay re-
gardless aT the number or':
a. Insureds:
b. Claims made or "suits" brought; or
c. Persons or organiza±ions making claims or
bringing "suits".
?. The General Aggregate Limit is fhe most +.ve wiH
D8V tOf the sure of:
a. Medical expenses under C~~erage C;
b, Damages under Coverage A, except damages
becaus= of "bodily injury" or "property damage"
included in the "products-completed operations
hazard"; and
c. Damages under Coverage B.
3. The Products-Cornpfeted Operations Aggregate
Limit is the mast we wilt pay under Coverage A for
damages because of "bodily injury" and "property
damage" included in the "products
-completed op-
era#ions hazard".
4. Suhjec# to Paragraph 2. above, the Personal and
Advertising injury Limit is the most we wi[i pay un-
der Coverage B for the sum of al! damages be-
cause of alI "personal and adverEising injury" sus-
tained by any one person or organization.
5. Subject to Paragraph 2. or 3. above, whichever
applies, the Each Occurrence Lit-nit is fhe most we
will pay for the sum of:
a. Damages under Coverage A; and
b. Medical expenses under Coverage C
because of all 'bodily injury" and "property dam-
age" arising out of any one "occurrence".
Subject to Paragraph 5. above, the Damage To
premises Ren#ed Ta You Limit is the most we will
pay under Coverage A for damages because of
"property damage" to any one premiss, v~hi(e
rented fa you, or in the case of damage by fire,
while rented to you ar temporarily occupied by you
wi#h permission of the awne~ .
7. Subject to Paragraph 5. above, the Medical Ex-
p~nse Limit is the most eve will pay under Cover-
age Cfor alI medical expenses beeause of "bodily
injury" sustained by any one pQrson.
The Limits of Insurance of this Coverage Part apply
separately to each consecu~i~e annual period and to
any remaining period of less than 12 months, starting
ta~ith the beginning of the policy period shown in the
Declarations, unless the policy period is extended
after issuance for an additiona~ period of less than 12
months. In that case, the additional period witl be
deemed part of fhe last preceding period for purposes
of deterrrtining the Limits of Insurance.
SECTION IV —COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
CO~iDfTlONS
'l. Bankruptcy
Bankrupfcy or insolvency of the insured or of the
insured's estate will not relieve us of oar abiiga-
t~ons ender this Ccverage Part.
2. Duties In The Event Of Occurrence, Offense,
C(aim Or Suit
a. Yoe must see to it teat we are notified as soon
as practicable of an "occurrence" or an offense
which may result in a clai;n. To the extent pes-
sible, notice should include:
(~) How, when and where the "occurrence" or
offense took place;
{2) The names and addresses of any injured
persons and witnesses; and
Page 10 of 16 'v 1S0 Pro~ertiaG ~nr ~nn~ ^^ "^ ^ ' "' "~
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(3j The nafure and loea#ion of any injury or
damage arising out of the "occurrence" flr
orfense.
b. 1f a claim is made or "suit" is brought against
any insured, you musf:
(1} lmmedia#e!y record the specifics of the
claim or "suit' and the date received; and
(2) Notify us as soon as practicabCe.
You must see to it that we receive written no-
tice of the claim or "suif" as soon as practica-
ble.
c. You and any ofher involved insured must:
{1) Immediately send us copies of any de-
rrands, notices, summonses or legal pa-
pers received in connection ~,vith the claim
Of ~~SUIZ";
(2j Authorize vs ~o obfain records and other
infarmaiion;
{3) Cooperate vvi#h us in the investigation or
settlement of the claim or defense against
the "suit": and
{4} Assist us, upon our request, in the en-
forc~rnent of any right against any person
or organization which may be liab{e to zhe
insured becai.~se o€ injury or damage to
which this insurance may also apply.
d. No insured will, except at That insured's own
cost, voEuntariEy make a payment, zssume any
obiigatio~, or incur any expense, other than for
first aid, withouf our. consent.
3. ~sgai Action Against ~s
No pe; son or org~niz~tion has a right under this
Coverags r~art:
a. To join us as a par•.y or otherwise bring us info
a "suit' asking far damages from ar insured; or
b. To sue us on #his Coverage Part unless all of
its terms have been F~Ily complied with.
A person or organizat;on may sue us to recover on
an agreed settfemen~ or on a final judgment
against an insured; but we will not be liable for
damages that are nct payable under the terms of
this Coverage Part or tea# are in excess or the ap-
plicable limit of i~s~Tance. An agreed settlement
means a sett~emeni and rzlease of liability signed
b~+ us, the insured and the claimant or the claim-
ant's (ego! representative.
'~,}
4. Other insurance
#f other valid and collectible insurance is available
to the insured fora loss we cover under Cover-
ages A or B of this Coverage Part, our obligations
are limited as fiollows:
a. Primary Insurance
This insurance is primary except when Para-
graph b. below applies. !f this insurance is pn-
mary, our obligations are not affected unless
any of fhe other insurance is also primary.
Then, we will share with all that other insur-
ance by the method described in Paragraph c.
below.
b. Excess Insurance
(9) This insurance is excess aver:
{a) Any of the other insurance, whether
primary, excess, contingent or on any
other basis:
(i) That is Fire, Extended Coverage,
Builder's Risk, }nstaflation Risk or
similar ca~erage far "your work";
{iij That is Fire insurance for przmises
~er~ted to you ar temporarily occu-
pied by you with permission of the
owner;
(iii) That is insurance purchased by you
to cover your {lability as a Tenant for
"property damage" to premises
ren±ed to you or temporarily occu-
pied by you with permission of the
owner; or
(€v) If tF~e Loss arises out of the mainte-
nance or use of aircraft, "autos" or
watercraft to the extent not subject io
Exclusion g, or Section i — Caverage
A —Bodily Injury And Praperty Dam-
age Liability.
(b) Any other primar,~ insurance available to
you covering (lability for damages aris-
ing out of the premises or operations, or
the products and compie~ed operations,
for which you ha~de peen added as an
addi#Tonal insured by attachment of an
endorsement_
(2) When this insurance is excess, we v+~i~( have
no duty under Coverages A or 8 to defend
the insured against any "suit" if any other
insurer has a duty to defend the insured
againsf that "suit". If na other insurer de-
fends, we wiEl undertake to do so, but we
will ne entitled to the insured's righis
against all those other insurers.
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(3) When this insurance is excess over other
insurance, we wrifl pay only our share of the
amounf of the foss, ifi any, that exceeds the
sure af:
{a) The total amount that al! such other
insurance would pay for the lass in the
absence or' #his insurance; and
(b) The total of ail cieductibie and seif-
insured amounts under al! That other in-
surance.
~4} We wilt share the remaining loss, if any,
~vi;h any other insurance that is not de-
scribed in th±s Excess Insurance provision
and was not boughi specifcally to apply in
excess or the Limits of Insurance shown ire
tha Declarations of this Coverage Part.
c. ~'~Eethod Of Sharing
!f ail of the other insurance permits ;,ontribution
by equal shares, we will ;oflow this method
also_ Under this approach each insurer con-
tributes equal amounfs until it has paid its ap-
plicabie firrrit of insurance or none of t' he loss
remains. whichever comes first.
lT any of the aiher insurance does not permit
contribu€ion by equal shares, we will contribute
by limits. Under t' his me#hod, each insurers
share fs based on th? ratio o. its applicable
limit ar insurance to the total applicable limits of
insurance of all i~~surers.
6. Premium Audis
~. VVe wiEl compute al! premiums iii ~}~iS Cover-
age Part in acrordance with cur rules and
rates.
b. Premium shown in this Coverage Part as ad-
~ance premium is a deposit piemium only. At
the close oT each and+t period we wi{I compute
the earned premium for that period and send
notice to the first Named Insured_ The due date
o`r audit and retr~soective premiums is the
date shown as the due date an the bill. If The
sum or the advance and audit premiums paid
for the policy period is greater than the earned
premium, we will return the excess to the f€rst
Named Insured.
c. The first Named Insured must keep records of
the in~orrration we need r'or premium computa-
tion, and send us copies at such times as we
may request.
6. RepresentatEons
By accepting #his policy, you agree:
a. The statements in the Declarations are accu-
rate and complete;
b. Those sta#ements are based upon representa-
tions yon made to us; and
c. We have issued this policy in reliance upon
your representations.
7. Separation flf t~sureds
Except with respect to the Limifs of 1ns~:rance, and
any rights or duties specifically assigned in this
Coverage Part to the firsi Named Insured, this in-
surance applies:
a. As if each Nomad Insured were the only
iVamed Insured; and
b. Separately to each insured against whom claim
is made or "suit" is brought.
8. Transfer Of Rights Of Recovery Against Others
To Us
li the insured has rights to recover all ar past of
any payment we have made under this Coverage
Part, those rights are transferred to us. The in-
sured must do nothing after loss to impair them. At
our requesi, the insured wit! bring "suit' or Transfer
those righis fo us and help us enforce them.
9. l~Vhen We Do trot Renew
If we decide not to renew #his Coverage Part, we
will maiE or deliver to the nrs# Named Insured
sown ;n the Declarations wriiten notice of the
nonrene~val not less than 30 days before the expi-
ration dale.
It notice is mailed, proof of mailing will be sufficient
proof of notice.
S~CT10N V — DEFliJiT10NS
1. "Advertisement" means a nctice that is broadcast
or published to the generaE public or specific mar-
ket segments about your goods, products or ser-
vices for the purpose of attracting customers or
supporters. Far the purposes of this definition:
a. Notices that are published include material
placed en the [nternei or on similar electronic
means of communication; and
b. Regarding web-sifes, only that part of a web-
s;te that is about your gods, products or ser-
vices for the purposes of attracting cus#omers
or supporters is considered an advertisement.
2. "Auto" means:
a. A land motor vehicle, trailer or semitrailer de-
signec! for travel on public roads, including any
attached machinery or equipment; or
b. Any other land vehicle that is subject io a carn-
pulsory or financial responsibility law or other
motor ~ehi~le insurance law in the state where
it is licensed or principaEly garaged.
However, "auto" does not include "mobile equip-
menY'.
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3. "Bodily injury" means bodily injury, sickness or
disease sustained by a person, including death re-
sulting from any of these of any time.
4. "Coverage territory" means:
a. The Uni#ed States of America (including its
territories and possessions}, Puerto Rico and
Canada;
b. international waters ar airspace, but only if the
injury or damage occurs in the course of travel
o. transpo~ation behveen any places included
in Paragraph a. above; or
c. AI! other pars of the world it the injury or dam-
agearises out or:
{~[) Goods or products made ar sold by you in
the terrftory described ire Paragraph a.
above;
(2) The activities of a person whose home is in
the territory described in Paragraph a.
above, but is away for a shore time on your
busi~~ss; of
(S) "Personal and ad~e~ising injury" offenses
that take pEace through the Internet or simi-
lar electrcnic means of communicat+on
provided the Ef16UTad's responsibility to pay dam-
ages is determined in a "suit" on the rrterits, in the
territory described in Paragraph a. above or in a
set#lement we agree to.
~. "Employee" includes a "I~as2d worker". "Em-
pfoyee" does not include a "temporary workel`.
6. "executive ofricer" means a person holding any of
the officer positions created by your charter, con-
stitutian, by-laws or any other ~imiiar governing
document.
7. "Hostile nre" means one which becomes uncon-
trollable or breaks out f;om where it was intended
to be.
8. "Impaired property" means tangible property, other
thin "your product" or "your work", that canno# be
used or is less useful because:
a. it incorporates "your product" cr "your work"
that is known or thought to be defective, defi-
cient, inadequate or dangerous; or
b. You have f~ifed to rulfll the terms of a contrac#
or agreement;
if such property can be restored to use by the re-
pair, replacement, adjustment or re~ovai of "your
product" ar "your work" or your fulfill€ng the terms
of the con#Tact or agreement.
-~
~'
9. "Insured contracf' means:
a. A contract for a lease of premises. However,
that portion of the contract fora (ease of prem-
ises tF~at indemnifies any person or organiza-
tion for damage by fire to premises while
rented to you or temporarily occupied by you
with permission of the owner is no# an "insured
contract';
b. A sidetrack agreement;
c. Any easement or license agreement, except in
connection with construction or demo,iiion op-
erations on or within 50 feet of a railroad;
d. An obliga#ion, as required by ordinance, to
indemnify a municipality, except in connection
with work far a municipality;
e. An elevator maintenance agrsemert;
That part of any other contract or agreement
pertaining to your business (including an in-
demnificatrot~ of a municipality in connection
~,vith wor{c performed for a municipality) under
which you assume the tort liaoility of another
part, to pay for "bodily injury" or "property dam-
age" to a third person or organization. Tort li-
ability means a liability that would be imposed
by law in the absence of any contract or
agreement.
Paragraph f. does not include ~ha~ part of any
contract or agreement:
(1) That indemnifies a railroad for "bodily injury"
o~ "property damage" arising out of con-
struction or demolition operations, within 50
Teet of any railroad property and affecting
any railroad bridge or trestle, tracks, road-
beds, tunnel, underpass or crossing;
{2) That indemnifies an architect, engineer or
surveyor for injury or damage arising out of:
{a) Preparing, approving, or failing to pre-
pare or approve, maps, shop drawings,
opinions, reports, surveys, field orders,
change orders ar drawings and specif-
cations; or
(bj Giving directions or instructions, or
;ailing to give them, if that is the primary
cause of the injury or damagz; or
(3} Under which the irssured, it an architec~,
engineer or surveyor, assumes liability for
an injury or damage srisi~g out of the in-
sured's rendering or faif~re to render pro-
fessional services, including ?hose lisfe~ in
(2) above and supervisory, inspection, ar-
chifecturai or engineering activities.
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10. "Leased worker" means a person I~ased to you by
a Labor leasing firm under an agreemznt bet~~een
you and the labor leasing firm, to peRorm duties
related to the conduct of your business. "Leased
worked' does not include a "temporary worker".
14."Loading or unloading" means the handling of
property:
a. After it is moved from the place where it is
accepted for movement in#o or o~rto an aircraft,
watercraft or "auto";
b. While it is in or on an aircraft, watercraft ar
"auto"; or
c. V1~mi[e it is being roved From an aircraft, water-
craft or "auio" tc the ,~[acQ where it is finaEly de-
fi~ered,
but "loading or unloading" does not include the
rrjovement of property by means of a mechanical
device, other than a hand truck, that is not af-
fached to the aircra~t, watercraft or "auto".
'f 2. "Mobilz equipment" mews any of t€~e following
types of land vehicles, including any attached ma~
chinery or equipment:
a. B~Ildozers, farm mach+~tzry, Torkliits and oilier
vehicles designed for use ~rincipaily off public
roads;
b. Vehid~s maintained for +use solely on or next to
~rsmises yon owe? or rent;
c. Vehicles that travel on crawler treads;
d. Vehicles, wheiher self-propelled or not, rnain-
tained primarily to provide mobility to perma-
nently mounted:
('i) Power cranes, shovels, loaders, diggers or
drlli$, O~
(2) Road construction or resurfacing equipment
such as graders, scrapers or rollers;
e. Vehicles not described in Paragraph a., b., c.
or d. above that ere not self-propelled and are
maintained primarily To provide mobility to per-
manently aitached equipment of the following
types:
~'{) Air compressors, pumps and generators,
including spraying, welding, building clean-
ing, geophysical exploration, lighting and
~,vefi servicing equipment; or
~2) Cherry pickers and similar devices used to
raise or Icwer workers;
f. Vehicles rot described in Paragraph a., b., c.
or d. above mainta;ned primarily for purposes
o,her than the Eransportation of persons or
cargo.
Hawe~er, self-propelled vehicles witfi~ the fia!-
lowing types of permanen~ly aftached equip-
ment are not "mobile equipment" bu# v~ri!! be
considered "autos":
('f) Equipment designed pr'smarily for.
(a) Snow removal;
(b) Road maintenance, but not construction
or resurfacing; or
(cj Street cleaning;
(2) Cherry pickers and similar devices mounted
an automobile ar truck chassis and used to
raise or lower workers; and
(3j Air compressors, pumps and generators,
including spraying, wilding, ouildir~g c[ean-
ing, geophysical exploration, lighting and
well servicing equipment.
However, "mobile equipment" does no# include
any land vehicles that are subject to a compulsory
or financial responsibility law or other motor ~ehi-
cle insurance taw in the sta#e where it is licensed
ar principally garaged. Land vehicles subject to a
compulsory or financial responsibility law or other
motor vehicle insurance law are considered
"autos".
93."Occurrence" mezns an accident, including con-
tinuaus or repeated exposure fo substaniialiy the
same general harmful conditions.
94."Personal and advertising injury" means injury,
including corseGuential "bodily inj~r,~", arising out
of one or more of the following offenses:
a. False arrest, detention or imprisonment;
b. Malicious prosecution;
c. The wrangrul eviction from, wrongful entry info,
ar invesion o. the right of private occu{~ancy of
a room, dwelling or premises that a person oc-
cupies, committed by or on behalf of its owner,
land~ord or lessor
d. Cral or written publication, :n any manner, of
material that slanders or IibeEs a person ar or-
ganization or disparages a person's or organi-
zation's goods, products or services;
s. Oral or written publication, in any manner, of
material that viola#es a person's right of pri-
vacy;
f. ~ he use of another's advertising idea in your
"advertisement"; cr
g. infringing upon another's copyright, trade dress
or slogan in your "ad~ertiser~ent".
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75."Pollutants" mean ar€y solid, liquid, gaseous or
ihermai irritant or conta~,inant, including smoke,
vapor, soot, fumes, adds, alkaEis, chemicals and
waste. Waste includes materials to be recycled,
reconditioned or reclaimed.
76."Products-completed operations hazard":
a. Includes a1{ "bodily injury" and "property dam-
age" occurring away from premises you own ar
rent znd arising out of "your product" ar "your
work" except:
(1} Products than aye still ~n your physical pos-
session; or
(2} Wor':c thai has not yet been completed or
abandoned. However, "your work" will be
deemed completed at the earlies# of the fol-
lawing times:
(aj When all OF TI12 WOfIC called for in your
contract has been completed.
(b) When all of the work to be done at the
job site has been completed if your con-
#ract calls for work at more than one job
site.
(c) When chat part of the work done at a job
si±e has been put to its intended use by
any person ar organization other than
another eon#ractor or subcontractor
working o~ one same project.
Work tt~tat may need service, maintenance,
correction, repair or replacement, but which
is otherwise complete, will be treated as
completed.
b. Does not include "bodily frjury" or "property
damage" arising aui or:
(1) The transpo~ta~ior. of property, unless the
injury or damage arises out of a condition in
or on a vehicle not owned or operated by
you, and that con~itio~ was created by the
"loading or unloading" of that vehicle by any
insured;
(2) The existence ar foals, unins#alfed equip-
ment or abandoned or unused materials; or
{3) Products or operations for which the classi-
fica#eon, listed .n the Declarations or ire a
policy schedule, states tha# products-
campleted operations are subject to the
General Aagregaie Limit.
1?."Property damage" means:
a. Physical injury to tangible property, including
all resulting loss of use of that property. A!1
such lass of use shall be deemed to occur at
tie time of the ohysica! injury that caused it; or
b. Loss of use of tangible property that is no#
physically injured. All such loss of use shalt be
deemed to occur at the time of the "occur-
rence" that caused it.
For the purposes of this insurance, electronic data
is not tangib{e property.
As used in this defiiniiion, elec#ionic data means
inforTnatifln, facts or programs stored as or on,
created or used an, or transmitted to or from com-
puter soiiware, incEuding systems and applications
software, hard or #lappy disks, CD-BONS, tapes,
drives, ce(Is, data processing devices or any ather
media which are used with efectranicaily controlled
equipment.
18."Suit" means a civil proceeding in which damages
because of °bodily injury", "property damage" or
"personal and advertising injury" to which this in-
surance applies are alleged. "suit" includes:
a. An arbitration proceeding in which such dam-
ages are claimed and fo which the insured
must submit ar does submit with our consent;
or
b. Any other alternative dispute resolution pro-
ceeding in which such damages are claimed
and to which the insured submits with our con-
S2Rt.
19."Temporary worker" means a person who is fur-
nished to you fa substitute for a permanen# "em-
picyee" on iea~e or to meet seasonal or short-term
~vorklo2c~ conditions.
2Q."Vol~rteer worked' means a person who is not
your "employee", and who donates his or her work
and acts at the ~irectio~ of and within the scope of
duties determined by you, and is not paid a fee,
salary or other compensation by you or anyone
else for their work performed for you.
2't."Your product":
a. Mears:
('1) Any goods or products, other Char, real
property, manufactured, selci, handled, ds-
tributed or dssposed of by:
(a) You;
(b} Others trading under your name; or
(cj A person or organization whose busi-
r~ess or assets you have acquired; and
{2) Containers (other than vehicles}, materials,
parts or equipment furnished in connection
with such goods or produc#s.
b. Includes:
(9) tiNarranties or representations made at any
time with respect to the t"fitness, quality, du-
rability, per~ormance or use of "your prod-
~cf"; and
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(2} The providing of or railure to provide warn-
ings or i~siructiorts.
c. Does not include vending machines or other
property rented to or located for the use of oth-
ers out not sold.
22. "Your work":
a. Means:
(1} Work or operations performed by you or on
your behalf; and
(2} Materials, parts or equipment furnished in
connection with such work or opera#ions.
f~. lnciudes:
(1 j Warranties or representations made at any
time with respect zo zhe ftness, quality, du-
rabiliiy, performance o; use of "your wor,c",
and
(2) The providing of or failure to provide warn-
ings or instructions.
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THiS EN~QRS~i1~ENT CHANGES TFi~ POLICY. PLEASE READ 1T CAREFULLY.
~lU~LE,~1R ENERGY LIABlLiTY EXCLUSIO~1
~~DORSEMEh~T
(Broad Forrr~)
This endorsement modifies insurance provided ender the following:
BIsSINESSOWNERS PfJ~ICY
COMMERCIAL GE~ICRAL LfA81LiTY COVERAGE PART
EMPLOYMENT-RELATED PRACTICES LIASI~fTY COVERAGE PART
FARM C4VEi~AG~ °AST
LIQUOR LIABILITY COVERAGE FART
QWNERS ANQ CG'~iTRACTORS PROTECTIVE LfAB[LITY COVERAGE PART
POLLUTION LIABILITY COVERAGE PART
PRODUCTS/COMP! ~T~D OPERATIONS LIABILI El' COVERAGE PART
RAILROAD PROTECTIVE LEASILIiY COVEftA,GE PART
SPECfAL PROTECTIVE AND HIGHWAY LIABILITY POLfCY NEi/V YORK DEPARTMENT OFTRANSPORTATION
4. Tne insurance does not apply:
A. Lnder any Liability Coverage, to "bodily injury"
or "property darr~age":
(i) Wiih respect #o which an "insured" under
the policy is also an insured under a nu-
clear energy liability policy issued by Nu-
clear Energy Liability Insurance Associa-
tion, Mu#uaf Atomic energy Liability
Underwriters, Nuclear Insurance Associa-
tion of Car~ad3 0!' any of their successors,
or vrould be an insured under any such poi-
icy but nor its termination upon exhaustion
o~ its limit of ?lability; or
(2) Resuiiing from the "nazardcus properties"
of "nuclear material" and with respect to
which {a) any person or organization is re-
quired to maintain, ~inanciai protec#ion pur-
suan# to the Atomic energy Act of 1954, or
any law am~rdatory fhereor, or (b) the "in-
sured" is, or had this policy ~~ot been issued
would be, entitled to indemnity from the
United States of America, or any agency
trer~af, under any agreement eniered into
by the United Sates of America, or any
agency thereof, with any person or crgani-
zation.
3. Under any Medical ~aymenis coverage, to
expenses incurred wifh respect to "bodily in-
jury" resulting from the "hazardous properties"
of "nuclear material" and arising out of the op-
eration of a "nuclear facility" by any person or
organization.
C, Urde~ any Liability Coverage, fo "bodily injury„
or "property damage„ resulting from "haz~rd-
ous preperiies" or "nuclear rnateriai", if:
(1j TF~e "nuclear m~terai" {a) is at any "nuclear
facility" owned by, or operated by or an be-
half of, an "insured" or (bj has been dis-
charged or dispersed therefrom;
(2) The "nuclear material" is contained in
"spent ` uel" or "waste" at any time pos-
sessed, handfed, used, processed, stored,
Transported or disposed of, by or on behalf
of an "insured": or
(3) The "bodily injury" or "property damage"
arises ovt of the furnishing by an "insured"
of services, ma#erials, parts or equipment in
connection with the planning, construction,
maintenance, operation or use of any "nu-
clear facility", but if such facility is located
within the United States aiAmerica, its terri-
fories or possessions or Canada, this ex-
clusion (3) applies only to "property dam-
age" to such "nucle2r facility" and any
property thereat.
2. As used .n this endorsement:
"Hazardous properties" includes radioactive, toxic
or explosive properties.
"Nuclear maferiai" means "source ma~erial", "Spe-
cial nuclear mate; ial" or "by-product r~atersal".
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"Saurce material", "special nuclear material", and
"by-product material" have the meanings given
them in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 or in any
law amendatory thereof.
"Sent fuel" means any fuel element or fuel com-
ponent, solid or liquid, which nas been used or
exposed to radiation in a "nuclear reactor".
"Waste" means any waste material ta) cont2ining
"by-product material" other than the tailings or
wastes produced by the extraction or concentra-
tion of uranium or thor,'um from any ore processed
primarily for its "sourcQ material" content, and (~)
resulting from the operation by any person or or-
ganization of any "nuclear facility" included under
the first two paragr~~hs of the de~inition ofi "nu-
clearfacility".
"Nuclear facility" means:
(a) Any "nuclear rea~tar";
(b) Any equipment o. device des'sgred or used for
{'f) separating the isotopes of uranium or plu-
tonium, {2) processing or utilizing "spent fuel",
or (3) handing, processing or packaging
"waste";
(c) Any equipment or device used for the pracess-
ing, fabricating or alloying of "special nuclear
ma#eria!" if at any time the total amount of such
material in the custody of the "insured" at the
premises where such equipment or deice is
located consists of or contains more than 25
grams of plu#opium or uranium 233 or any
combination thereof, or more than 250 grams
of uranium 235;
~d) 4ny structure, basin, excavation, premises or
place prepared or used for the storage or dis-
posal of "waste' ;
and includes the site on which any of the :orego-
ing is located, ail opera#ions conducted on such
site and all premises used for such operations.
"Nuclear reactor' means any apparatus designed
or used to sustain nuclear fission in a self-
supporting chain reaction or fo contain a critical
mass o. fissionable material.
"Property damage" includes all forms of radioac-
tive contamination of property.
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POLICY iVUMBER: F1~113974~ COMMERCIAL GENEF2AL LIABlLiT(
CG 2Q 71 0'[ 96
THIS ENDORSEII~~~T CHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ IT GAR~FULLY.
ADi~ITION~~ ~~VSLlRED - [1fI~~AGERS ~R LESSORS OF
PR~~111SES
This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the following:
COM?vIERCIAL GENERP,L LIABILITY COVERAGE PART
SCHEi~ULE
1. Designation of Premises (Part Leased to You):
2. Name of rersan or Organization (Additional insured): Schedule en file with company.
3. Addiiiona! Premium: (nduded
(IF no en#ry appears abcve, the in~ormation required to compfeia this endorsement will be shown in the
Declarations as applicable to this endorsement.}
WHO 1S Aft INSURED (Secf+on ii) is amended to include as an insured the person or organization sho~,~rn in the
Schedule but only with respecf to liability arising o~~t of the ownership, maintenance or use of thaf part of the
premises leased to you and shown in the Schedule and subjeci to the following additional exclusions:
This insurance does got apply to:
'i. Any "occurrence" which takes place aster you cease to be a Tenant i~ that premises.
2. Structural alterations, new construction or demolition operations performed by or en behalf of the person or
argar•ization shown in the Schedule.
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POLICY tvUMBER: ~f0113974 COMiI~IERC~AL GENERAi. l.IABfLfTY
CG 20 12 U7 98
THiS ENDORSEfVIENT CHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ iT CAREFULLY.
ADDITIONAL I~ISUR~D -
STAT~ ~1~ P~LITIC~L S~SDIVISIO~iS -PERMITS
This endorsement modi~ies insurance provided under the foflo~ving:
COMMERC3AL G~tV~RAL LlABlL1TY COVEt~AGE PART
SCHEDULE
~ State Or Politics{ Subdivision:
schedule an file with campany.
(if no entry Gppears above, information required to campieie t' his endorsement ~vili be shown in the t7edaraiicns
as applicab~~ to this endorsement.)
Sec#€ors 1! — V+Iho 3s An insured is am?nded to Z. This insurance does riot ~ppiy to:
include as an insured any slate or political a. "Bodily injury," "property damaga" orsubdivision shown in the Schedule, subject io the 
"personal and advertising injury" arising outTofloti^ring provisions: 
of operations per€ormed for the state or
1. This insurance an~lies only with respect to municipality; ar
operations per#ormed ~y you or on your behalf ~ .~B~d~~ ~~~~ o
for whici-f the state or political subdivision has Y 1 jY" or "property damage" includ„d
within the 'products-cotnpEeted operationsissuad a permit. hazard".
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POLICY NUMBER: F10113874 COMMERCIAL GENERAL LlABfLITY
THIS ENDORSEMENT CHANGES SHE POLICY. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.
,~DDITIO~AL NSt~RE~ - D~SIGN~ITED PERS~~ ~R
ORG~1[~1ZA~'~~N
This endorsement modis~es ins ranee provided under the following:
COMMERCIAL GENERAL ~iABILiTY COVERAGE PART.
Name of Person or Organization:
Schedule on file with ccrnpany.
SCHEDULE
(lf no e;~try appears above, information required to complete this endorsement will be shown in the Declarations
os applicable io this endorsement.)
WHO !S AN lNSIiREQ (Se~iion [!) is amended fo include as an insured the person a; organization shown in the
Schedule as an insured but only with respect to liability arising out of your operat+ons or premises ov~ned by or
rented to you.
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PaLiCY NUIUBER: F{Q113974 C~MMERClAL GENERAL LIA~ILiTY
THIS ENDORS~111lENT CHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.
~DD(TION~~. INSURED -LESSOR OF L~~S~D
EQUIPMENT
This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the fiallowing:
C0111MERC(AL GEtvcRAL ~IABILETY COVERAGE PART
SCHEDULE
Name of Person or Organization:
Schedule on life with company.
([i no ~r~try appears above, information required to complete ihis endorsement wit! bz shown in she Declarations
as applicable to this endorsement.}
WHO 1S AtV ENSURED (Section fi) is amended to
include as an insured the persons) or organizations)
shown in the Schedule, bu± only with respect to their
l~abifity arising our QT Lhe mainien~nce, operation or
use by you of equipmer~# 1Qased to you by suci~ pe;-
son(s) or organization(s), subject 'o the following
additional exclusions:
~ his insurance does Lei apply:
'[_ To any "occurrence" which takes place afier
the equipment lease expires;
2. To "bodily injury" or "property damage" arisng
out of the sole negEigence of the person cr or-
ganizatior shown in the Schedule.
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CO~ttIMEf2CIAL GENERAL LIABfL9TY
CG 214772 D7
THES EN~ORSEIVi~I~T CHANGES THE POLICY. P~.EASE REAL? 1T CAREFULLY.
~~111PLOY!'1~t~NT'-RELATED F'i~4G~10ES EXCLIlS10~1
This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the following:
COMMERCIAL GENER~?~' IABIL!iY COVERAGE PART
A. The following exclusion is added #a Paragraph 2.,
Exclusions of Section E — Coverage A —Bodily
knjury And Pra~erty Damage Liabi{ity:
r his insurance daes no# apply to:
"bodily injury" to:
{T ~ A person arising out of any:
(a) Refusal to employ that person;
{b) Termination cf tha, person's employment;
or
B. The following exclusion is added io Paragraph 2.,
Exclusions of Section I — Coverage S — Per-
sonal And Advertising Injury Liability:
This insurance does not apply to:
"Personal and advertising injury" to:
{7) A perscn arising ou# of any:
(a) Refusal to employ That person;
(b) Termination of ghat person's employment;
or
(c) Employr~eni-relaied practices, policies,
acts or omissions, such as coercion, demo-
tion, evaluation, reassignment, discipline,
defamation, harassment; humiliation, dis-
crimination or malicious prosecution di-
rected at that nQrson; or
(2} The spouse, cY;ild, parent, brother or sister oT
that person as a consequence of "bodily in}ury"
to tha± person at whom any of tf~e employment-
rela#ed practices described in paragraphs (aJ,
(b), or (c) abcve .s dr2cfed.
This excfusian applies:
{'1 } Whether the injuy-causing event described in
paragraphs {a}, gib) or (~) above occurs before
empVoyment, during employment or after em-
ployment of that person;
(2) `,Nheiher the insured may be Ilable as an em-
ployer or in any other capacity; and
(3) Ta any obfigaiio~ to share damages with ar
repay someone else who must pay damages
because of the injury.
(c) Employment-related prat#ices, palici~s,
acts or omissions, such as coercion, demo-
tion, evaluation, reassignment, discipline,
defamation, Harassment, humiliation, dis-
crimination or malicious prosecution di-
rected at that person; or
{2~ TFe spouse, chEld, paren#, brother or sister of
that person as a consequence of "personal and
advertising injury" to that person at whom any
of the employment-related practices described
in Paragraphs {a), {b), ar {c} above is directed.
This excEusion applies:
(~i) `JUhether the injury-casing event cies,:ribe~i i;~
Paragraphs {a), (b} or ~c) above occ~!rs beiare
employment, ci~;ring employment or after em-
p4oyment afi that person;
(2j Whether the insured may be liable as an em-
ployer or in any other capacity; and
(3} To any obligatiar, io share damages with or
repay someone else who must pay damages
because of the injury.
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COMMERCIAL GENERAL UABILiTY
CG 21 5~ ~9 99
THIS EN~ORSEi'r►'I~NT C~AIVGES ZHE POLICY. PLEASE READ IT CAftE~ULLY.
~'OTAL P~~.LtlT1~N EXC~US~O~I
VV~TH A H~STiL~ FIRE EXC~PTIC?N
This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the following:
COMMERCIAL GENERAL ? iABfLITY COVErZAGE PART
Exclusion f. under ?aragra~h 2., Exclusions o.
Section I — Coverage A — ~odiEy Injury And
Property Damage L;abi~~ty is replaced by the
following:
This insurance does riot apply to:
r. ~olfution
~ '(~ "Both&y injury" or "~raperty damage" which
would not have occurred in whale or part but
for the actual, aliege~ or threatened discf~arge,
dispersal, seepage, migra#ion, release or
escape of "pollutants" a: any tine.
This exclusion does not apply to "bodily injury"
or "pro~er~y damage" arising out of heat,
smoky or iurn~s *rcm a "hostile i re" unless that
"hostile fire" occurred or originated:
(a) At any premises, sire or location which is or
was at any time used by or fcr any insured
or others .or she handling, storage,
disFosal, processsng or treafineni oz waste;
or
(b) At any premises, site or location on which
any insured or any contrac~ors or
subcontractors working directly or indirectly
on any insureci's beha{f are per~ormina
operations to test for, r;onitor, dean up,
remove, contain, treat, detoxify, neutralize
ar in any way raspond tq or assess the
effects of, "pollutants".
(2) Any loss, cost or expense arising out at any:
(ay Request, derar~d, order or statutory ar
regulatory requirement that any insured or
others test for, monitor, clean up, remove,
cantair:, treat, detoxify or neuf~lize, or in
any way respond to, or assess the effects
of "~olluiants"; or
(b) Cleim or suit by or on behalf of a
go~emmental SUthot'ity for damages
because of testing for, monitoring, cleaning
up, removing, containing, freatina,
datcxiiying cr neutralizing, or in any way
responding to, or assessing she effects of,
"pollutants".
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,ASBESTOS EXCL~lS10N EN~30RSEMENT
T~i1S E~bORSElIilENT CHANGES TFfE POLICY. PLEASE READ [T CAREFULLY.
This endorsement madifies insurance provided under the:
COMN1ERCiAL GENERAL LIAB[L{TY COVERAGE PART
With respects to coverage provided by this endorsement, the provisions of the coverage form apply
unless modified by this Qndorsement.
This endorsement changes the policy effective on the inception date of the policy unless another date is
indicated below.
Endorement EfFec#iue Date 10/12/2008 Policy No. FI0113974
Named Insured Marjor; Lohman Countersigned by
{Authcrized Reprzsentative)
The following exclusion is added to paragraph 2. Exclusions of 5ectian i - Coverage A —Bodily Injury
And Property Damage Liability anti Coverage S -Personal And Advertising Injury Liability:
2. Exclusions
This insurance does not apply to:
Asbestos
A. "Bodily injury", "property damage" ~r "personal and advertising injury" arming ou# of or which
would no# nave occurred, in whaEe or in part, but .or the actual, alleged or ihrea#erred discharge,
dispersal, r~iease, leakage, leaching, friability, flaking, escape or presence of asbestos, regard-
{~ss of whether any other cause, event, material or product contributed concurrently or in any se-
Guence to the i~;ury or damage; or
8. Any sums tha: any insured or other entity must pay, repay or reimburse because of ary:
'~. Req~:esi, demard, order, statutory or regulatory requirement, direction cr determination that
any insured or afh~rs test tor, investigate, monitor, clean up, remove, study, contain, treat,
encapsulate, coy ~trol or take any other action regarding asbestos; ar
2. Claim o; "sui#" gar damages arising out of or reiaiirrg in any way to any request, demand, or-
der, statutory or regulatory requirement, direction or determination that any insured or ot~ers
test for, investigate, monitor, Mean up, remove, study, contain, treat, encapsulate, control or
take any other action regarding asbas#os; ar
C. F~ny other loss, cos, or expense arising out of or relating in any way to ashes#os.
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T~iIS ~~II30RSENIENT CHANGES THE POLICY. 'LEASE R~;4D [T CAREFULLY.
DEFINtT10N 
€~F EMPLOYEE
This 2ndorserrter~t modifies insurance under the fiollowing:
COMNIERClAL GENERAL LIABILITY COVERAGE FORM
B€JS[N~SS AUTO COVERAGE FARM
With respects to coverage provided by this endorsement, the provisions of the coverage tarm apply
unless modified by this endorsement.
This endorsement c~tanges the policy effective on the inception date of t;~e policy unEess another date i;indicated below.
j indorsement E~fecti~e Date 1 d/1212008 Policy No. F10113974 !
Named Insured Marjori Lobman Countersigned by
{Authorized Representative)
E
 he definition of "Ernpfoyee" in SECTIQN V- i~EFINiTIQNS is replaced by the following:
5. °Employes" means any person invei~ed or participatir!c~ in yo«r presenfa#ion os production wha issubject to the guidance, instruction or direction of you or anyonz aufhorizsc! to act on your behalf.ErnFlayee includes but is not limited to crew, actors, temporary workers and volunteer participants.
Ens ofi sG roe-nti~
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THIS ENDQRSE~U[ENT CHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ lT CARE~i1LLY.
REMOVAL OF COVERAGE FOR PREMISES !N THE SHORE TFRtIt! CONTROL OF
THElNSURE~
This endorsement modifies insurance under the following:
COMMERCIAL GEt3ERAL LlAB1LETY COVERAGE FOf2M
With respects to ccverage pr~~ided by this endorsement, the provisions of the coverage form apply
unless modified by this endarsement.
This endorsement changes the policy effec#ive on the inception date of the policy unless another date is
indicated below.
indorsement Effectve Caie 1Q/'(2!2008 Policy No. FI0113974
Named fr~sured fVsarjori Lobman Countersigned by
(Authorized Kepresentative)
A. Section E - Coverages A Bodity Injury and Property Damage Liability, 2. Exclusions ~, is deleted
and repl~csd by the f~flowing:
~. 
€lamage To property
"~rooer;y damage" 'o:
(1) ~rcperty you own, rent, er oceu~y, including any costs or expenses incurred by you, or any
oilier perso,-~; organization or entity, for repair, replacement, eihancemeni, restoration or
maintenance of such property for any reason, including prevention of injLry to a person er
d~mag~ io another's property;
(2} PremisEs you sail, give away or abandon, if :he "property damage" arises cut of any ~ar~ of
Ehase premises;
f3} Prope~y !oared io you;
(4} Persona! property in the care, custody or con#rol of the insured;
ZS) That paricuiar pars of real property on which you or any contractors or subcontractors
working direcily or indirectly on your behalf are ~erfarming operations, if ire "property
damage" 2rises out of those opera#ions; cr
(b) That particular part ofi any property that must be restored, repaired ar replaced because "your
~r✓ork" was incorrectly performed on it.
Paragraph (2) or this exclusion dces not apply if the p-emises are "your work" and were never
occupied, rented or held for rental by you.
Paragraphs (3), {4}, (~} and (o} of this exclusion da not apply io liability assumed under a
sidetrack Ggree+ner:t.
Paragraph (6) of this exclusion does not apply to "property damage" in~fuded in the "products-
completed operations hazard".
B. 5~ction ill -Limits ~f insurance 6. is e+e!eted and re~{aced with the following:
Subject to 5. above, she Damage To Premises Rented To You Limit is the most we will pay ender
Coverage A for damages because of "properly damage" to any one premises caused by fire, while
re~~ed to you er temporarily occupied by you ~r~ittt permission of the owner.
E~~1 4G 33 ;1 i-C6} ParyA 1 „f ~
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~H[S ENDORSEMENT CHANGES 7HE POLICY. PLEASE READ i~ CAREFULLY.
ADDITl~NAL COi~~ITIONS AI~PLlCABLE TO
COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
This endorsement modifies ;nsurance under the following:
C0~1~iNlERCfAL GENERAL LlAB1LlTY COVERAGE FORM
With respects to co~er~ge provided by this endcrsement, the provisia~s of the coverage form apply unless
modifiizd by this endorsement.
This endorsement chances the policy effective on the inception date of tFe policy unless another date is
indicated below.
~ndorsemeni Effective D2te ? Q112/2008 Policv No. FIG1'f 3974
f
Named Insured PJlarjori Lobman ~ Countersigned by
(Authorized Representative)
A. The following provisions are added to SECTION fV —COMMERCIAL GENERAL L1ABlL1TY
CONDl7lONS.
1. ASS1G~€~Jf~NT
This policy may not ~e assigned ar transferred without cur written consent.
2. ~,P~~AlSAL
If you and we fail io agree on the amount of loss, eithea one can demand thaf the amount of loss be
set by appraisal. ~~ch party shall select a competent, independent appraiser and noti~ the other of
h`~ appraiser's identity upon receipt of the written ~2mand. The two appraisers shall Then select a
compe#ent, irnaartiai umpire. [i the two appraisers are unable to agree goon an umpire, you or we
can ask a judge of a cour~ of record in the state of your residence to select an ump'sre. The
appraisers shall then submit 2 written repor of an agreement to us and the amount agreed upcn
shall be the amount or the foss. ~f the appraisers fail to agree within a reasonable tirrae, They sha![
submit their di{ierence to the umpire. Writ#en agreement signed by any t~vo of these three shall sei
the amount or the foss. each appraiser sha!] be paid by t'~2 party selecting that appraiser. Other
expenses of the appraisers and the compensation of she umpire shalt be paid equally by you and us.
3. CO~[FORlVIIT1' TO STATE LAW
When any policy provision is in conflict with the applicable la~v of the State in which This policy is
issued, the law of t" he State shall apply.
4. DI;E DILIG~I~CE CLAIl5E
You shall use due diligence and do and concur in doing all things reasonably practicable io avoid or
diminish any loss or any circumstance likely to give rise to a loss or claim insured under This policy.
ft is agreed that this policy extends to indemnify you for your ascertained net loss of additional
incurred expenses and/or increased costs necessarily incurred by you to avoid ar diminish any such
loss or claim, subject to any deductible provision sta#ed in the Declarations page, provided, ;~owever,
That .n no circumstances shat! our maxim~:m [lability under this policy be grey±er than the sum
insured as declared, or that which would have been incurred had you not incurred said incre2sed
cos#sand/or additional out-of-pocket expenses, or in any even# exceed the limits of liability of this
policy.
ENl ~6 42 (07-G5) Page 1 of 2
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5. INADVERTENT ERROR CLAUSE
Yau shall not be prejudiced by an unintentional or inadvertent omission, error or incorrect description
of the property insured hereunder, prodded no#ice be given to us and corrections be made as soon
as practicably after diseavery of any such error or omission.
6. LOSS PAYiUIENT
Lass, if any, shall be payable to you or your loss payee.
We agree that any holder of a Certifcate of Insurance issued by us or on our behalf shall be
considered a Liss Payee, subject to your legal liability.
Unless a claim has been paid by cfhers, alf adjusted cEaims shall be paid or ~a~e good #o you wiih
thirty (30} days after presentation and acceptance of satisfactory proof of interest and loss to our
office, or aif~r ~~ve reach agreement with you, or alter entry of a final judgment, ar after the ofFering of
an appraisal zward with us. No loss shall be paid or be made good if you have collected the same
from othars.
7. PR'~TVIISES PROT~CTiON
It is a canu~ition of this insurance that you shall mainfain such projective safieguards zs were
represented by you to be in effect at the time of the attachment of #his insurance.
8. ~.13ERALIZATION CLAI~SE
Ir ~v~ adopt any rsvisian which would broaden the coverage under this policy without additional
premium within sixty (64) days prior to or during the policy period, :h2 broadened coverage will
immediately app9y to *his policy.
B. The Definition of "Coverage Territory" in SECTION V — DEFIN(T~O~JS is replaced ~y the failowi~g:
"Cov~rag~ Territor,~" means:
1. The United Stages of America;
2. The territories and possessions of tf~a United Slates of America;
3. Puerto Rico; and
~. Canada.
C. Th:s provision is i.^, addition to the Examinations of You hooks and Records contained in the
Common Policy Can~itions endorsement.
ACCESS ~O RECt3f2DS AhiD EXAMiNAT~Ot~ UNDER OATH
We or cur nominees, a. Ali times during the policy period or while a claim is pending, at such reasonable
times and places as may be designafe~ by us or our representatives, shall have access to aEl afi yo~~
accounts, book of accounFs, contracts, invoices and records, or certified copies of such if the originals
are lost, relating to ail insured operations and property. You shall subn-+it as often as may be reasonably
required, and so far ~s within your power, cause a!I other persons and their employees interested in such
operations and property to submit to examination under oath by a person named by us relative to any
end all matters in connection with a claim, of such reasonable times and places as may be designated by
us or our representaFives. You agree to do everything tivithin reason to comply with the foregoing.
No such ~xamir~aiion under oath or examination of books or documents, nor any other act by us or any
or our employees or representatives in connection with the investigation of any loss or claim hereunder,
shell ~e deemed a waiver of any ~eiense which we might otherwise have ~viih respect #o any loss or
claim, but a!I such examinations and acts shall be deemed to have been made or done without prsj udice
to our liability.
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THiS E~EDORS£MENT CHANGES ThfE POLECY. PL~AS~ READ !T CAREF~lLLY.
UNDECLARED PRODU~TiONS ENDORSEIVlENT
This endorsement modifies insurance under the following:
CO~'JIi~9ERCEAL G~?~ERAL LIABILITY COVERAGE FARM
Ulfith respects to coverage provided by this endorsement, the provisions o#the coverage form apply
unless modified by this endorsement.
This endorsement changes the policy effective on the inception date of the policy unless another date is
indicated ~efow.
Endorsement Effective Ga.e '0/12/2Q08 !Policy No. ~i0113974
Named insured Marjori Lobman i Countersigned by
(Authorized Representative)
The Tollowing is ~d~ed o SECTION! €V — C~MMErZCfAL GENERAL LlA81LITY CQNdIT1QNS:
The Company w;~l be notified prior to comm~nceme~t of each motion picture, television or other
production or ihea#rival or oilier presenfatian, peRarmance or tours#arted by the insured during the policy
period.
~21IUf2 OY she !nsurad to notary fie Ccmpany in advance of each such production, tour or other aciivi#y
shall permit the Company fo charge an additional prerr~ium which the Company may determine properly
reflects the hazard i~vcfved.
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THIS ~NE30€tSEMENT CHANGES THE POL[CY. PL~AS~ READ IT ~AREFLiLLY.
FlEL~ OF ENTERTAINiVlENT PRODUCTIONS EXCLUSIONS
This endorsement modi`ies insurance under the following:
C~MPJfERCfAL GENERAL LIABILITY COVERAGE FORIVI
With respects to coverage provided by this endorsement, the provisions of the cav~rage form apply
unless modified by this endorsement.
This endorsement changes the policy effective on the inception date of the policy unless another date is
indicated below.
Endorsement Efi~ective Ca#e 101?212008 'Policy No. FIQ113974
Named Insured Marjori Lobman j Countersigned by
(Author
A. The iollow~ng are added fo SECTl~N I —COVERAGES, COVERAGE A. 80~9LY 11VJURY AND
FROPERT`! QAMAGE, item 2. Exclusions:
q. Stunts
"Bodily injury" or "Property damage° resulting from the performance, rehearsal or pre~a3ation for
any stunt, including but not limited t~ fight scenes, iafls, athletic or racing contests, or scenes
using guns, knives; explosives or projectile weapons.
r. Pyroteeh~9cs, Firewor3cs, and ~xpfasives
"bodily injury" or "Property damage" resuEting from the use of fireworks, explosives, or pyrotechnic
devices other than those used to create a visual effect emiiting nothing other than smoke or a
noise no louder if~an 100 decibels at an unobs~ructed distance of 50 fezt.
However, exclusic~ s ~., and r, shall no# apply to a specified stun# or activi+y which is specifically
scheduled #or coverage on this policy and for which a premium has been paid.
s. Product Content
"Bodily injury" or "r roper#y damage" resulting from an action by a person or group of people tF~at
have been influenced or directed by the ideas, subject matter, or content of any lire, #aped, filmed
or broadcast production or presentation by the insured, no mat±er hew distributed or released.
t, fntercompan~ Liability Suits -Exclusion
This insurance does not apply to any claim for damages by any Named Insured against anothe€-
Named Insured because of "bodily injury," "property damage" or "personal and advertising injury".
u. S~eeia{ Products -Exclusion -Advise, Directions, Suggestions Or Instructions
As respects "Properiiss" produced, sold, distributed or otherwise disseminated with the express
intent to release sy~ecizic ideas, advice, directions, suggestions or instructions to others, i;~is
Policy does not cover liabilir,~ for, and there shall be no obligation io investigate or defend any
claim or suit arising out of actual or alleged "persona€ and advertising injury", "bodily injury", ar
:,property damage".
The term "Properties" as used herein shall mean 2ny live, filmed or taped production or
presentation whether released or presented theatricaify, on television, on cassetfe or disc; it shall
also mean any videotape, rod€o program, phonograph record, audio tape, electrical Transcription,
bock or other publication or by any other device for public dissemination, similar or dissimilar.
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S. Exclusion j. in S~CTiON 1 —COVERAGES, COVERAGE B. PERSONAL AND ADVERT1SiNG
IIVJEIRY LIABILITY, is deleterS and replaced with the following:
j. Insureds Gonducting Mecfia, Entertainment, o~ Internet Type Operations
"Persona! and advertising injury" committed by an insured whose operations include:
~'t} Advertising, broadcas#~ng, taping, fiming, performing, publishing or telecasting;
~2) Designing or determining contenf of w~t~-sifes for others; or
{3) An Interne# s~~rch, access: content or serrice provider.
However , fhis exclusion does not apply to Paragraphs 14.a., b. and c. of "personal and
advertising injury" under the Definitions Section.
Far the purposes of this excision, the placing of frames, borders or links, or advertising, far you
or others anywhere on the Internet, is not by itself, considered the business of advertising,
broadcasting, publishing or Telecasting.
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COMMERCIAL GEE~ERAL LIABILITY
CG Q1 63 09 39
THIS ~NDORSE11J1ENT CHANGES THE Pt~LiCY. PLEASE F~EAD IT CAREFULLY.
NEUIJ Yt~RK CHANGES
~~~t1~tERCI~L ~ENE~A~ L~ABIL~~Y COVERAGE F~R11t1
This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the following:
COMMERCIAL G~fVER.~,= LIABILITY COVERAGE PART
A. Paragraph 1. Insuring Agreement of Section f —
Coverage A — Bedily Injury And Property Dam-
age Liability is replaced by the following:
1. lns~ring Agreement
a. We will pay those sums that the insured
becomes legally obliga±ed to pay as dam-
ages because of "bodi~y injury" or "property
damage" to vrhicn this insurance applies.
11Ve will have the right and dut~~to dernnd
the insured against any "suit" seeking those
damages oven if the allegations o` the "suit"
are groundless, fa[s? or fraudulent. How-
ever, ws will have no duty to defend the ir+-
su~ed against any "suit" seeking damages
fcr "bodily iniury" or "properly damage" to
which this insurance does nat apply. We
may, at our discretion, investigate any "oc-
currence" and settle any claim or "suit" that
may result. Sit:
(1) The amount ~Jve will pay fi r damages is
limited as described in Section Ill — Lim-
its Of lnsura~ce; and
(2} Our right and duty to defend end when
we nave used u~ the applicable limit of
insurance i~ the poyrr~eni of judgments
or set~!ements ur?der Coverages A or 8
or medical exaenses under Coverage C.
No other obligation or liability to pay sums
o. perform acts or services fs covered un-
less explicitly provided rot under Su~ple-
mentary Payments — Coverages A and 8.
b. This insurance applies fo "bodily injury" and
"property damages` only if:
(1} The "bodily injury" or "prape~ty damage"
is caused by an 'occurrence" that takes
place ;n the "coverace territory";
(2~ The "bodily in;ury" cr "property damage"
occurs during the policy period; and
(3) °riot io tF+e policy period, no insured
listed under Paragraph 1. of Section !E —
Wha Is An Insured and no "employee"
authorized by you to give or receive no-
tice of an "occurrence" or claim, knew
that the "bodily injury" or "property dam-
age" had occurred, in whole or in part. 1f
such a listed insured or authorized "em-
~ioyee" knew, prior to the policy period,
that the "bodily injury" or "property dam-
age" occurred, then any continuation,
change or resumption of such "bodily in-
jury" ar "property damage" during cr af-
ier the policy period vrill be deemed #o
have been known prior to the poEicy pe-
riod.
c. "Bodily injury" or "property damage" which
occurs during the policy period and was
not, prior to the policy period, known to
have occurred by any insured listed under
Paragraph 1. of Section E! —Who is An ln-
sured ar any "employee" authorized by you
to give ar receive notice of an "occurrence"
or claim, includes any continuation, change
or resumption of that "bodily injury" or
"property damage" after the end of the pol-
icy period.
d. "Bodily injury" or "property damage" ~Niil be
deemed to i~ave been known to have oo-
carted at the earliest time when any insured
listed under Paragraph 1. of Section I1 —
Who Is An Insured or any "employee" a~;-
thorized by you to give or receive notice of
an "occurrence" or claim:
{1) Reports ail, or any part, of the "bodily
injury" or "property damage" to us or any
other insurer;
(2) Receives a writfen or verbal demand or
claim for damages because of the "bod-
ily injury" or "property damage"; or
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(3) Becomes aware by any other means
that "bodily injury" or "property damage"
his occurred or has begun to occur.
e. Damages because of "bodily injury" include
damages claimed by any person or organi-
zation for care, I~ss of services or death re-
sulting at any time from the "bodily injury".
3. Paragraph 1.a. of Section 1 — Coverage S — Per-
sonal And Advertising Injury ~iabi{ity is re-
placed by the following:
1. [nsuring Agreement
a. We will pay those sums that the insured
becomes legally obligated to pay as dam-
ages because of "persona! and advertising
injury" io which this insurance applies. We
will have the right and duty to defend the
insured agains# any "suit" seeking those
damages even if the allegations of the "suit"
are groundEess, false or fraudulent. How-
ever, we will have no duty to defend the in-
sured against any "suit" seQking damages
for "personal aid advertising injury" to
whicf~ this insurance does not apply. We
may, at our discretion, investigate any of-
~ense and setile any claim or "suit" that may
result. But:
(1) The amount we inrill pay for damages is
limi#ed as described in Section fI1 — Lim-
iis Oi insurance: and
(2) Our right and duty to defend end wne~
we have used up the applicable limit of
insurance in the payment of judgrrients
or settlements under Coverages A and
B or medcal expenses under Coverage
C.
No other obliga#ion ar fiabiiity to pay sums
or perform acts or services is covered un-
less explicitly provided for under Supple-
mentary Payments — Coverages A and S.
C. The Following is added as Paragraph e. to the
Duties In The Event Of Occurrence, OfiFsnse,
Chaim Or Suit Condition (Paragraph 2, of Section
IV — Cammerc~a[ General Lia~iiity Candi#ions}:
2. duties !n The went Of ~~currence,
Offense, Claim Or Suit
e. Nafice given by or on bef~alf of the insured,
or written notice by or on behalf of the in-
jured person or any other claimant, to any
agent of ours in New York State, Frith pa;-
ticuiars sufficieni to identify the insured,
shall be considered to be notice to us.
D. The definition of "loading or unloading" in the
Definitions Section does not apply.
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COMNtERC1AL GENERAL LIABILITY
CG 01 04 12 0'!
THIS ENDORSEi~1E~iT CHANGES THE POLICY, PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.
~v~ ~o~~c cN~~v~Es - ~REN11U~1! ACJDiT
Tnis endorsement modifies insurance provided under the following:
COMtviERClAL GENE~L L}ABiLITY COVERAGE PART
LIQUOR LIAB[LITY CO~fEi~AGE PART
PRODUCTS/CQMPL~TEt~ OPERATIONS LiABIL1TY COVERAGE PART
A. Paragraph b. of t' he Premium Audit Condition B. Except as provided in Paragraph A. above, the
(Section EV) is replaced by the foNowing: Examination Of Yaur Books And Records
5. Premium Audit Common Policy Condition continues to apply.
b. Premium shown in this Coverage mart as,
ad~~ance premium is a deposit premium
only. At fhe close of each audit period we
wiI! compu#e the earned premium for that
period and send notsce #a the first 1Vamed
Ins;.~red. The due gate for audit and retro-
spective prerr?iur~s .s the date shown as
the due date on the bill. An audif to de#er-
nine the final premium due or to be re-
f~;nded wil! be completed within 180 days
aster the expiry*ion date cf the policy. Sui
~hE audit may ~e 4vaived ~f the totaf an-
nual premium attribuiable iQ the auditable
exposure base is not reasonably expected
to exceed 5~~00. If the sum of the ad-
vance and audii premiums paid for the
policy term is greater than tF~e earned
premium, ;rre vriEl re}ur~r the excess to :he
z~Est gamed Insured.
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THiS ENt3QR5EMENT CHANGES THE PQLICY. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY,
DE~IN~TlON OF PROflUCTlONS AND BUDGET LIMITATIONS
This endorsement modifies insurance under the folEowing:
CflN1~'AERCIAL GENERAL LIABELITY COVERAGE FORM
With respects to coverage provided by this endorsement, the provisions of the coverage form apply
unless modified by ibis endorsement.
This endorsement cf~anges the policy effective on the inception dale of the policy unless another date is
indicated below.
Endorsement Effective Date 14/12/ZQ08 Policy No. ~=10113974
Named fnsure~ ~~rj~ri Lobman Countersigned by
(Authorized Representative}
A. It is hereby agreed and understood tha# the cc~erage under this policy applies only t~ Productions
meeting the folfewing requirements.
1. Productions ~,vith total "Gross Production Costs" of less than ~'l,OOO,OOi
2. Production t Shoots of €ess than 61 d2ys.
~. For purposes a this endorsement, Producticn(s) means:
The filming or ma;~ing of Videos, Psck-up Shoots, Animations, Point of Sale Videos, Commercials, Post-
productions, Cemr~~nity TV, Interviev~rs, Pre-productions, Corporate Videos, PromotionaE Videos, Demo
Reel Shoots, P~.~blic Access programs, Digital Videos, Public Service Announcements, Direct Sale
Videos, Reality Based N Shows, Director's Reels, SAG Experimentals, Documentaries, SAG Limited
Exhibitions, Editing, SAG Mod=.fled ! aw budgets, tducationa! and Training Films, Sales Videos,
experimental rilms, Short Films, Feature Films, Soap Operas, ~estivaf Reels, Spec Commercials, Film
Promotions, Spec P. oductions, Independent Fea~ures, Low Budget Television Pilots, industrials,
Television Ser~s, Infomercials, Television Specials, Enstructional Videos, Thesis Films, Live Action
Ghots, Trailers, [viisce!laneous Produc~ions, Training Videos, IVlotion Pictures, Video Biography, Music
Videos, Vicieo Game Shoots, Non Airing Pilo#s, Video Location Surveys, Photography Shoots, Video
Shoots (lUliscellar~eovs).
C. Definition: "Gross Production Cos#s" shad mean aU casts incurred by you wring the policy Period,
except:
7. Those adms?-~istrative costs not directly related to a p~o~uction.
2. Other costs endor: ed hereon.
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C011J1MERClAL GEf~ERAL LiAB[L[TY
CG 21 4S 07 98
T}~iS ENDORS~f~ENT CNA~VGES 7HE Pt3LICY. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.
ABUSE OR MC)LESTAT~QN E~CCLUSION
This endorsement moctifes insurance provided under the fo![owing:
COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY COVERAGE PART
Tf~e following exclusion is added to Paragraph 2.,
Exclusions of Section I — Coverage A —Bodily
Injury And Property Damage Liability and
Paragraph 2., Exclusions or Section ! —Coverage
B —Personal And Advertising Injury Liability:
This insurance does nod apply to "bodily injury",
"property damage" or "personal and advertising
injury" arising out of:
1. The acf~al or threater~e~ abuse or molestation by
aryone of any person while in the care, custody
or control of any insured, or
2. The negligent:
a. Employ~e~t;
b. Investigation;
c. Supervision;
d. Reporting to tf~e prcper au#horities, or failure
to so report; or
e. Retention;
or` a person for whom any insured is or ever was
legally responsible and whose conduct would be
excluded by Paragraph '!. above.
rr'± ~~ nc n~ no ~,,.,.._:.~~.a i..,...._........ c.,...:..~.. ~:c:,... i_.. ~nn-~ n--- w —r . r~
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CAS' ON LOSSES FRAM ~~RTI~'~ED ACTS ~F
T~~~~tiSi~Vi
I nsureds \ame Yo[i~y Number Fffecti~~e 1)a1e Enaorsement
Numi~zr
Marjori Lohman Fi0113974 10li2/2Q08
"['HIS EN~ORSE~IE\T CHANGES YOLR P(3LICY. PLEASE i2EAD IT C:~REFILLY.
This endorsemen# modifies ~~our insurance:
COti1~41ERCIAL PRC3PERTl` CQ~'ERAGE PA12T
STAND,~RB P~i~PERTY' COVER SCE FOR14
SPGC3AL YCtOPER"F1' C:OVER~GE FORA
CO~f~1EACIAI, INL.1.~D ~9:1R1~iECC)ti'ER.aGE ~'Olttil
COitii~]ERCI_~L GEtiEft.~1L Lt.aBILI"fY' COVERaG~ F(~R~i
LIQUOR LlAB1L1Tl' COVE~t~GE FORA
A. Cap a❑ Losses From Certi red Terrorism Losses
"C'ertified act of terrorisnZ" means an act that is certified by the Secretary of the Tre~ury, i~3 concurrence ~a•ith the
Secreiary oe~Siate and cfi~ :4ttorney General of the C;niied States, to be an act o~ terrorism pursuant to the federal
Terrorism 2isk Izisurance :pct {"?R1rL"). "The Terrorism Risk !nsur2nce ,pct provides that the Secretan~ ofTre~sury Thal!
certify an act ofterrorisrn:
{ . to be an act of terrorism;
?. to be a violent actor an act that is dangerous to human life, property or infrastructure:
3. to hay-e result;:u in damage u~itltin the [ nitec~ Stags, or o~tsic~e of T'~e united States in the case of an air carrier
(as de; ned in section 10102 of Title -19, L!rited States Code) or a [_'nitecl States flue vessel {or a vessel based
pri«cipally in the United States, on ~eFich ~inited States income #ax is paid and whose insura~ice coverage is
subject to re<>ulativn in the United States). or tfie premises of a ~niied States mission; and
-+. [o ha~•e been committed by an individual or individuals as part of an effort to coerce the civilian population of
the t~ Wiled Stars or to influence the policy or affect tine conduct of the C,'nited States Government by coercion.
'`o act may be cerlitied as an act of terrorism if the act is committed as part of the course of a «,ar declared by Congress
{zXCEPt ~Oi ~~~orkers' compensation) or if fosses resulting from the act. in the ag~regatc fur insurance subject to 'i'1ZIA, do
not exceed 5 ,000,000.
F aggregate insured losses attributable to ane or more "certified acts of terrorism" exceed ~ l 00 billion in a Program Year
(January 1 through December 3 i) and we have met our insurer deductible under the Terrorism Risk ;:~surance Act, we
si~a11 not be liable for the paymznt of any partion of the a;nount of such losses that exceeds S1(}0 billion, and in such case
snsured fosses ur to that amaiint are subject to pro i~C3 allocation in accordance ~ti•ith pracedures established by the
5ecretary oT Treason.
fi. :~g~Eication of Otl3er ~:xclusions
T'iic terms and limitatio;,s of a terrorism exclusion or an}~ olher etciusi~n, ur the inapplicability nr on?fission of a
:errarism exclusion or and• oti~er exclusion, do not ser~~e to create roves<ye which ~~ouid athenvise be eticliided, limited
or restricted under this ~oiicv. V
Co~~~ri~~h: ~ ~iluB,L~~ri~h:lmcn~an h~su~an~rC~u«fpan} l i-Gl'-?l,i-A Cl\' ~;'};;';iS)
I nclu~i~r.ti riimrit~h~r~i ~n:jrt~re:il of Ina~ranr:>.Ci~r~~~rec t 11?for Inr ~cirl~ ~~c nrr:~ii<an~: Pave• I oil' 1
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7o Whom ~t May COnte~n: 
~~, ~~ u s ors
e=aY (3Ifl)657-514p
(313)552-1433I am writing this Otter on behalf of my vet talented friend Kenne#h Boyma~. !
f~a~e known 8oyrnan fvr many years and have seep firsthand hc~w hi3 talents can
be utilized in tie vvarid of Sta~n~#ing, Ad~ert~si~g and ~rtarket~ng ~B.AM~. This ad
man extraordir~ari€y brings ts~ it~e table a cor~nb~natio~ of pro#o~nd imagination
ar~d fug energy. ~#e givQs i~ to yc~t~ straight and upfront_ This visionary not only
t~ainks outside the box, he kicks.your ads sc~ thQ ~de~s can flow and ta~t~ flight.
Please ~iv~ 8o~man an opportunity~o work for your cflrnpany and you wild b~
glad yon did.
1~la~ter Moshay
Pr~sid~nt
(P~cduc~r of Pippi Long~tocking~
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public catalog
Copyright Catalog (1978 *o preset)
Search Request: Leff Anchored Title =high school miserable
Search Res,~ts; Dis~Iaying 4 of I entries
.~ prgvicfus next
HIG~IS'CHOQL ht~S~R4BLE.
r V ~~
Type of Work: Text
Res stration Number /Bate: TXu(~OI7167~ I / 2Q49-05-22
Agplicati~n Title: HIGH SCHQOL ~IISERABI,E.
Tit~et HIGH SCHOOL MISERRABLE.
Descrig#~on: Print Material.
Copyri~t ~lai~ant: Kenneth Edward Boymaii, 19b3- . Adaress: PO Box S6b0, Santa Monica, CA30409.
Date of Creation: 2009
Alternative Title ou Applicatien: High School Miserable 1 Hig3~ School Miserable 2 High School Ivl serable 3Aat~orship on Applieativu: Kenneth Ed~ar~ Boyrnan, 153- (author of pseudonymous work); Citizenship:United Staffs. AuthorshiF: A Musical play with a script called High schoolivliserable.
Copyright ~'otQ: Regarding copynght claimant: no name given on apglicatian. Claim rebisterediu author's aau~e as claimant. 37 CFR 2€~2.3(a)(3).
Names: 3ovman, Kennef~ Eriward, 1953-
Heln Searc Histo Titles Start Over
Contact IJs ~ Request Copies ~ Get a Search Estimate ~ Fre~c uently Asked Questions ~FAQsLabout Co~yri4~t ~Copvri~ht Office Home Pale ~ Library of Congress Home Pale
previous next
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Copyright Catalog (1978 to prese~et) — i ~ ~~ ~
Search ~tequesfi Lefr Anchored Tile —high school miserable l
Search. Results: Jisplayi~g 1 0~ 4 entries
previous riex#
x :: ~, t.~ ~l+~:it"r~r
DI.SNEYS~IVNY W~T~A C~7~►TC.~
Type of Work: Motion Picture
~te~isira#~€~n Number 1 Date: PA~0017739$9 / 2412-Q1-I2
Applica#io~ ~tle: DISNEY SONNY VYITH A CHANCE "HIG~-I SCHQOL MISE~tABLE" {2-08)
~'i~~e: DISNEY SO~TI~T~' oVTI~~ A CHANCE : 2-a8, "HIG~i SCHOOL ~IISE~BLE".
I3escripf~fln: Vi~eocasset#e (Betacam SP) ; I/2 in.
Cs~pyright Claimant: DISNEY ~TTE~tP~SES, INC., Tragsfer: Assa~ment~ Address: Sflf~ S. Buena ~Vis~aSt., Bazrba~k, CA, 91521, United S~at~s.
Date of Crea#~un: 2010
Date of PubIicafian: 2 10-Q4-I$
Natic~g of first Publication: United States
Authorship un AppIicatia~: Disney Channel, employer for hire; Domicile: United States. Aut3io~ship: ~ni~zemotion pict~.re.
Nat~n~s: Disnev Channel
DISNEY ~'N~RPRiSES, INC.
eH lp Search ~IisEory Tiles Start Aver
Contact Us ~ Request Codes ; Get a Search Estimate j Frec~uentiv~As~ced OL;estions ~'AOsI about Copvri~~t ~Co~vriaht Offi~~ Home Past ~ Li~~aN of Co~~ ess Hc~Ee Page
~~ 7Het~:~~~~a S~earcti~~ ~ H~~tr~r~~ : ~`.~i~t~s~;~~ ,`r Sfar~¢v~
~fBYFOIIS Ct87[t
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Copyright Catalog (1978 to present)
Search Request: Left Anchored Title =high sehoai miserable
Search Results: ~isplayi~g 2 or I envies
pervious next
.High school misgrahl~
Type ~f York: recorded Document
Dacutnent Number: V99~YD678
Daie of Recordation: 2Q13-DS-28
Enure Copyright l~ocu~nen#: V9904 D5i8 PI
Title: High school miserable.
'Title appears in I3ocu~seat:
~ ~ ~'~ ~ ~ i
~
 ~.~ ~
~# j Full '~'itle
,~1 Amazing Gassie & 19 oilier titles: malsical co~~ositions / By Scott Clausen.
F~elt~ Search ~Tistory Titles part ver
Contact ?Js ~ Request G~pies ~ Cget a Search Estir:3ate ~ Frequently Asked questions (FA~s~ bout Co~Xri~ht ~Capv;-i~l~t Oftzce Home Page ~ Library of Coa~~ss Home Page
°.115l2t3'9,B , 
~ WebVaya~e+'~~ca-d Vev 1 '~
p~+tivua next
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Copyright Catalog (1978 to present) 
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Search Request: Left Auchore~. Title =high school miserable ~ ~~
search ResliIts: Displaying 3 of 1 entries
previous nex# ;,~
high School Miserahl~
Type of W~r~: Retarded Document
DocgmentNumber: V9905DI97
Date of R~corda#io~: 2x13-06-28
Entire Copyright Document: ti9~~5 D197 Pl
Ti#le: Nigh School Miserable.
Title appears in Document:
He~~ earth His#ory Titles Start aver
Contact Us ~ yRe, uest Ca~Ees ( Gei a Search Es~:mate ~ Freq~entty Asked Questions fFAQs~ abort CopyrightCopvright Office I-~ome Page J Library of Congress Horne ~a~e
p~rev~ous next
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1
 My complaint ;s calieci Am 1 a Boyrnan or a Mouse
2
 For the record my rea! birth Warne is Kenneth Boyman 1 uvrate, composed, created, and legally
3
 registered with AttcrneylLawyer correspondence the title I lived cabled Night School Miserable a
4
 Sag/Aftra Pro~uctian United States Copy right ofific~ registrat;or~ number TXU0017157I1 High School
5
 Miserable is beyond a very descriptive title in fact without a question High School Miserable cannot
6
 ~e about anything efs~ b:.rt a miserable time in ~ioh school period. Disney Enterprises~~tyranny
7
 against me end my iamiiy begins by making Google and YouTube take dov~rn my Sag/Rftra orodlietion
8
 video caf~e~J ~iign Sc~ool Miserable, proving Disney Enterprises~C~ad knowledge of my production
9
 music video that was posted on YouTube and the Internet airnost three years before Disney posted
10 their video w?th t~2 same title as and subject matter that is identical to min. Which is apparent that
11 Disney ent~r~rises ripped me off completely and broke tF~e law with their nonexistent ethics
12 causing my farm+y and ! ~ I~t of mental anguisf~, public humiliation, ~hysicaJ abuse where peor~ie
i.3 were brutalized and s~vere!y beaten and ~ospitaiized proving statues of Imitations only t~enefit the
14 v~ctirnizes bein Disne Enter rise ~g y p ~tj My sister who got upsettirgly sick ovAr this called me and
15 ~ysterica,ly cried to ,ne about her and Troy ne,pnew being tarmen~ed aver this and that they u~er~
15 being physically any ver~afly assaurted in ~u~fic because of Disney Enterprises crimes being ~r~f~icted
37 on t~;em, causing my ssster ~~ see tt~e f~ouse she lived in for over twenty years and mope to escape
18 the constant torment and tortura that they endured due to the nastiness and disregard tar the law
19 inflicted upar► tern trom Disney Enterpris (-becoming a very personal issue fcr me to Address as
2D I end~essly tried to cantact ~3isney and Google it v~ras F~op~less so 1 walked into Google's oi~fice at 609
21 7th st in Santa Monica and Googte jailed tF~~ polite on me and all i wanted to ~a ~,~as to submit my
Z2 real evidence to the face all copyright is legally mine and'~elangs to me, Kenneth Bayman. As a
23 copyright claimant !begged and ~ieaded with Gocgfe as tie Felice led me our to the street in
24 handcuffs to please r~v~ew the p=older of proof I left in a folder there. Even}uaily Goggle put ~y video
25 back up again ; {~",~~,~ ~~~~~~,. High School Miserable sEill withou# any hope of endlessly trying to
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26 contact Disney Enterprise _~ ver this problem. Disney abused my title and subject mater again
27 twice in ZQ13 receiving nasty tomments from Disney Enterprises calling my 12 year o{d nephew a
28 "faggot". So I go to the writers Guild on Fairfax in Los Angeles and they are polluted with €~isney
29 ~ro~aganda everywhere. Arid this woman whose last Warne i~ Chac~n tills me I am trending in
30 dangerous territory and to just forget a~aout it so I calf tt~e California Bar anc! they tail rrr2 nobody will
31 he~~ rye so after I get tie ultimate run around from every entertainment attorney in the world roast
32 to coast. fro one is going to help me in ibis matter because according to Entertainment Lawyers Ellis
33 Rabin and Snivel lohnso:~ ofJohnson aid Johnson. No one is going to help me in this issue because
34 Mous+zapo have only tie best attameys on their payroll and they all receive nice gifts from Disney
35 Enterprise~!~~~'ic~ would cause and crate a canf~ict of interest far ##~ert~ and nobody is willing to
35 lose thn:r compiimenia~r flakes to everything Disney owns, which is everything from ESPI~ fcot~a{t
37 games, American Ititusic Awards, vacations at Disney 5 star resor`~s worldwide and other party perks.
38 I taflce~ to su~~!~ lawyer Sr~ee iV~argolin and he reviews my case and says ! have a case against t~is~ey
39 Enterprise~l~ ~ d iha~ facts conclude everyone is afraid of Disney and that ! s~oufd be as we11 sn
4~ f~~r. He also stated ~e vv~uld i:k~ to help ~e but he is a crirninai Lawyer Wei a ci~i! lawyer, so there is
41 nothing ~e can ~c gut rz?~r me to other attorneys like my corsesponder:ce did. A~torney Janis Shen
42 told rrte it is a confi4ict of interest which is too bad for me_ Disney Enterpris ~ ,J~~yber Crimes and
43 Copyright cries against rr~e and my farr~ily were very defibe; ate and knowledgeab;e. Disney
G4 Ent~rprises~~~~~s~h~ly cii;regard fcr registered work and legal corresponded propertied is very
~5 obvious and dear~y apparent for Copyright crimes and €ra~dulent violations of the law. Disney
4~ Erter~rise 1~~~cted on me and ;rty family is my complaint and that is why ! am suing the mouse
47 i,~ the ~=~g~ Castle at Disney Enter~riszs LTD for ZS~,~OQ,00~ l!S ~3ollars.
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Dear Your Honor, The Jury, And The Court,
request that you please recagnize my motion ~.....~ 'tea '--~°~ . ~ - -- - ~ .~~`.~
case ~ and t~ese ate tie ~rdisputab[e reasons wiry you must. Tf~e Los Angeles S~sPi1~~s Departrr~ent was
court ordered to serve the ;Mouse in the High Castle located at 50a South Buena Vista Street BurbankCalifornia ', but was ur~successfu( in its many atternpLs. This wasted a year or so of the Courts timebefo: e {,the plaintiff, h sed my own pf ocess server that delivered Mission accarn~iished, ~ plaintiffBflyman request a legal advisor bythe court because a man Who is His own attorney has a fool for a
client and it is ~mpassib~e for rye to correspond honestly with a croaked defendant Qisney i~ any real
way that is i11t~y [ ~m requesting the Court to please grant this request to represent me Plaintiff at thistime against defendant €~~sney Rattorney A3exander Alligator Myers, , t.~~. h~` ~ ~ ~t,~ ~j ~~ disturbed
with a false mental delusion that Staggers the Imagination that He never threatened me Pl~i~tif~ withMonetary or Physical harm If I did Nat dismiss and drop this case against Defendant Disney whoseC1isrey Video is being reV~erued by the Santa Monaca Police Department subject Whits School BoySexuai~y assaulted and incapacitatingly wropped up in Nis underwear in many different perverted Waysin a pubic sc~ooi situation ~y a buEly?
On 1C~/27/lfi page 3 of 13 between tie lines of 23 ar~d 24 ~n the Defendants
cantrad9ction say ~ivhife bath videos contain songs that deaf v~ith the generic theme o~ ~uliying inSc#:ool, this +s wi~ere the similar+ties end). Myers Liars artd Disney Deniers can very cJearfy see Where
she s's~ilarities begins ~vitho~t douht our videos are the same. t€t1e as theirs —identical subject matter,lder~ticai dance rnov~s, ident3caf c~areograp~y and even the black kid ~s placed is where tie defendantsb(~ck kid is Flac~d in the ~lai~}ills video High School Misera~fe is beyond descriptive it cannot be about
anything etse than a~aut a vet Miserable Hight School Experience period.
~~sn~y completely fails in proving any real reasons what-so-ever to dismiss case defendant
Disney lacks and lies making up fictional com parisons to other cases that do not apply or have relevance.Path~ticaliy Mr. Myers is rid~culflus and proves ti~is, that all motions to tfismiss MUST 8E ~E~lfED.[3efendant Disney only proves they had kncw{edgeable intent to defraud plaintifFwith crimes that go
way beyond the mental and physical Human Rigf~ts Vitiations that the Disney Defendan# Committed ar+d
:he Rrobtems tftat Defendant Disney causes to so many peo~sle is documented in Plaintirfs tlaitt~ againstdefendant Disney as real evidence tt~e abuse and cri;nes committed by Elefendant Disney should Nothave statutes of limitations the crimes orchestrated by de€endant Disney in no way what-so-ever can bedenied period.
Disr;ey is a € yi-aan:~y against me and my farn:?y. 1~1y sister was traumatized li~~ng in fear for herfa~-nii}~s safety. Shy had to move from i~er souse to get away from the constant torment and ridiculefrom the people in her town. My nephew was physically and verbally and rr~en~al€y abused in ~~ublic
scl~o~i and anywhere ne went in town caused by the crsrrainal actions of defendants ~isne~s
recklessness aid obvious disregard of tie law is very ciear~y apparent. I the plain# ff was as well picked
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o:~ and ver~aally mused and assau(tecf ar~d bullied by Disney defendant cannot deny they•orere nat awareand had na ~Cn4wledge of plainti{fs work ca~ied, High Schoo! Miserable. ate Writers G~i[d was vet;aware of Pfairttiffs project. The Writers Guild is polluted and littered with Disney propaganda throughoutthe {wilding complex and an the des nd waits df the e€nploye~s at tF~e Writers Guitd. Raek Stars whoare an f?isney's payroll tike Hobert Trujillo oT Meta(ii~aca wire fully aware of Plaintiffs projec#. StephenPerkins on the Warner 8rc~thers 3abe! was ful]y a~ra~e of Plaintif{~ Project. The Laugh Factory and ttteComedy stare, along with Pa~,(y and Mitri Shore were very aware. We handed hundreds of plaintiffs4vork in CD's and DVD's to talenf agencies m usical Retarding engineer on plaintiffs project is a worldfamous mufti-pla.inum engineer tf~at I, the plaintiff was produced by forover 25 years. Thep{aintiff hasdocurr~ented letters of recommendations as agreat talent from the legends of Hollywood who workedfor t?esi Arnaf and L€~cs!(e 8a~1 produced the great Pap~i Lor~gstocking and so r;-a2ny other ~eop(e andpr~jec~s in the r~~sic a;~d r~o;ion picture business and it~dt~stries, Even Super Lawyer Bruce f~4. Margolin,attorney of the stars tc€d tt;e plaintiff this is . ~~~~ case c q,~~ ~~~ ~ ~~ [,~~ f~;~_ without anydoubt what-so-ever Disney 4~efendant proves they knew of p4ainti~#s work and that cannot ~e denied.Disney Deie~dartt made Gcogle and YouTube take down ofaintif~s Video and repia~eti it withCefen~an+s video of same title and subject utter proves Disney Defendant premeditated knowiedgab#yintent to commit crimes against Plaintiff and Plair~tirs regis#erect SAGJAftra work an ongoing ProsectrPcoru~ed in April 2(308, fifz-rted in October 2flQ8, way before t~isney Befendar~t video released in date2C~I0 and ~3isney Defendant with obvious intent to defraud produced a f~3!!-blown rnavie with Same titleand s~sbject chatter as ~:~snti~s work is registered 2012, then Bisrsey [3efendant v€olates plainti#f €wiseagain 3n 2 33 Same ~ ,same subject matter violating plaintiffs ~ittfes anti subject mater dearly is anobvious habit of ~ef~nd~~t Disney against ~lainti~f that Ps not to be denied.
Your Honor, to dismiss ti~is case would be a gross miscon~s~ct of Justice e :~--:~-- --»— . ~.. ~ ~. Lvit'~u~t a jury trsai is wrong, ur~~thica4, and unfair, not only to me, the piair~tiFi, but to ai!she real c; eative artistjc~ the world.
~~~
Thank you
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To Ulho~ !t Mav Concern:
I am wri#ing this fetter on behalf of my very talented frien~f ~Cenneth 3oyman. E
have known 8oyman for many years and have seen firsthand how his talents can
be utilized in tie vrorld o€ Branding, Advertising and 11ilarketing (B.A.M~. This ad
rr~ar~ extraordinarily bri~g~ to the fable a cornbinatio~ o#~ profound imagination
and fun energy. He gives it to you straight and upfront. This visionary not only
thinks outside the ~~x, ~e kic~Cs.your ads so thQ ideas can flow and take ~lig~t.
Please give Soyrnan an op~orkunity~~to work for your company and you will be
glad you did.
~2.
Vllalter Moshay
'
 
President
~Prod~cer of Pippi Longstocking)
.- ~.5. Ca11 tote i~ you I~~Ce.
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1 My complaint is called A~ E a Soyman or a Mouse
Z For the record my real birth name is Kenneth 8oyrr~an 9 wrote, Composed, created, and legally
3 registered with AttorreyJLawyer correspondence the iit{e ! (iced called High School fVliserable a
4 Sag/Aftra Production united States Copy Right office registrarion number TXUOi3171671~ High Schoo!
5 Miserable is beyond a very descriptive title in Tact without a question High School Miserable cannot
6 ae abort am,+thing eis~ but a miserable tjm2 in high schoai period. Disney Enterprise; STD tyranny
7 against m~ and my fam~~y begins by making Geogle and YouTube tale down mySag/Aftra production
8 video caned High Schoo3 i~fiserable, proving Cisney Enterprises LT€~ had knowledge of my produciicn
9 music vireo thzt was oostz~ on YouTube and ~~e Internet almost three years beFore ~Jisney postesi
1C tf~eir video with tl~t2 same title as and subject matter that ~s id¢ntical to min. Which is apparent that
1? C;sney enterprises ripped me ail corrtpletely and brake the law vr►ith their nonexistent ethics
12 Maus€ng my ~am~!y aid ; a lot ~f mertai anguish, public humii~ation, ~hysicaf abuse where people
13 were ~~ utafize~i and sere=e#y beaten and hospitalized pr~~ing states of {imitations only banefi~ the
14 victimizes being ~Jisney Enterprises LTD. My sister who oot ~pset~ingly si~lc aver this called me and
15 hysterically cried to ~~r;e about her and my nep;~ew being tormented over this and that they were
15 being ~hysic~lly any 4~erba=.?y assaulted in ~u~l's~ because ~f Disney Enterprises crimes berg inflicted
17 an them, causing my sis.er to se? tie house she lived in for over twenty years and rr3ove to escape
ZS the con~t~nt torment and torture that they enured due to the nastiness and disregard fir the law
i9 inf'ic-t~d upon them from Disney Enterprises LTD becoming a very personal issue for rye }o Address as
20 1 endlessly tried to contact Disney and Goggle it was hepefess so I walked into Google's office at 609
217th st in Santa Man~~a anc~ Gaggle called the police on m2 and all i wanted to ~o was to submit my
22 reap evidence to thz fact ail copyrigFt is legally mine and belongs to me, Kenneth 5ayma~. As a
23 copyright claimant I begged and pleaded with Gcogle as the police led me out to the street irs
24 handcuffs to p#ease review the fioider of prof I left in a folder there. ~ve-~tually GQogle put m!y video
25 back uR agair. as it originally srvas, High School Miserable st~if without any hope of endlessly trying to
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2b contact Disney Enter~rses LTD ever this problem. DEsney abused my title and subject rr~atier again
27 twice in 2013 receiving nasty comments frorrE [3isney Enterprises calfing my 12 year olci nephew
28 "faggot". So I go to the writers Guild on Fairfax in Los Angeles aid they are polluted with Qisney
29 propaganda eueryw zefe. And this woman whose last name is Charon tei4s rrse I am trending in
30 dangerous territory and to just forget about it so I calf the California Bar and they tell me nobody wi►I
31 he{p rr~e so after I get she ~:Itima~e run around from every entert?inmer~t attorney in the world coast
32 to coast. No one is going to hep me in this matter bzcause according to Entertasnment Lawyers E31is
33 Robin and Snivel Johnson of Johns€~n and Joi-~nson. Na one is gosng to help me in this issue because
34 ilr4oustapo have o~Iy zhe best attorneys fln #heir pay. oll and trey aff reeei~e nice gifts from Disney
35 Erterprises LTD tivhich would cause and crzate a conflict ~f interest for them and nobody is willing to
351ose the:r cornplirraertary tickets to everything Disney awns, which is everything from ESPiV football
37 garr~es, American Mt~s~c Awards, vacations at Disney 5 star reports wor,Cwide and other party perks.
38 I talked t~ suffer lawyer ~r~ce M#argolir~ and 'ne reviews my casQ anc[ says f F~ave a case against Cisney
39 Enterprises LTD and that facts conc~ude everyone is afraid of Disney and .fat I should be as wel! in
4~ tear. He also statzti he would like ;o help me bit he is 3 criminal Lawyer not a civil lawyer, s~ there is
41 nothing he pan do ~::: refer me Lo other at~:or~eys like my correspondence d ~. ~tt~sneyJanis Shen
42 to=~+ me it is a cflnifict or :merest which is too bad far me. Disney Enterprises LTD, Cyber C; imes and
~3 Copyright crimes zoainst me aid my fiami(y were very deliberate and !cnowiedgeable. Disney
44 Enterprises LTA's unholy c;sregard ~`or registered work and legal corresponded propertied is very
45 obvious and clearly ~ppar~:-it for Copyright crimes and fraudulent violations of the law. Disney
46 Enterprises LTD inf;i~ted on rrte and my Tamily is rrEy complaint aid t;~at is vrhy I am sui~tg tie mouse
47 in the High Castle at Disney ~nt2rprises LTD for 250,~0O,~~Q US Da!lars.
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Deer Your F~onor, The Jury, And The Court,
r.~_4 ~ ~C ~ ~ ~ t~ b ~request that yoc~ please recognize my motion
case ~ and these are tine undisputa~te reasons why yo►~ must. The Los A€~geles Sheriff's aepartme~#was
court ordered to serve the Mouse in the High Castle located at 500 South Buena Vsta Street 6+:rbank
Caiifarnia ', but was unsLccessful in its rr~any attempts. This wasted a year or so oT the courts time
beFo~e I, the plaintiff, hired my own process serve; that delivered Mission accorn~!ished, l plaintiff
Boyman request a legal advisor by the court i~ecause a rnan Who is His awn attorney has a fofll for a
client and it is Ir~passi~l2 for me to correst~ond ~tonest~y wits a crooked defendant Disney in any real
way that is UV~ey I am requesting the Court to please grant thi; request to represent me Plaintiff at this
time against defendant Dis;~ey Rattot-ney Alexander Alligator Myers, a Ram :publican who is disturbed
+.vith a false mental delusion that Staggers the Imagination that ~{e never threatened m~ P(a~r~tifF w;th
Monetary ar ~hysica! harm If 1 did Not disrr:iss and drop this Lase against t?efendant Disney whose
D~sn~y Video is beir~g revie~~~ed by the Santa Monica Police Depar~rnent subject i~'Uhite Se~o~l Bcy
Sexually assaulted ar~d rscapacitatinglywropped up in His underwear in many difrerent perverted Vilays
in a pubf~c s~~ool s'stuataor+ ~y~ a bully?
On 10/27/ 6 page 3 ai 13 between t}~e lines of 23 anr~ 24 in the [7efendants own wo►ds of
con*radiction say {•„~hi;e b~t#~ videos contain songs ghat deal wit~t the genersc i}lElT1@ O~ ~iJI~}f1Flg t!'!
Scho~i, This is where tie similarities erad}. Myers Mars and Disney Deniers can very clearly see ~ri/here
the similarities begins without doubt our videos arz tie same tine astheirs —Identical subject matter,
I~~I3T1E3~ fiance ma+~~s, lcfentical c~oreograp~y and even the black kid is placed :s ~~vhere the defendant
i~lack kid is paced i~ the plai~ti~s video ;-iig~i 5chao! M:serabte "s  beyond de<cri~tive it Cannot b~ about .
anyYhi~g e[se than about a very• Miserable High Scnoo( Exper~enc~ period.
DEsrey completely xasfs in droving any rea! reasons wi~at-so-ever to ~iss~iss case deie►zdant
C?isney lacks end lies makirpg up ~ctionaJ camoarisons to ether cases that do not apply or have relevance.
Pat~etic~l~y Vfr. Myers is rsdiculo:~s and proves this, ti~at all motions to dismiss MUD E' 8E DENIED.
defendant Disney o~[y prcv¢s they had icrtvwledgea~':e intent to c9efraud plaintiff with crimes that go
way aeyond the mEntal and physical Human Rights Violations that the Disney Qefendant Committed and
the r roblers~s ghat De#ent{ar~t Disney causes to so many people is documented in Plaintiffs claim against
Defendant Disne~,r as real evidence the abuse and crimes committed ~y Defendant Disney sl~o~Ed IVat
h~a~e statutes of IimEtati~~s the crir:~es orchestrated by defendant Disney in no way ~+rnat-sa-ever can be
d~nipd period.
Disrey~ is a Tyranny a,ainst me end my far-~ily. iVty sister 4vas tr~urrai~zed living in fear for per
fami[~s sa#ety. She dad ~a move frora~ her f~ouse to get arrvay from the cor;stant termen#and ridicule
firorra the people in her ,own. My nephew was physically and Wer~a(ly and mental~y abused in ~aublie
sc~Gol and anywhere he ~rrent in .own caused by the trirr~inal ac~ians of defendants i7isne~s
recklessness and obvio:ss disregard of tie !aw is very clearly apparent. J the olainti;# ,vas as well p~c~Ced
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on and verba![y mused aid assaulted and bullied by Disney defendant cannot deny they ;sere not awareand had no know{edge of plaintiffs wor€C called, High School Miserable. The V1/r~ters Guild was veryar.~~are of Plaintiffs project. The Waiters Gusid is pofEuted and littered with Disney propaganda thraughouithe building complex and on the desj and wails of the employees at the Wri#ers Guitd. RacEc Stars whoare o~ Disney's payroll like Robert Trujilb of Nletallicaca were fully aware of Pfaint'sffs project. StephenPerkins on the Warner Srathers label was fui€y aware of Pla€r~t:ffs Project. Tf~e ~augF~ Factory and tF~eComedy store, alan~ with Pau#y and Mitzi Shore were very aware. We handed .hundreds of plaintiffs
work ir. CD's and QVD's to talent agencies musics! Recording engireer on plaintiffs project is a worldfamous m~;ti-platinum ergineer That !, the plaintiff was produced by forover 25 years. The plaintiff hasdoczmenteci letters ar recommendations as a great talent from the legends of ~€oltywood who tnrorkedfor ~esi Arnaz and Lucille Ball prad;.rced the great Pippi ~ongstocking and so many other people andprojects in the music aid emotion picture business and industries. Even Super Lawyer 3ruce M. ivlargolin,attorney of the star to:'d the plai~tiif this is a criminal case and MUST be re-~il9ed as so wit~out anydoubt what-so-ever t7+sney Defendant proves they knew or plaintififs work and that cannot fie denied.Disney flefendant made ~oogle and YouTube take clown plaintiffs Video and replaced it withDefendants video of same title and subject matter proves Disney Defendant premeditated knowledgablyirtent to comrni~ crimes against Plain#iff ar~d Plaintiif~ registered SAG/Aura ~rvark an ongoing Projectrecorded in Aril 2D08, filmed in October ZG08, way before Disney t~efendant video released in late2010 and Disney t3efendant with obvious intent to defraud produced afull-blown movie with Sarrse titleand subject matter as plaint;ffs work is registered 2012, then Disney Defendant violates p{aintiff twiceagain in Zf3~3 Same t~te~~sarnz subject maitzr vio~atang ~Paintiffs tiitles acct subject matter clearly is anO~Vi0U5 ~labi~ ofi De~er~c:a:~t ~3isney against ~I~intiff that is not to tae denied.
Your Honor, to dismiss this case would be a gross misconduct of Justce ar~d not to refile ii as acr;mi~a(case # without a jury trial is wrong, unethical, and unfair, not only to me, tie plaintiff, ~~t to ai!the real creative ar~ist,~of she world.
Thaf~k you
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Aliegtt~ny High SCheoi
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High School Miserable
kigti ScF,00l atiserable
:escnce - ?,8G4 vle~vs
=0d t~ .-s c x.10'0 ~ .
lSploade~ on Apr 27. X009
Time to "Get TougR' with high sc':tool bufiies. All of us have had enough. Something must be done. This
song was made to create 2vrareness. Sul;ying is a real problem in schoo4s across the na?ion.
COMMENTS•=
Top eort+martes
u f ?hink t'~is is a good spry and i tniric katy perry and russe~l biard se+cic this song is about
bullying ar~d its ftav~y
Whais wrong with minimum wage?
Is?h+s seng abaY. sipping lean and sncicinq tmsbFe vraed?
scarpsans goal song rig#r: here.
Veal Babying in !-ligh
s~~
F_m ra3
5 i4T ,Fwz
B~ieving in Yoursetf
tfigh xhocl Miseralhe
- sarny wi+~, a Crsance
Sa2ar .ca-:::
=an• ia: s
— ~~ ~ Sonny w~tls a Chance -
_:•_e: i~-;r, ~f19hSchooltAisetable
Buittes at School
High Schcio: 3titiserabie
;,~-r - -
— y Tan L;nrs -Rea! Lte
High school m"sser2~ie
sexual Harassment
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Subj: letters for Steven Lohman
Dates: 3/31/2008 9:14:07 P.M. Eastern Daylight Tme
dram: Kosherthepig
To: LSPC595
hi Scatt,
the i~;fo yc~~ need;
the little bastards bothering Steven Are
Ryan Caldwell
43 S~~ool Lane
Lloyd Harbor ~l.Y.11743
fie cantin~tally verba~[y harasses S#even 4vi~h Homophobic slurs this has been going on aft
schaof year
the asst principal Mr.Joszph Monastero has spo~Cen tivith him many times the kid cauldn't
care less about behaving
tt~e other li~#!e shit is mire violent
his name Aiex Schiff
1 Seafor#h Lane
~-iur~tington N.Y. ~ 173
he has punched hit tripped and verba{~y teased Steen with #~omophabic slurs and #eases
~irn cfaly
fast Sri #~e tc~o~ gi~iter ar~d t~~ew it ire Stevens face it got in S#evens eyes he went to the
s~I~ooi r~ur~e antl shy told him to gash ttis face an@ rinse out his eyes tf~is is crap!!!!? he has
been spo{cen ~o by the ~irec~tor of Cold Spring ~ar~or Athletics Jim Amen he beat Steven ~p
on the soccer held c~fli~g him a gay faggot b~}!~t boy aid ~e punched him in the stomach he
also threw a tennis ball at his head and would you beli2~e No purishrnent tte arras spak~n
to this is outr~geo~s[ ~r Monas~ero has also spoken to this kid yet ~e con#inues to
harass and torture Steven daily
we nave had enoug~t
the ass°t principal is a ~vi~-r~p i dEmar~ded a suspension sor the glitter incident 1 heard "He
spoke with the Kid" that is bullshit he also said ghat blc Seven reacted witi~ words to the
slurs that Ryan Caldwei~ made to him ~E~at he is also guilty hs never started vuith the kid
Monas~ero is an asshole??
E want a letter sent to tt~e parents o€ these 2 little shits and want them( the copies} sent to the
superintendent of the school as well as the asst principal 11/1r Joseph ~llonastero asst
principal of coil Sp~ir~g NarborJu~ior High School as w~fl as
Whitney K Van#ine Ed D Super€ntendent of Sc(~ools
the address of Mr ~Acnas?ero;
8~ Turkey La~ae
Gold Spring Harbor V.Y. 1172
the tele # of the Supt of Sci~ools is 631-367- 931 I'm no# sure ofi his address there is the
district ofi~ce on Goosehiil Rd in CSH
f would 1i€Cs these fetters to scare the shit out of tt~e parents explaining That Jegal action and
~olic~ cftaraes wiEf ~apper~ if these li#tie bastards cor~~i~ue to hurt Steven ar~d phis puts she
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SChaol ors notice
spea~C to yon soon
Thanks
Marjori Lobman
Create a Nvrne Tt3eater Like the Pros. Watch the video on COL Horr;e.
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~,AS c~ STE~IB~RG. P.C.
~?'7'O~VEYS ~'V1) COUNSELD~S AT SAW
Bt~.~.xY IYI. L~~s~
Seo~rz~ L. S~li~rs~~~*
YiE~an KoFL~. €tx
5-rEPH~ B~LX~s & AssoCures
6F COUI4SEL
d A~MiTC~D iii TtY & iSA
~a~7est fide Elementary Scho+~1
157 Laurel Holloti~-Road
Laurel Ht~llow, N_Y. 11791
:~tt~: GIs. ~3ar~ara ~ acey, Principal
Re: Steven Lobmat~
dear i riacipal Lacey:
o~~abE} ~z, zoos
595 STEWART A`~'~r;~
s~~ axa
G,~tD~N C~'rY, N.Y. 11530
1'E~. (51fi~ 227-848
Fix (51G} 745-47b9
~`'13is ofizce r~~resen{~ the I.obrnan. ~r airily. We ire w~~iting cancernar~
g a problem at
your school whereby Steven Lobrnan ("Stever") a fifte~ ~-ade studen~ 
at your school, is
~~ir~g repeatec~Iyphysica,Iy andverb~lly assaulted by another stui
ient, Christopher Roufanis
("Christopher").
~s ~reviousiy~ ~iis~us~ed with you by Mme. and Mrs. Loom~-~, 
there is a l~rg history
of C~lristoplier bullying Steven.
I`'~ie Y~~istory of Ch~istapher bullying Steven is at least two years ol
d. T~Ze verbal and
physical assaults have risen to the level where there is risk of physi
cal injury to Steven and
where his vduc~tion is now being unpaged. ` Twice within tine Iasi 
week tE~~ ta~.~nting and
physical abus~ has escalated to such an extent that Steven was s~ 
trati~naiized that he uTas
ur~ab'e to properly co~rip!ete the school day.
~s I ~ ~ sure you are aware, it is ~:~cumbent upon the ~c~ld Sp
ri~?g H~:bor School
District to provide a, safe learning environment for all of the c~ilciren. 
Physical end verbal
abuse s intolerable. ~~ne calling by ~hristo~her as Steven including 
"fa4got", "gay" and
"ballet bQy" are not accept~b!e and, 1 am sure an an~~liemato the goals 
and~ri~ciDles of`~~
SC~3.flO~ C~ISfTICt.
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Accordingly, now t~zat the seriousness of this matter has been reinforced, I #moist that
yoa, end tf~e sch.agl district wili~talce the steps necessary to insure that Christopher's bullying
or' Steven im~ediateiy ceases. ~rVhile Christopher was previously removed fiom. Steven's
class, the can~inuing problem during lu~c~i aid intxam~rals are tznacceptavle. I respectfully
suggest #hat you ~aform your teaching and building staf~ as to the grablem and mandate that
they take the sups necessary to insure that here vaill be no reoce~rrences.
I t~iarlc you fog your irnTnediate attention to this most j~r,~onant ~na~ter which is
negatively impacting tie e~azcation of one of your students, and is a blemish on the_ fire
reputation of your seh~ol and school district.
Very truly yours,
LASI~Y & S ~3ERG, P C.
SCOTT L. S INBERG
SLS:Is
cc: WhitrFey I~. ~,T~n~~e, superintendent of Schools
~TJ GOflSi ~5~~ ~fl3~
Cold Siring rl~rbc~3, T.Y. ~ 172
Suzanne I~Iein~nLcht, ~resi~e~.t
~r oard of Eaucation
75 Gaase Hi?1 Road
Cold Springy ~Iarbor, I~I.Y. 1 I7Z~
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ATTORNEYS A~i7D COU,~SELORS AT LAW
S
 
ARRY P+~. L,ASI~Y
Scow r L. STEINBERG*
V1Ex~nan KoH.s.~m
STEFH£N BILKLS Rz ASSOCIA7FS
OF C6iJNSEt
•ADMI"P"FED EN NY& NtA
April 1, 2008
Parents of Alex 5~hiff
1 S~aforth ~.ar~.e
Huntington, iVew York 11743
Re: ~arass~nent and Bullying of
Steven Labnaan by ~Iex Schiff
dear 1VIr. & Nlrs. Schi~f: .
i`'~Es afrzce =z~resents Steven Z,~brnan and his ~~~i~y.
595 STEwaxT Av~xu~
Surr~ 41p
GARDEN CITY N.Y. Y~~3f}
TEL. (J15) 22T-OS08
Fax (5I6) 745-0769
We have ~~en reiained concerning your san Alex's repeated physical and verbal
abuse of Steven Lo~r~n at the Cold Sgri~g Harbor Junior High School.
Daring ~~e copse of t.~.is school year, your san has punched, hit, tripped and throurn
~~jects at Stevenl.obr~n. As recently as ~ast Friday, your scan threw gIit~Lr in Sieve's face
causinb him to seek ~~~ical attention.
In addition to the pattern of physical abuse by your son, AIex has also ezga~ed in
can~~ued verbal abuse of Steven. Alex, almost daily, has teased Steven wig homophobic
slurs and other abuse.
Your san's canda~c~ has negatively impacted Steven's education and ~s acing career.
It is beyond ca~iprehension wny your son has engaged in this harassment_
Yot.r son must immediately case and desist from his harassi~~g COtiIS~ 4~ Ct3i1C~I1Cr.
r
 1e~se be advised that i~ there are any farther incidents, the Lobmans have indicated that
they will contact tie appropriate police authorities andlor file a lawsuit for rr~c~ney damages.
Although ~ariaus adrni~istrators of the Co?d Siring ~iarbor School District have previously
~dciressed your son's course of conduct, the Labmans will no ior~ger ~e limited to the
school's efforts, as your son has con~nued to harass ~d bully Steven, notwithstanding the
~r~tervenson of the schaol.
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Further, regardless of Steven's sexuality, the use of hamaphabic slurs is a hate crime.
If this conduct persists, i~ will be handed as such. Your san's pralnnged course of
conducted in but~yin~ Steven, both verbally and physically, must immediately case. Any
further bullying by Alex will not be tolerated.
I
 Est mat yt~u join with the Lobmans' goal of na ~rti~er grohlems. 'I`he easiest wayto attain this goal is for yam to direct Aiex to avoid all direct and i~dir~ct contact with 5tev~nLobman.
Please be assured that as the problems have recently .esca.Iate~T
 there will be no further taierance of abuse, harassment and bullying.
Thant you iQr your prompt and r~sponsi~le attention t~ phis r~tatte:.
Very tnzly yours,
I, Y & S'I'E f
 G, P.C.
Y~
SCC3'~'T L. S'1'EINBERG
S~.S:m..~-~
cc: ~Ir. 3os~ph Monasterfl, Assistant PrineigaiCold Sprng Har~ar J~~ior High School
Whitney J. V~~tine, Ed I3 Superintendent,bald Spring ~i~r~oi ~choal Bistrict
'Vtr. & 11~Irs. Matt~-i~w I.abn~ar~
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AT7'OItN~YS At~D COUNSELORS AT LAW
$ARRY ~. I.ASKY
~'COTT ~. STEIN$ERG'
~i£xRnx~ Kax.+r+cn~
STEPHEN BILKtS BC ASSOCIATES
OF COUHeSEL
•
 
{DMiT: ED 1H NY ffi tvtA
A~3II~ ~, 2~~~
~3TeIlCS Q~ ~yaIl ~3~~W~~~
,i ~ SC~3.OQ~ ~.3II~
LIoyd. ~Iarbar, iVew York 11743
Re: Harassment and Bullying of
Steven Ilabman by Rvan Caldwell
Dear ~:~Ir. & iVirs. Ca~~3w~I1:
This office r~.~~~se~ts Steven I.ob and his ~a~i~y.
SgS STEWART AVENEJE
Suar~ 410
GABDEI~I CITYi N.Y. I~S~Q
TES.. (516} 227-0808
Fwx (516) 745-0769
I
 am writing to you concerning the verbal l~arassrnent of Steven Lobman ~y your sonRyan, at ~e Cold Spring Har~or Junior High School. Ryan has engaged in a prolongedpattern of verbal ha~assm~at of Steven, including horr~op~aobie sl~.rs.
We have beep regained in this ;natter because your son's course of conduct nasrep~ated~y gone beyond what could be considered nfl~nal school yard activzty, bit insteadhas risen to the level cif harassment and bultying. Your son's ~arassme~t has neg~~veiyi3npacted Steven's education and acting career. This will no Ionber be ~ol~rate~.
If your son dae~ nat i~r~ne~iateiy cease and desist from his harassment of Steven,including horn phobic slurs, ar~d all other verbal ar physical harassment, the Lobmans willfake the appropriate steps, including but not limited to, repor~i.ng this matter to the pa~.ce asa
 hatz c~i.me anc3lor f~lin~ a lawsuit for money damages. Although various administratorsof the Co?d Sprsng Harbor School District have previously addressed your son's course ofconduct, the LQbmans will no longer ae limited to the school's efforts as your son hascontinued to harass end bu?ly StLven, notwithstar~di~g the interver~~on of the schaa~.
P?ease be advised tn~t regardless of Steven's sexuality, the use of hoanophobic slurscan ~e, and I anticipate will be, deemed to be a hate crimp by the appropriate policeauthorities. MoreQv~r, it is incomprehensible wny your son i~as e~g3ged in harassing andbt~ilyinb Seven.
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Obviously, the easiest way to avoid any iutLre problems is for your son Ryan to avoid
any direct and indirect co~~act wig Steven Lobman. I trust that you join with the Lobmans
in the go~.l Of ~voidirlg future problems.
T`nank you fir your prompt and responsible attention to this utter.
Very truly yours,
LAS S'TEIN~ „P.C.
7~~
By:
OTT L. STEIIVBERG
SLS:mm
cc: iY~r. Joseph Monastero, Assistant Principal
Cold Springy Harbor Juror High School
Whitney 3. ~~:r~tine, Ed D Superintendent
Cold Spri.~g ~I3ri~or School District
IV1r. & i1~Ls. M~~thew Lobman
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TOLWIN PSYCHIATILIC MEDICAL GROUP INC
3831 HUGH£S ~V£NL'~ SLJiT£ 506
CUi.VEIt CITY, CA 90232
PHONE.• 3I0-280-96T0 FAX.• 3I0-280-9675
~ ar~oi~ s
To Whorr~ It May Concern:
Tr~is is to ve~fy that p~iient, Kenneth ~oyman, vas strongly psychologically a~iected by .he problems that h~
d:d not rsce's~e recogniiien for h'ss crea#ive work, "High schaoi Miserable." This has strongly affected fiis
psychologically s#aie that 1 can attest to personally.
If you hG~e fur~.h~r q~estians, please coniact me.
Sincerely=
~~
~~:
;Viichae~Ta~[n, MC
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J~ LOS ANGELES "`~
SI~ERI~F'S D~PART~lENT
COURT SERVICES D1VtSION
Case no. sc126862
_ :.. _ ~VfEMO TQ'_ATTORNEY U,R, i~{TiGANT _
Your processldacument(s) are tieing returned to you rar the reason(s~ check belouv:
O Written Instructions are:
O Rewired for service0 Not signed
O Incomplete O Not Iegible
O Inadequate O Signed by someone other than
the Attorney of record or litigant (CCP § 488.030)
O Fees:
O Deposit for fees are required in advance
O insufficient srnount, fees or deposit required $80.00 ~$4G each)
O Remit fees key Money Order, Cashiers Check or Personal Check payable to the
Sheriffs Department Los Angeles Co~nty
NOTE: DO NQT S~~1D CASH THROUGH THE U.S. MAIL
O A $ Notary fee is rewired
O Witness f=ees are re~u.ired, made payable to the vv9tr~ess, amount ~
O Check is not signed or amounts difrer or chick is sta{e dated
O 1rVrit or Documeni is:
O Incomplete (~'s }
O Irregular on its face
O Not legible
O Directed io v~~rong county
Q Writ has chances which are rsot initiaEed by the issuing clerk of the court
D ~nsumciert number of copies received, need additional copies of the indicated c~ocvr~ent(s)
O Additions+ documents needed for proper service, see below or refer t~ the attached samples
O Per our telephone conversation
Other: Rejected process due to package hat a court document. Sheriff does not serve any and all documents.
Atl c!oc~.;~nEnts rr~ust me curt ordered.
NEE11+10~TO:GARfVlSH€EOR' EMPLOYER. ,.. _,
Tie ~ttaLh~d ~ocu~~~t~s)lchec!t number In the ar;~ount of $ fs being returned to; the
reason c;~eck below:
O We have received a tots: release from the plaintiff or a court order releasing the €ands.
O Unable to I~cate case nilrn~er given, please provide a copy of the Eevyiorder.
C~ Defendant has filed Banlcr~picy: No. Chapter Nc. Da#e filed
O We have received judgment 2nd costs 4n this case.
O Make checks payable to tie Sherififi's Department, Los Angeles County
O Other: /'
J!M cD,f3NNEL, SHERIFF
Return to Address betovst:
Lcs Angeles County Sherifr's 7e~t.
Civil Management Bureau- B~:r~~nk By:
300 E. Olive Ave. #104 1
Burbank, CA. 915Q2 1
(8i8) 557-349
Hours: 8:30am to 4:30pm Date:
f~~~
l.
~—
~J~2mo To Atty-Litigant-Garnishee-~mp{ayer MA980i2(Z).WPD 
`~ ^ r ,
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~A~KY c~ STEINBE~.G, P.C.
ATTO~YEYS ANA COUNSELORS AT SAW
~ t~ iVI. LAs~
SCOTT L. STEPi 1SERG*
Mxx~nan. KoHaVtr~
SrepsErr Bc~.Fczs & AssacFn-r~
DF COLI~SEL
•ADMITTED iLS IVY ~ MA
~~iS1 ~~ GVVO
Parents of Alex Schiff
1 Seaf~rth Lane
~-i~t~gto~, New York 11?~3
ate: ~arass~ue~t aid BuIlyin.g of
Steven Lob~an by hex Sch~f
Dear Mr. & ?VLrs. Sc' _ ~: .
This office represe~~s Steven Lobn~.an anri his family.
j95 ST~~Axr Av~xu~
Surma CIO
~rARUEN CITY N.~. ~.~.53~}
T.~~,. (SIS) 227-0808
FAx (516).745-0769
~Rle h~v~ ~e~n ret~.i?~ed eor~c~r~i~g your son Alex's repealed puysical and verbal
abuse of St~ve~ Lob~an at the Cold Spring H~bor Junior High School.
During ih~ course of s school yew, your son has punched, fit, tripped aid thrown
objects at Steven Lobes. ~ recen~Iy as last Friday, youz sin threw glitter iu Steve~.'s ~ac~
c~~sz~g h~.m to seed m~~ical attentiaIl.
In addition to t~-i~ pattern of physical abu~~ by your son, AIex has also erlgaaed iu
con~~e~ verbal ab~~se of Steveg. Alex, most daily, has t~~sed Steven ~,~rith homophobic
slurs and ether abuse.
Your son's ca~duct has ~tegatively impacted Steven's ~ducat~on aid his acing eare~r.
It is beyond compreheasio~ c~hy your son has engaged in this harassme~.t.
~'o~.r sow must i~mec~iatLly cease agd desist from l~€s harassigg course of conduct.
P1_ea~e ~e advised tll~.~ if there are any further incidents, ~e Lobmans have i~ciicated t~iat
They wi31 contact the ap~ropri~te police authorities ~c~lor file a Iawsuit for money d~.ges.
~It~:ough various admi~istra~flrs of the Cold Spring Hari~or Scht~el District have previously
addressed your son's course of conduct, the Lobmans will. no Iong~r be lim~.ted to tie
school's efforts, as your son hay continued to harass and bully Steven, notwi~_hstandi~g the
interv~r~t~o~ of the school.
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AT7'O~NEYS A[VD CO~INSEL~RS AT .Lfi~
$~Rx~ l~I. L~sxY
Scow L. S~~vsE~c*
:~IEHRD lD KOH.►YI,~I
JTEPFfEY BILK3S cSt ASSOCIATES
6SCOUhSEL
•rlDbStTTEB iN NY ~ M1TA
April 1, 20~$
Parents of Ryan C~dwell
~3 School Lace
Lloyd Harbor, l~etiy Yori~ 1 I743
12~: Harassment and Sullying of
Steven ~abm~n b~ Rvan Caldwell
Dear ~. & i1~L~s. Caldwell:
This office represents Steven. Lohman and his fly.
S9Jr STE~VAI2T AVENFIfi
SUITE 4~~
G~x~~rr Ci~Y, N.Y. 11530
TES.. (~16} 227-080$
~~ ~~~~~ 7~~-~~~~
I a~r~ wring tt~ you cance_ g the verbal harassment of Stever Lohman by your son~.Zyan, a~ tyre Cold Spring ~Iarbar Junior High School. Ryzn has engaged in a prolongedpattern of vernal ~aTass~ent of Steven, i~cluciing ho~aphabic sl~zrs.
~~ have be~~ retained in this utter vecause your son's course of conduct hasr~peated.Iy gang beyo~ad what could be considered ~ozm~l school yard activity, but steadh~~ ~sen io t~~ level ~f harassment and bullying. Your san's ~a~assment has negativelyi~~acted Steven's edLcation and acting career. TI~i~ will no longer be tolerated.
~F your son does mot inzr~ediately cease and desist from his harassment of Stevea,including homophobic slurs, and all other verbal or physical harassment, the Lobmans willtake the appropriate steps, including but not limited to, repor~g this matter to the police asa hate cri~~e an~l~r ulin~ a lawsuit for money r~amages. Although various admiiustratorsof ~e Cold Spring Harbor School District have previously addressed your ion's course ofconcoct, the Lo~rians will ~o ?onger be limited to t ie schflol's effo~s as your son hasc~nti~€~ed to harass aIld dully Steven, notwithstanding the intervention of the school.
Please ~v ady-is~d teat regardless of Steven's sexuali`y, the use of homophobic slurscan Vie, and I anticipate ~~vill be, deemed to be a hate crime ~y h~ appropriate policeauthorities. Moreover, it ~s incomprehensib?e why yaL:r son has engaged in harassing andbuLying Steven.
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~AS~Y c$L S'T~+ IN~~~~ P.C.
A~~o~ys ~.~ Co~rvs~~o~ ~~LA~
33AP~RY lY~. I,A~SKY
Scow L. S~~vs~~~
hSEt~znAn Ko2~~rnra
5'rEP~ Bins & Assocu~s
or cov;~ts~,
"` AF16ii'iT~,sD IN i tY & hSA
~Ve~~ Side Elernentarr Sch4oi
I~97 L~~r~l Hollow load
Laurel Hollow, N.~'. 1 ~79I
At;~: lbs. Barba Lacy, Principal
Re: 5t~van Lob~nau
Dear Pri~cipa.~ Lacey:
OCtO~?er IZ, 2OOS
X95 5~wa~T Av~v~
Srn~ 41.0
GARDEN C:iTY? ~I.~ 1~~30
. TEL. (516} 227-fl80~
F~ (5i6) 345-0'164
This of~ce represents the Lo~~an Family. ~rVe are u~it€ng concerning a problem at
ya~r school tivhe~~by S~aven Lobman {`~S~ev~n"} a iii g~'ade stuci~nt at yflur~schoa~, ?s
being repeatedly.~hysical~yandverbally~ss4~z~ted byat3ot~e*' siucient, Chris~~pherRo~fana~
~~~Chris#opher'~}. .
.~s previcusly discussed wiih you 'ny Mr. and Mrs. Lohman, there is a ~o~g history
of Ci~ristQpher bullying Steven.
f`ie history off' ~~ristopher bully~g Steven i~ at Ieast two years old. Tie verbal and
p~ysicai assa~.~its have ~s~n to the level where there is risk of physical injury to Stevan and
where hi.s education zs pow being impaired. Twice withLn the Iast weelc ~he taunting and
physical abuse has escal~~ed t4 such ~ extent the Steven way so fir~umatized that ~e was
tenable to properly conplz~e the ~c~aol day.
As i am sine you are aware, it is incu~nb~n~ upon the Cold Sprig Harbor School
Dis~ict ~o provide a sa.~e learning envLonment for all of the children. Physical and verbal
abuse is ir~tol~rable. Name calling toy Christopher of Steven including "fa~~a~ ,, "gay" and
:`ballet ~a~' are not a~ceptab?e and, I a~n sure an anat~iema tQ the goals arfd principles of~he
~ch~ol ~i~tri~t.
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~,~SKY Rz STEINBER~, P.C.
ATTORNEYS A~'VD COUNSELORS AT' ~A~i'
'$ARRY M. LASKY
SCOTT L. STEINBERG•
MEHRDAD KOFlANIAf
S7'EPHEI+F BILKLS 8C ACSOCIATES
(}r` CO U N5F~.
•.~DMIZTEO IN YY 3 MA
Aril 1, 2fl08
Parents Qf Ryan Caldwell
43 School Lane
Lloyd H~rb~r, New York 11 43
ate; Harassment and Bullying of
Steven Lohman by Ryan Caldwell
Dear fir. & lY1rs. Caldwell:
This offce represents Steven Lohman and his family.
~9J STEW,IRT 
~VENIJg
SUrrE 41p
GARBEN CITY N.Y, 1x53p
TEL. (~16) 227-O8U8
FAx {51b) 745_U769
I arr:~ writing to you concerr~iug the ver~a~ l~arassrnent of Steven Lohman by your sanRyan, at tie Cold Spring Harbor Junior High School. Ryan has engaged in a prolongedpattern of ve~t~al harassment of Steven, including homophobic slurs.
We have b~~n retained in this rr~atter because your son's course of c~n~iuci hasrepeatedly gone beyond what could be considered normal school yard activity, but insteadhas risen to the level of harassment and bullying. Your son's harassment has negativelyimpacted Steven's education and acting career. This will no longer be tolerated.
If your son does nat imm~ci.iately cease and desist from his harassment of Steven,including homophobia slurs, and ail other verbal or physical harassment, the Lobmans willtake the appropriate steps, including but not limited to, reporting this matter to tl~e police asa
 hate crime andlor filing a lawsuit for rr~oney damages. Although various a~ninistratorsof the Cold Spring Harbor School District have previously addressed your son's course ofconduct, the Lobm~ns wf1l no longer ~e ~irnited to the school's efforts as your son teascontinued to harass and bully Stever, notwiti~standing the intervention of the school.
Pease b~ advised that regardless of Steven's sexuality, ~e use Qf homophobic slurscan be, and I anticipate will be, deemed to be a hate crime by the appropriate pfl~ie~authorities. Moreover, it is incomprehensible why your son has engaged in harassing andgullying Steven.
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. ~dJC L.1/-I;V-VO~L/ ►~uy:u~~~er~~ 1-.s riieca i~~u~rsr rage ~c,or 4y rage fU #:11~
-?" . ~ ,,
~ASKY c~ STEIN~ERG, P.G.
Obviously, the easiest way to avoid any future problen~s is for your son Ryan to avoid
any di~Tect and indirect contact with Steven Lohman. I trust fat you join vcr~th the Lobmans
in the boat of avoie~ing f~:ture pro"~lems.
I`h~nk you for your prompt and responsible attention to this matter.
Very truly yours,
SAS S'FEINB ~P~ r
~ Cti
~y~ Ii S flTT L. STE~TBE~RG
SLS:mm
cc: Mr. .Ioseph Man~.stero, Assistant Principal
~Co?d Springy Harbor Junior High School
V~Ihitney J. Vantine, Ed D Superinte~dert
Cold Siring Harbor Scht~.ol District
~~1r. & M~~. _1~a~.hew I.obman
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Case 2:27-c~-x8827 ~ioc~rrn~ent 6 ~nb~ci 12!07/17 P~g4e ~ of 1 Page ID #:172
~HV l=l
TO:
Rebister of Copyrights
Copyright Offce
Library of Co~tgress
WasF~ngton, D.C. 20~~9
REPORT ON THE
FILING OR BETE1~it~IINATION OF AN
ACTTON QR 4PPEAL
REGARDING A COPYRIGHT
Incompliance with the provisions of 17 U.S.C. 508, you are hereby advised that a court action or appe
al has been filed
on the following capyright(s):
ACTION ❑APPEAL
COURT NAME AND LOCATION
United States District Court for the Central District of California,
Westefn DivisionDOCKET NO. DATE FILED
12/7/2017
PLAINTIFF
Kenneth Boyman
DEFENDANT
Disney Enterprises, Inc.
COPYRIGHT
REGISTRATION NO.
TITLE OF WQRK ,~UTHdR OR WORK
1 TXu001716711 High School Miserable Kenneth Boyman
PA0001773989 Disney Sonny with a Chance "High School Miserable" Qisney Enterprises, 
inc.
3
4
In the above-entitled case, the following copyrights) have been included:
DATE Ii~1CLUDED INCLUDED BY
q Amendment ❑Answer ❑Cross Bill ❑Other Pleading
C~PYRtGHT
~LEGLSTR~TEON ~\O.
TITLE OF WORK AUTI-IOR OF WORK
1
3
In the above-entitled case, a final decision was rendered on the date entered below. A copy of the o
rder or judgment
together with the written opinion; if any, of the court is attached.
COPY ATTACHED WRITTEN OPINION ATTAC
HED DATE RENDERED
q Order ❑Judgment ❑Yes q No
CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK 
DATE
1) Upon initiation of action, 2) Upon filing of document adding copyrisht(s), 3) Upon terminatio
n of action,
mail copy to Register of Copyrights mail copy to Register of Copyrights mail c
opy to Register of Copyrights
DISTRIBUTION:
=4) In the even[ of an appeal, forward copq to Appellate Court ~) Caie File Copy
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~UlYSET ~`' B Nt~'~i6 ~~lM
To Wham It May Concern: ~~,
 u ;
Fa~c f310~i~?-51s0
(310~rS2-193
k am writing this letter on behalf of my very talented friend Kenneth Boym~
n.
have known 8oyman for many years and have seen firsthand how his
 talents can
be ut tined in the world of Branding, Advertising and Marketing (B.A.M). This ad
rnan extraordinarily brims to the table a combination of prc~ound imaginatio
n
and fun energy. He gives it to you straight and upfrorrt. This visionary not onl
y
thinks outside the box, he kicks, your ads w the ideas can Now and take flight.
Please give Boyman an opportunityto work for your company and you will be
glad you did.
rM
side
~f~
high ~h00I I~~b~
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,~ .
il.Tl\TT~E3' ~C~i,EIElOTIN
8730 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 900b9
Fax (310)657-5140
(310)652-1933
To Whom It May Concern:
am writing this letter on behalf of my very talented friend Kenneth Boyman.
have known Boyman for many years anal have seen firsthand how his talents can
be utilized in the world of Branding, Advertising and I~larketing (B.A.M). This ad
man extraordinarily brings to the table a combination of profound imagination
and fun energy. He gives it to you straight and upfront. This visionary not only
thinks outside the box, he kicks your ads so the ideas can flow and take flight.
Please give Boyman an opportunity~to work for your company and you will be
glad you dtd.
Walter Moshay '
President
(Producer of Pippi Longstocking)
~•- P.S. Call me if you like.
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Q ~~ HIGH SCHOOL MISERABLE
All V;da~s ln~agss tie~cs PJ~aps PAo;e - Search €Dols
fioo~i i.26~.r00 res _ ~~ sec~ncs?
Sonny with aChance - S 2 E 5 -High School Miserable -Video ...
~nrv~nv.dailymotion ccmlvideolx3fy3mq Dailymotion
Nov 28 2G7c
Sonny with aChance - S 2 E 5 -Legend of Candy Faceby Sonny with a
Chance N_ Sonrn with a Chance
Demi Lovato -Sonny With aChance -High School Miserable - YouTube
https://vrvv✓.youtube.comlwatch?v=4PF7Xr8pSYg
May S. 2G? 3 - Upi~aded bb Joao Destiny
Demi Lovalo -Sonny Wdh a Chance -High School Miserable. Joao Destiny.
SubscribeSubscribedUnsubscrlbe .
Sonny With A Chance [S02E05]High School Miserable - YouTube
hops//Unvw youtube-comlwatch?v=tiUTf-k6UJE
Apr 1.2016 -Uploaded by Hazel Elias
Sonny Wth A Chance [S02E05]High School Miserable. Hazel Elias. Subscribe
SubscribedUnsubscribe 2222.
Sonny With aChance -High School Miserable - [Full Music Video ...
https://wwwyoutube.com/watch?v=3QFVx73tykM
Apr 1 S. 2G.G -Uploaded by MileylPartyiniheUsa
Sorry for the very low audio ] \Demi Lovato. (Sonny Munroe), Tiffany Thornton.
Tzwni Hartj. Brandon Mychal
High School Miserable -Sonny With a Chance Wiki - Wikia
sonnywithachance.wikia comiwiki/High_School Miserable
"High School Miserable" is the fifth episode of the second season of Sonny Wth a Chance.. . He
ends up speaking at the high school where the "So Random!" cast is enrolled.. much to their
dismay... . By the end of the episode.. Grady tries ±o send the letter to Mr. Condor but is stopped by
"Sonny with a Song" "The Legend of Candy F... Season. 2
Episode number: 5
Watch Sonny with a Chance Season 2 Episode 5: High School ...
putlocker.is/watch-sonny-with-a-chance-tvshow-season-2-episode-5-online-free-putlo ..
Watch Sonny with a Chance Season 2 Episode 5: High School Miserable (2010) Online Free Full
Movie Putlocker. .
"Sonny with a Chance" High School Miserable (N Episode 2010 ...
www.imdb.com(titleltt16356171 ~ IMDb
Ra±ing. 8 2110 -34 votes
After sending a complaint letter to Mr Condor.. Sonny.. Tawni. Nico. Grady and Zora are fired and are
forced to go to public high school. They try [o fit in: with
WE ARE SUING THE WALT DISNEY MONOPOLY FOR COPY RIGHT ...
httpsi!plus-google.comi108241924900293656017/posts/QH6dzFFoxLP
RAT DISNEY
F=b ^  ~. 2C1 ~ - WE ARE SUING THE WALT DISNEY MONOPOLY FOR COPY RIGHT
INFRINGEMENTS AND COPY RIGHT VIOLATIONS I WROTE HIGH SCHOOL
MISERABLE
DISNEY RATTORNEYS ARE REAL VERMIN
https://plus.google com/108241924900293656017!postsN32hrBmhJBY
RAT DISNEY
Fec ? ` . 20 i~ -DISNEY RATTORNEYS ARE REAL VERMIN
Sonny With A Chance Season 2 Episode 5 High School Miserable ...
https:L`wne.pk,~video/_.isonny-with-a-chance-season-2-episode-5-high-school-miserab .
Sonny V'dith A Chance Season 2 Episode 5 Hig by match=uv hayden. 54 views - 2 years ago. Sonny
W[h A Chance S02E05 High School _ C7-37
Searches related to HIGH SCHOOL MISERABLE
high school miserable full episode high school miserable part 1
high school miserable sonny with a chance high school miserable wiki
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ri~~er~ +Gw~d of Ax~~~a, ~v t, Im~c.
'~OQO West Third Street
Los gees, California 90048.4329
Telephone: 323-782-4500
Fax: 3~3-782-4803
Transaction Summary
BOYMAN, KENNETH E.
PO BQX 5860
SANTA MONICA, CA 90409
Date: 06/24/09
Receipt #: 647398
ITEINI Qf TY PRICE S & H TAX DI5C COST
Register an Item 1 20.00 0.00 O.QO O.aO 20.00
ITEM TOTAL: X0.00
PA~'ME1VT A1kI0U1vT
CC - x~x-4018 20.00
PAYM~~VT TOTAL: 20.00
BALANCE DUE: 0.00
~ ~~
~r. ,
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~` AV 11 L
TO:
Register of Copyrights
Copyright Office
Library of Congress
Washington, D.C. 20559
REPORT ON THE
FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN
ACTION OR APPEAL
REGARDING A COPYRIGHT
In compliance with the provisions of 17 U.S.C. 508, you are hereby advised that a court action or appeal has been filed
on the following copyriaht(s):
~ ACTION ❑APPEAL
COURT NAME AND LOCATION
United States District Court for the Central District of California,
Western DivisionDOCKET NO. DATE FILED
12/7/2017
PLAINTIFF
Kenneth Boyman
DEFENDANT"
Disney Enterprises, Inc.
COPYRIG}iT
REGISTItAT10N NO. TITLE OF WORK AUTHOR OR WORK
i TXu001716711 High School Miserable Kenneth Boyman
? PA0001773989 Disney Sonny with a Chance "High School Miserable" Disney Enterprises, Inc.
3
4
5
In the above-entitled case, the fol]owing copyrights) have been included:
DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY
q Amendment ❑Answer ❑Cross Bill ❑Other Pleading
COPYRIGHT
REGISTILa-['ION NO. TITLE OF WORK AUTHOR OF WORK
I
3
In the above-entitled case, a final decision was rendered on the date entered below. A copy of the order or judgment
together with the written opinion, if any, of the court is attached.
COPY ATTACHED WRITTEN OPINION ATTACHED DATE RENDERED
q Order ❑Judgment ❑Yes q No
CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE
i) Upon initiation of action, 2) Upon filing of document adding copyright(s), 3) Upon termination of action,
mail copy to Register of Copyrights mail copy to Register of Copyrights mail copy to Register of Copyrights
DISTRIBUTION: y
4) 1 n the event of an appeal, fonn~ard copy to Appellate Court ~) Case File Copy
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